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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY T. H. CABTER & CO., continued.

ALSO,

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S ANNUAL. Price 25
cents. A gift for the ladies. Seventh year of its pub-

lication. Formerly edited by Mrs. Gilman. This work
is adapted to the domestic relations of social life, and
comprises numerous useful recipes, directions for the

cultivation of flowers, anecdotes, &c.

THE NEW MORAL LIBRARY, for youth, origi-

nal and select. Hignly approved by judicious parents

and teachers. Eight vols, now published, via.

:

Arthur's story book.

well bred girl.

well bred boy.

the little gardener.
henry of eichenfels.
perseve7.ance under difficulties.

narina the princess.
the little mill dam, etc.

Price 25 cents each." Extra binding 37i cents.

" Moral Library.—Under this title, which is true, but
indefinite, T. H. Carter fy Co. are publishing a collection

of moral stories of standard excellence, partly original,

and partly selected from various writers who have turned

their attention to this method of interesting and benefiting

the young. This is an excellent design, and, so far as we
have seen it, is judiciously conducted. Nothing is more
wanted than good books for the young, thoroughly good
buoks ; of these we never have enough, and we are glad
these publishers are exerting themselves to add to the num-
be- . They are sending forth moral and useful stones, in

a uniform and neat dress, and a strong binding, not the

least merit in this day of showy but feeble covers. Some
of the stories have been published before, as ' The Well Bred
Boy,' « Well Bred Girl/ and ' Arthur's Story Book,' < Little

Mill-dam,' 'Narina the Princess,' and 'Henry of Eichen-
fels,' Ace. We hope the plan will be pursued, and the pub-
li •'<*rs rewarded."

—

Christian Register.

"Moral Library.—The object of these volumes is, to

present to the mind a collection of moral stories, of standard
excellence, partly original and partly selected, from writers

who have turned their attention to this mode of benefiting

the young."

—

Boston Mercantil0Journal.

MARCO PAUL'S ADVENTURES IN PURSUIT
OF KNOWLEDGE. A new series of choice books
for young people, by Jacob Abbott. Complete in 6
vols., at 25 cents each, or in extra binding at 37 J cents.

MEMOIRS OF MISS ELIZABETH CARTER.
Price 25 cents.

" The name of Miss Carter, we suppose, is not very fami-
liar to the readers of the fashionable literature of the day

;

yet she was one of the little constellation of female writers

of the last century, who merited all the praise she ever
received, and that was not slight; one to whom Johnson,
who^e society she enjoyed, was never rude ; who associated

with " itler and Richardson, Mrs. Montague and others

of the wisest and best whom England could produce ; the
translator of Epictetus j and the mistress of the Latin, Greek,
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Hebrew,
and Arabic languages

;
and, what is more important than all,

a devout and humble Christian. We cannot but regard
such a volume as a most welcome gift."

—

Christian Exa-
miner.

"This is a well written and highly interesting memoir of
one of the most learned and excellent English ladies of the
last century, from the pen of the author of 'Miriam,'1 and
'Joanna of Naples.'' Her love of study, remarkable attain-
ments, social habits and character, are happily sketched in
this little work."

—

Phila. Christian Observer.
" This little work, understood to be from the pen of a

highly gifted lady of New England, is marked by great
simplicity and beauty, and gives a rapid but very satisfac-

tory sketch of the life and character of one of the most
distinguished of her sex. A pen that can portray and
delineate with so much skill and effect, if it is kept under
the control of a good conscience, will not long be allowed
to slumber."

—

Albany Journal.

THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' LIBRARY. Edited
by Mrs. Colman.

" We have just finished reading its contents ; for we can
not be satisfied with merely glancing over such a work as
this. The tales are principally original, and chosen for

their high moral tone, and their tendency to purify the
affections of children. In no other periodical of the kind
have we noticed so much attention to the latter. What can
be more important to young persons than this? Knowl-
edge alone cannot make angels ; their hearts must be filled

with good and true affections ; and this must be taught
them in a pleasant manner.

" We recommend this little work to the notice of every
parent desirous of procuring both instruction and amuse-
ment for his children.

" The price is but one dollar for a year."

—

National Intel-

ligencer.

"This attractive little volume will be welcomed by juve-
nile readers. Instruction and amusement are admirably
blended in its various contents, which were contributed by
Messrs. Jacob Abbott, T. S. Arthur, Mrs. Osgood, Mrs.
Sigourney, Mrs. Gilman, Mrs. L. J. Hall, Mrs. Graves,
and several other popular writers, who are well known to

the public. Many of their descriptive pieces are illustrated

by pictorial embellishments, which cannot fail to interest

the class of readers for whom the l Library' is intended."—Phila. Chris. Observer.

" This little monthly visiter always comes charged with
blessings to the rising generation. The present number,
like all its predecessors, bears the marks of refined taste

and elevated moral sentiment. It blends in delightful

combination the attractive and the instructive."

—

Albany
paper.

" Here we have great minds at work for little folks.

This number contains many bright thoughts, and some
handsome pictures into the bargain. It is worth more for a
little child than a bushel of toys."

—

Albany paper.

MARK CANNING & CO., 272 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia Publishers of the Living Age.

Hat t established themselves in a large and commodious store and are prepared to supply on the best terms, all the different

Periudi'ils, Reviews, Magazines and Newspapers, published in this country or Europe, on the most favorable terms.— They

mill a.so keep constantly on hand a large and general assortment of ENGLISH and AMERICAN STATIONERY,
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THOMAS CAMPBELL S " ADVERTISEMENT.

A correspondent points out that the writer of
" Mornings with Thomas Campbell," published in

the Journal a few weeks ago, (No. 58,) has some-
what misunderstood the poet's account of his

fancy for the beautiful child whom he met in St.

James' Park. What the author of the " Pleasures

of Hope" sent to the newspapers was the following

jeu d 'esprit :

—

LINES ON HIS NEW CHILD-SWEETHEART^
BY THOMAS CAMPBELL.

I hold it a religious duty,

To love and worship children's beauty
;

They 've least the taint of earthly clod

—

They 're freshest from the hand of God..

With heavenly looks, they make us sure

The heaven that made them must be pure :

We love them not in earthly fashion,

But with a beatific passion.

I chanced to, yesterday, behold

A maiden child of beauty's mould ;

'Twas near—more sacred was the scene

—

The palace of our patriot queen :

The little charmer, to my view,

Was sculpture brought, to life anew.

Her eyes had a poetic glow,

Her pouting mouth was Cupid's bow

;

And through her frock I could desery

Her neck and shoulders' symmetry;

'T was obvious, from her walk and gait,

Her limbs were beautifully straight.

I stopped the enchantress, and was told,

Though tall, she was but four years old.

Her guide so grave an aspect bore,

I could not ask a question more
;

But followed her. The little one

Threw backward ever and anon

Her lovely neck, as if to say,

" I know you love me, Mister Grey;' 1
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For by its instinct childhood's eye

Is shrewd in physiognomy
;

They well distinguish fawning art*

From sterling fondness of the heart.

And so she flirted, like a true

Good woman, till we bade adieu !

'T was then I with regret grew wild

—

O ! beauteous, interesting child !

Why asked' I not thy home and name ?

My courage failed me—more 's the shame.

But where abides this jewel rare?

O ! ye that own her, tell me where I

For sad it makes my heart and sore,

To think I ne'er may meet her more.

Our correspondent adds, that the lines were
answered in a poetical address by a member of the

young lady's family, who fully appreciated the

honor he had done them.— Chambers'1 Journal.

THE WEDDING RING.

Emblem of happiness, not bought nor sold,

Accept this modest ring of virgin gold.

Love in the small hut perfect circle trace,

And duty in its soft though strict embrace.
Plain, precious, pure, as best becomes the wife

;

Yet firm to bear the frequent rubs of life.

Connubial love disdains a fragile toy,

Which rust can tarnish, or a touch destroy

;

Nor much admires what courts the gen'ral gaze,
The dazzling diamond's meretricious blaze,

That hides with glare the anguish of a heart

By nature hard, though polish'd bright by art.

More to thy taste the ornament that shows
Domestic bliss, and, without glaring, glows.
Whose gentle pressure serves to keep the mind
To all correct, to one discreetly kind.

Of simple elegance th' unconscious charm,
The only amulet to keep from harm

;

To guard at once and consecrate the shrine,

Take this dear pledge—it makes and keeps thee
mine.
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From Punch.

DOG ANNEXATION.

J. Polk was put to the bar charged with robbing
the Mexican minister of a favorite dog, named
Texas : the circumstances of the case Don Bernar-
do Murphy stated to be these :—Some months
since, John Polk sold his Excellency the dog, (a

very large animal, spotted black and white, that

used to run undercarriage ;) subsequently a fellow

named Houston, a countryman of Polk's, who had
been in his Excellency's service, absconded with
the dog, and he had that day seen it at Greenwich
Fair, whither he had gone in company with Cheva-
lier Bunsen. The animal was tied to a van, be-

longing to the prisoner, and from which he was
haranguing and psalm-singing to the company at

the fair.

Policeman, X. 21, said—Please your worship,
there has been more picking of pockets round that

'ere psalm-singing wan than in any part of the fair.

Mr. Aberdeen—Silence, Policeman. What
has that to do with the complaint?
The Mexican Minister continued, in a very agi-

tated manner, "I instantly recognized my dog,
and gave the scoundrel yonder in charge of a
policeman."

" Scoundrel !" the prisoner cried, (a very sanc-
timonious looking fellow, who held the dog in his

arms,)—" Am I in a Christian land, to hear my-
self called by such names? Are we men? Are
we brethren ? Have we blessings and privileges,

or have we not? I come of a country the most
enlightened, the most religious, the most freest,

honestest, punctuallest, on this airth, I do !"

Mr. Aberdeen, (with a profound bow,)—You
,are an American, I suppose?

SrViL.K—I thank a gracious in ussy, I am ! I can

rippeal U) everything that is holy, and, laying my
hand on my heart, declare I am an honest man. I

.scorn the accusation that I stole the complainant's

-dog. The dog is my dog—mine by the laws of

: heaven, airth, right, nature, and possession.

Don Bernardo Murphy, very much agitated,

here cried out—How yours? I can swear to the

animal. I bought him of you.

Polk—You did.. It 's as true as I 'm a free-

born man.
Don Bernardo—A man who was an old servant

, of yours comes into my service and steals the dog.

Polk—A blesseder truth you never told.

Don Bernardo—And I find the animal now in

your possession.

Polk (cuddling the dog)—Yes, my old dog

—

yes, my old Texas ; it did like to come back to its

old master, it did !

Don Bernardo (in a fury)—I ask your worship,

is n't this too monstrous ?

Mr. Aberdeen—Your Excellency will permit

me to observe that we have not yet heard Mr. Polk's

defence. In a British court, justice must be

shown and no favor.

Polk—I scorn a defence. The dog returned to

me by a lor of natur—it 's wicked to fly against a

lor of natur. If I sold the dog, and by the irre-

sistible attraction of cohesion, and the eternal order

of things, he comes back to me—am I to blame?

—

It 's monstrous, heinous, reglar blasphemy to say

so.

Mr. Aberdeen appeared deeply struck by the

latter observation.

Polk (continued)—I did n't steal the animal

—

Steal ! Is a man of my character to be called a

thief? I annexed hiin—that 's all.

jurisdiction has this here court? what authority
has any court on airth in a question purely Amer-
ican ? My bargain with Don Bernardo Murphy
took place out of this country—the dog came back
to me thousands of miles herefrom.
Mr. Aberdeen—In that case I really must dis-

miss the complaint. Allow me to state my opin-
ion, Mr. Polk, that the dog is yours ; I have no
business to inquire into the question of annexation
as you call it, or of robbery as his Excellency here
(very rudely, I must think,) entitles your bargain.
I entreat rather that gentlemen so respectable
should live together in harmony ; and— and I wish
you both a very good morning.

Mr. Polk then left the office, whistling to his dog,
and making signs of contempt at Don Bernardo
Murphy, who slunk away in a cab. He had not

been gone an hour when Policeman X. 21, came
into the office and said, " Please your worship,
the Yankee annexed your Worship's Canadian
walking-stick in the passage."
Mr. Aberdeen (sternly)—Mind your own busi-

ness, fellow, Mr. Polk is perfectly welcome to the
stick.

Presently another member of the force, O'Regan
by name, entered and swore the incorrigible Polk
had stolen his beaver hat.

Mr. x\.berdeen (good humoredly)—Well, well,

I dare say the hat wasn't worth twopence half-

penny : and it 's better to lose it than to squabble
about it at law.

O'Regan left the court grumbling,, and said it

was n't so in Temple's time.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Mr. Dwight's American Penny Magazine

makes its regular weekly appearance—always filled

with good matter; much of it original, and all

showing the marks of editorial care and judg-

ment. This excellent family book will make
more than 800 double pages in a year, for One
Dollar. Published at the Express Office, New York.

From Messrs. Harper <f Brothers

:

Harper's Bible, No. 24.

Mount Sorel, Part 2.

Zoe. By Miss G. E. Jewsbury. We have
not read this, but are informed that it is in a far

different spirit from that which guided the pen of

her sister.

Charles Tyrrell. By G. P. R. James.
Wandering Jew, No. 11.

Encyclopedia of Domestic Economy, compris-

ing such subjects as are most immediately con-

nected with Housekeeping. To be completed in

12 nos. at 25 cents each, and illustrated with

nearly One Thousand Engravings. This will be a

treasury of knowledge upon matters of which we
all feel the importance.

Messrs. Greeley
<5f

M'Elrath have issued the

first part of the Popular Lectures on Science

and Art, by Dr. Lardner, of which we gave

notice in a former No. This Part, price 25 cents,

contains: The Plurality of Words; The Sun;
Eclipses; The Aurora Borealis ; Electricity.

The work is handsomely printed, and we are

glad to see that the type is of a good size. We
shall read every word of it, and recommend it

especially to young people. A knowledge, even

although superficial, of the principles of Natural

Philosophy, is a foundation which is built, upon

through all after life.— It is a very profitable in

vestment.
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From the New Monthly Magazine.

THE LEFT-HAND GLOVE
;
OR, CIRCUMSTANTIAL

TESTIMONY.

On the summit of a hill near Muhlbach, a small

town of Rhenish Prussia, there is a chapel dedi-

cated to St. Joseph. Being a place of pilgrimage,

this chapel is on festival days visited by many of

the inhabitants of the surrounding country ; but on

other days of the year it seldom happens that the

sound of a human footstep disturbs the sacred sol-

itude.

Very early on the morning of the 19th of July,

1818, a peasant proceeding to work, was wending

his way along a narrow path at the foot of the hill.

His dog was running before him. Suddenly the

animal stopped short, and in another moment
darted off rapidly in the direction of the chapel.

The dog soon returned to his master, howling pit-

eously, and betraying unequivocal signs of terror.

The peasant quickened his pace, and turned di-

rectly into the path leading up to the chapel. On
coming within sight of the portal of the little edi-

fice, he wTas horror-struck to behold, stretched on

the steps, the lifeless body of a young man.
The terrified peasant hurried to the neighboring

village with tidings of what he had seen The
news spread with the swiftness of lightning, and

in a very short space of time the magistrate of the

district, accompanied by the village doctor and
schoolmaster, and followed by a crowd of country

people, were ascending the hill in the direction of

the chapel.

The body was found precisely on the spot and in

the position described by the peasant. It was the

corpse of a very handsome young man
;
part of the

clothing, viz., the coat and waistcoat had been
taken off, and beneath the shirt there was found a

piece of cloth of a bright red color, apparently the

fragment of a shawl. This piece of cloth was laid

in several folds over the region of the heart. It

was fastened by a band of fine lawn or cambric,

which was rolled round the body, and the whole
was firmly fixed by a mass of congealed blood.

On the careful removal of these bandages, there

was discovered a deep wound, which had divided

the carotid artery. The deceased wore light col-

ored pantaloons, boots with spurs, and on one of
the fingers there was a massive gold signet-ring.

The ground round the spot where the body lay ex-
hibited no trace of any struggle ; but prints of
footsteps, partially obliterated, were perceptible.

These marks were traced to a neighboring wood,
and in the direction of an eminence which towered
above the trees, and whose summit wa»s crowned
by the ruins of the old castle of Ottenberg—a place

which the neighboring country people believed to

be haunted.

Whilst the doctor and others were engaged in

examining the body, some of the rustic crowd
mustered courage to trace the foot-prints, which
apparently led to the ruined castle—their super-
stitious fears being doubtless lulled by the convic-

tion that ghosts are not prone to wander in the

bright sunshine of a July morning. One of the

party was soon seen running back to the chapel in

breathless haste, announcing that the scene of the

crime was discovered. The magistrate proceeded
to the ruins of the castle, and what he saw left no
room to doubt that the murder had actually been
committed there. The floor of the spacious area

(once the banqueting hall of the castle) was
stained with blood. The walls, the table, and the

seats, also presented similar stains. On the table

were the remains of a repast which had evidently

been partaken of at no very distant date, for there

were fragments of bread and fruit, and a broken

bottle in which some wine still remained.

On further examination, deep prints of footsteps

were perceived leading from the ruins of Ottenberg

to the high road of Beking, in a direction quite op-

posite to that of the chapel. A little further on

in the same track, was found a piece of red cloth
;

and on comparison it, was ascertained to belong to

the same shawl, a fragment, of which had been

used to stanch the wound of the victim. At the

foot of a tree lay a lady's glove, nearly new, but

stained with blood. Nothing more was discovered,

and in the evening the body was interred in the

village churchyard, after being throughout the day
exposed to the public gaze. On the following day,

an innkeeper presented himself to the magistrate of

the district. He had recognized in the murdered
man a traveller who slept in this house on the

night of the 15th of July, and who left early on

the following morning. He knew neither the

name nor the condition of the stranger ; nor had
he heard from whence he came, or whither he was
going. The innkeeper observed that he had a

gold watch and chain, a red morocco pocket-book,

and a green silk purse ; moreover, that he wore
two rings, one of which he had recognized on the

dead body.

An active inquiry was set on foot ; but no cir-

cumstance of importance was brought to light, un-

til about six weeks afterwards. The police then

ascertained that a gentleman named Von Bergfeldt,

who had been residing for some time at Coblentz,

had suddenly disappeared. He came from Frank-

fort, and to all appearance possessed plenty of

money. He had made several excursions to va-

rious parts of the adjacent country, and his journeys

had extended as far as the mountains of the Vosges.

An old soldier, who had been his servant, and the

proprietor of a house which he had hired, came to

Muhlbach ; both had a perfect recollection of the

watch and the two rings remarked by the inn-

keeper ; the servant positively affirmed that the

boots found on the dead body belonged to his

master.

Several months elapsed, and public interest,

which had been powerfully excited by this mys-
terious event, was gradually subsiding, when a

gentleman of rank, travelling to the waters of

Podewil, happened to pass through Muhlbach.
Hearing of the murder, he was struck by the name
of the victim—Bergfeldt being the name of one of

the most ancient and noble families in Silesia. He
knew their armorial bearings, and he expressed a

wish to see the signet-ring which had been found

on the body. The engraved coat-of-arms was
identical with that of the Silesian Bergfeldts

;

viz., quarterly sable and azure, on a Chief Or, a

serpent between two bees.

The ober-procurator of Muhlbach lost no time

in addressing a letter to the authorities of Breslau.

An answer was speedily returned enclosing a
letter signed Ferdinand von Bergfeldt, the writer

of which described himself as being the second son
of the old Baron Franz von Bergfeldt. He stated

that his elder brother, had about two years pre-

viously, left home to make a tour in various parts

of Europe, and that the family had received

no intelligence of him for a very considerable

time.

"Every circumstance," pursued the writer of
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the letter, " leads to the supposition, that the vic-

tim of the recent murder is no other than my un-

fortunate brother. Our family has the greatest

interest in elucidating- this mystery, inasmuch as

our patrimonial estates are entailed on heirs male.

My brother was married, but had separated

from his wife, by whom he had a daughter, who
died in infancy. I shall set out forthwith for

Muhlbach."
Ferdinand von Bergfeldt arrived at Muhlbach in

December, he examined the effects of the de-

ceased, and the documents relative to the exami-

nation of witnesses. It appeared evident, beyond
doubt, that his brother had perished by the hand

of a murderer; but, nevertheless, it was requisite

he should be provided with an attested certificate

of his death, before he could take possession

of the inheritance which would devolve on him
as next heir, at the decease of his then very aged
father.

He engaged the assistance of the advocate

Schelnitz, a lawyer of justly reputed intelligence

and activity ; and with him he proceeded to Cob-
lentz. The mystery of the case, the important

interests involved in it, and the rank of the family,

all contributed to stimulate the zeal of Schelnitz,

and he speedily brought to light certain facts

which promised to lead to the detection of the

criminal.

Ferdinand and the lawyer visited the house
which had been occupied by Edward von Bergfeldt

at Coblentz. Seals had been affixed to all the

drawers, trunks, &c, and, on a careful exami-
nation of the effects, there was found in the

pocket of a coat a note written in French. The
address had been torn off, but the note was as

follows :

—

" I grant the interview on condition of its being
the last. Your threats can never intimidate me.
I defend myself with the arms of virtue and honor.

This is my last communication. Secret corre-

spondence must not continue.

"C .

"July 13th."

As soon as Ferdinand von Bergfeldt perused
this note, he felt convinced that he was on

the right track for the discovery of the mur-
derer.

" It has been conjectured," observed he, " that

robbery was the motive for taking my brother's

life—no such thing ! I feel assured that the fatal

blow was struck by a female hand—the same hand
to which the glove belongs, and the same hand
which traced this note. Every one of our
family are aware that my brother did not behave
well to his wife ; and that his conduct caused them
to separate shortly after their marriage."
The active inquiry now set on foot brought to

the knowledge of the magistrates various circum-
stances worthy of attention.

A country girl deposed that, whilst she was en-

gaged in cutting wood in the neighborhood of the

castle of Ottenberg, on the morning of the 16th of

July, she had seen a gentleman in a hunting-dress

walking with a lady. She described the lady to

have worn a straw bonnet, a bright-colored dress,

and to have carried a parasol.

The keeper of the baths of Podewil, near Muhl-
bach, furnished testimony somewhat more im-
portant. He stated that, about noon on the 16th

of July, a lady elegantly attired, but pale and evi-

dently suffering from fatigue, came to the door of

the bathing establishment, and wanted some per-

son to tie a bandage round her right hand, which
she said she had accidentally cut. The wife of

the bath-keeper washed and bandaged the wound.

The cut was long, but not very deep, and appeared

to have been inflicted with a knife. The lady

requested to have a clean white handkerchief,

which was furnished to her ; she left a ducat in

payment, and went away hurriedly. An old man,

dressed like a wood-cutter, had been observed

waiting for her at some distance, and, the lady

having joined him, they went away together.

From the evidence of a person living near the

baths, it appeared that, being at work behind a

hedge, he had heard a short colloquy between the

lady and her guide. The former was weeping

and appeared greatly distressed. The old man
said to her, " In the name of Heaven, madam, be

calm ! Tears cannot recall the dead to life : from

me you have nothing to fear—I will be silent

—

silent as the grave !"

These witnesses described the lady to .have

had a light-colored parasol, a straw bonnet trim-

med with flowers, and a green silk dress.

Ferdinand von Bergfeldt now entertained no

doubt that the investigation would speedily lead to

a satisfactory result. In a letter, which he ad-

dressed to the magistrate of Muhlbach, he said,

" We shall soon unravel the truth. We have the

glove, and it will not be long ere we have the

hand. It is a right-hand glove, and, on turning it

inside out, I have made a discovery which has

heretofore escaped observation. In the inside is

written a name, part of which is obliterated, the

letters Henr— F he, being all that are legible."

But was this the name of the wearer or the

maker? With the view of solving this question,

the glove was transmitted to an experienced agent,

who had orders to spare no exertions for the eluci-

dation of the fact.

At this juncture an unexpected circumstance in-

tervened. A festival day was at hand, and in

preparation for it the chapel of St. Joseph was

swept and cleaned. The box destined for receiv-

ing donations for the poor was opened ; within it

was found a green-silk purse, containing a consider-

able sum in gold and silver, together with a slip

of paper, on which were written the following

words :
" Give the dead man Chrislian burial, and

Heaven will reward you !" It will be recollected

that the inn-keeper had seen a green-silk purse in

the hands of the stranger who had slept a night in

his house. He was shown the purse found in the

poor-box, and he identified it as the same.

Meanwhile, Ferdinand von Bergfeldt received

letters from Silesia, acquainting him with his

father's sudden death. lie hurried home without

delay. He was aware that in the event of his

brother Edward's death being proved, it would be

necessary that he should go immediately to Ber-

lin to obtain the requisite authority for entering

into possession of his inheritance. In this matter

he counted on the support of his sister-in-law ; as

the widow would be entitled to an annuity much
more considerable than the sum she had received

as alimony since her separation from bet husband.

Ferdinand von Bergfeldt was not on friendly

terms with the family of his brother's wife. Some
overtures for effecting reconciliation between the

husband and wife had been obstinately opposed by

the father of the lady, General Count Hildenrath.

This circumstance ha'd, in no slight degree, wound-

ed the pride of the Bergfeldts.
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On the 28th of June, 1819, Ferdinand arrived

in Berlin, and he lost no time in visiting General
Hildenrath, by whom he was not received in a

very cordial manner. Edward's widow, Charlotte

von Bergfeldt, was from home. Whilst Ferdi-

nand was relating to the general all that he had
learned respecting his brother's death, a carriage

stopped at the door, and in a few moments Char-

lotte entered the drawing-room. At sight of Fer-

dinand, who advanced to meet her with respectful

interest, she turned deadly pale, staggered, and
seemed on the point of falling, but as if by a sud-

den effort recovering her self-possession, she cour-

tesied and withdrew. Ferdinand was vexed at

this behavior, which he regarded as an unequivo-

cal sign of animosity, and after a little further

conversation with the general he took his leave.

He subsequently saw Charlotte several times,

and though she did not seek to avoid him, yet she

behaved with coolness and reserve. Though she

had just ground of complaint against her husband,
yet she rendered the due tribute of regret for his

sudden and unfortunate death. About the end of

August, Ferdinand received a letter from Schel-

nitz, which was in substance as follows :

" I have some particulars to communicate,
which appear to me to be of the utmost impor-
tance, and to which I beg your earnest attention.

In the first place I have to inform you, that we
have found the left-hand glove. The name Hein-
rich Finacke is legibly written in t lie inside. It is

supposed to be the name of the manufacturer, and
we have taken measures for ascertaining this fact.

The glove was discovered in the following man-
ner : In the course of his investigations, the

police agent, who had possession of the right-

hand glove, showed it to a milliner of Muhlbach
named Mademoiselle Enkel. A lady named Rau-
mer, who was a customer of the milliner, happened
to see the glove, and examined it attentively.

This lady knew that I was engaged in investigat-

ing the affair of the murder at Ottenberg. Three
days afterwards, Mademoiselle Raumer called on
me and presented me to the left-hand glove. This
lady is an intimate friend of the family of the

Protestant Pastor Gaeben. She related to me
that, one day whilst she was visiting the daugh-
ters of that, clergyman, a discussion arose on some
point of dress, and one of the young ladies hav-
ing opened a drawer to search for something, acci-

dentally drew out a glove, which fell at the feet

of Madame Raumer. On picking it up, she per-

ceived something written in the inside, and she
mechanically read the name Heinrich Finacke.

" ' Where did you get this glove, my dear Car-
oline?' inquired Madame Raumer.

" 'From the femme de chambre of a lady who
was here last summer from Berlin,' was the reply.

" I lost no time," added Schelnitz, "in writing

to the Pastor Gaeben, and he called on me this

morning accompanied by his daughter Caroline.

They were very uneasy lest the discovery of the

glove, a circumstance in itself so trivial, should

place them in an unpleasant position. I tried to

dispel their apprehensions, and begged the young
lady would tell me candidly how the glove came
into her possession.

" She informed me that a young widow lady,

Madame Weltheim, a resident of Berlin, had some
time ago been on a visit to Baron Schonwald, at

his castle, near Muhlbach. Caroline, who was a

good musician, frequently went to the castle to

sing, and accompany the lady on the pianoforte.

When Madame Weltheim was about to leave the

castle, Caroline assisted the femme de chambre to

pack up. In a small box, filled with ribbons, flow-

ers, and other trifles, tha glove was found. Being
an odd one, the lady's maid threw it on the ground
as useless. Caroline, admiring the small size and
elegant form of the glove, picked it up and said she

would keep it as a memorial of Madame Weltheim.
I am fully convinced," pursued Schelnitz, "that
all the young lady has slated is strictly true."

" You remember the letter written in French
which was found among your brother's effects.

Its signature was the letter C. Now I am in-

formed that Madame Weltheim's femme de cham-
bre was a French girl, and that her name was
Cecile. You will, no doubt, be struck with this

coincidence. Cecile is described as tall and slen-

der ; Caroline Gaeben is, on the contrary, of short

stature. All that I can learn of Madame Wel-
theim is, that she is a lady of good family, and
moves in the best society of Berlin."

It is strange, thought Ferdinand, when he had
finished reading the letter, that Schelnitz should

attach so much importance to coincidences which
seem to me the mere result of chance. He
went out to call on Count Hildenrath, with the

intention of communicating to him what he had
learned. The count was from home, but the

countess, who had just arrived from the country,

received him with great kindness. She was full

of curiosity respecting the murder, and pressed

Ferdinand to inform her of all the particulars.

"Your brother was buried near the spot where
his body was found, I believe," said the lady.

" Yes, madam, his ashes repose in the little vil-

lage churchyard, not far from Muhlbach."
" Muhlbach !" exclaimed the countess. "Oh !

what would have been poor Charlotte's feelings

had she known that. She was not far from Muhl-
bach at the time."

"How, madam! Was my sister-in-law near

Muhlbach ?"

" She was passing some time at the castle of

Baron Schonwald, which is only a few leagues

from Muhlbach. Don't you know Baron Schon-
wald? He is a very pleasant man, only so ex-

ceedingly fond of hunting. And the baroness

—

she is quite an oddity ! In her youth she was one

of the maids of honor to the electress ! There
was no King of Saxony in those days. But every-

thing is changed now ; and as I was observing a

day or two ago to my friend Madame Schlichte-

groll, I don't know what we have gained by all

these changes !"

In this way the loquacious old lady gossiped for

some time, unheeded by Ferdinand, who was ab-

sorbed in profound reflection.

" How !
" thought he to himself; " Charlotte

so near the scene of the crime, and we not know
it ! She and her father have been silent on a fact

of which they ought to have apprized me the very
first moment I was in their company !"

He took leave of the countess, and returned in a

very pensive mood to his hotel. He once more
read the letter of Schelnitz, and pondered on every
line of it. Another initial C. had now con;e

to light. Was it the one they were in quest of?

Could the accusatory glove belong to Charlotte !

Had she assumed the character of a widow with
the false name of Madame Weltheim? These
and a thousand other perplexing thoughts and sus-

picions haunted the mind of Ferdinand throughout
the night.
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Next morning he again repaired to the hotel of
Count Hildenrath. He found the countess and
her daughter together in the drawing-room. The
conversation naturally turned on the legal inquiries

which were going on for the verification of his

brother's death. Charlotte at first betrayed no
sign of embarrassment or uneasiness.

" I believe, madam," said Ferdinand, " you
are acquainted with the family of Baron Schon-
wald, who reside near Mulbach?"

" T have some slight acquaintance with them,"
replied Madame von Bergfeldt.

" Do vou happen to know the daughter of the

Pastor Gaeben, who lives in the neighborhood of
the castle?"

" He has several daughters."
" 1 mean the second daughter ; Caroline, I

think, is her name."
" Yes, I know her. She is a charming girl,

and a great favorite of mine."
" 1 have just learned that she is implicated, in a

very serious way, in the horrible affair which we
are investigating. The police has discovered—

"

"What! What has been discovered?" ex-
claimed Charlotte, her eyes staring wildly, and
her cheeks turning pale. " Can it be possible !

Poor Caroline ! She is innocent—quite innocent

!

I will go immediately to Muhlbach—I must save
her!"

She sank on the sofa, apparently in a state of
unconsciousness. The countess rang the hell vio-

lently, and, the servants having come to her assis-

tance, Ferdinand hurriedly rushed down stairs,

and left the house.
" The mystery is revealed," thought he.

" Charlotte undertakes to prove the innocence of
Caroline! This is equivalent to admitting that

she knows the author of the crime ! Discovery is

now at hand. I need not stay longer in Berlin."
He was about to order post-horses for the pur-

pose of departing, but in the course of the after-

noon, a note was delivered to him. It was from
Charlotte, who wished to have a private conversa-
tion with him.

Madame von Bergfeldt received her brother-in-
law with the most perfect composure, though she
had not entirely recovered from the emotion which
had so suddenly overcome her in the morning.
She was very desirous to know what was the
charge against Caroline Gaeben, and what discov-
ery had implicated her.

Ferdinand evaded these questions by observing
that the letter he had received from Schelnitz was
very vaguely expressed ; and that, though he
stated that serious suspicions hung over the pas-
tor's daughter, he had not stated the circumstances
on which they were grounded. Charlotte informed
him that it was her intention immediately to set

out for Muhlbach, where she could produce testi-

mony to prove the innocence of her young friend.

Her mother was to accompany her ; the count,
who was suffering from severe illness, being una-
ble to undertake so long a journey. This plan en-

tirely coincided with Ferdinand's wishes. Resort-
ing to a pardonable dissimulation, he pretended
that it was his purpose to return home to Silesia

immediately. That same night, however, he left

Berlin, and took the road to Muhlbach, with the

view of reaching that place before the arrival of
his sister-in-law.

On reaching his destination, the first thing he
did was to call on .Schelnitz, to whom he commu-
nicated all that had transpired at Berlin.

" I have a few additional particulars to relate to

you," observed the lawyer: "I have collected

them from a domestic who recently quitted the
service of Baron Schonwald. The 16th of July
was a Saturday ; it was a festival day, and the
Schonwald family went to Muhlbach. Madame
Weltheim did not go with them, but she went
thither in company with a lady (Madame Rosen)
and her two daughters. The party reached Muhl-
bach in the morning, and about eleven o'clock in

the forenoon Madame Weltheim left her friends,

and did not rejoin them again till evening. Now,"
observed Schelnitz, " it would be very important
to ascertain where she went and how she was em-
ployed during this interval of absence. The
Schonvvalds and the Rosens might possibly furnish

information on that point ; I therefore advise you
to see them. Madame Rosen wishes to dispose

of her estate. You may present yourself as a pur-

chaser. By that means you will be sure of a fa-

vorable reception. Draw the ladies into conversa-

tion, and try to learn from them all that took place

on the 16th of July."

Ferdinand followed this advice. He learned

from Madame Rosen that, whilst the ladies were
breakfasting at Muhlbach, a country girl brought
a letter for Madame Weltheim. She stated it to

be from a very old friend, a Madame TreskofF,

who resided in Muhlbach, and who wished partic-

ularly to see her. Madame Weltheim hastily put

on her bonnet, and departed, followed by the girl.

It was night, and candles were lighted, when she

returned. She seemed agitated, and the redness

of her eyes denoted that she had been weeping.

The ladies anxiously inquired the cause of her

trouble, and she replied that her feelings had
been deeply moved by finding her friend, Madame
TreskofF, in great distress.

Continuing his interrogatories, Ferdinand was
further informed, that though Madame Weltheim
frequently wore a green silk dress, yet it was not

positively remembered whether she wore it on the

16th of July.
" She was much agitated on her return," ob-

served one of the ladies, " and she had only one

glove on. (These words made Ferdinand almost

leap from his chair.) This struck me as very

remarkable, as she was always most precise in

the details of her dress. I remarked to her that

she had only one glove, to which she replied,

' Ah ! I was not aware of it. I suppose I must
have dropped it at my friend's !' "

Ferdinand had thus learned more than he ex-

pected. Taking a hurried leave of Madame Rosen
and her daughters, he went immediately to Schel-

nitz. The latter was of opinion that nothing now
remained to be done but to denounce Charlotte von

Bergfeldt as the murderess of her husband. He
inquired in Muhlbach and its neighborhood whether

a lady named TreskofF had lived there in the

month of July. Her name was unknown to any

one.

"There can be no doubt," said Schelnitz. " that

Charlotte von Bergfeldt struck the fatal blow. It

is useless to endeavor to sound the motives for a

crime which Providence has miraculously dis-

closed by an unparalleled chain of concurring cir-

cumstances. She may have been prompted by jeal-

ousy—by hatred of a husband whose conduct it

would appear was not free from blame—or by

cupidity; for, on the death of Edward von Berg-

feldt, his widow, by the terms of the marriage set-

tlement, is to possess a considerable portion of the
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revenues derived from the estates. But, whatever
may have been the motive for the crime, Charlotte

von Bergfeldt is certainly guilty."

The minutes of the evidence fur the prosecution

were drawn up in due legal form, and laid before

the ober-procurator of Coblentz. Meanwhile, Mad-
ame von Bergfeldt, accompanied by her mother,

arrived there. Full of anxiety to know what pro-

ceeding's had been taken against Caroline Gaeben,

she called on Schelnitz, whose name and address

she had learned from Ferdinand. Schelnitz re-

ferred her for information to the ober-procuralor, to

whom he immediately conducted her.

" Madam," said the magistrate, addressing her,
" your brother-in-law has charged Caroline Gaeben
with being implicated in the murder of your hus-

band. He assures me that he can produce satis-

factory proofs of her guilt ; but he has not stated

to me what those proofs are. I understand that

you have come here for the purpose of removing

the suspicions which hang over that young lady."
" I have, sir ; but I cannot conceive how suspi-

cions can possibly attach to Mademoiselle Gaeben.
She did not know my husband. She never even

saw him !"

"How can you be certain of that, Madam?
You cannot know whom your husband may have

seen during your separation from him. How long

is it since you yourself saw him?"
Charlotte felt that she was approaching danger-

ous ground.

"The will of my parents," said she, "prohib-

ited all communication between me and the Baron
von Bergfeldt after our separation ; I do not con-

sider it necessary to enter upon any further ex-

planation on that painful subject."

Resolved, if possible, to elicit something decided,

the magistrate, fixing his eyes sternly on her, in-

quired whether she had not visited Muhlbach on

the 16th of July in the preceding year.
" Yes, sir," she replied, " I think I was there

on that day."
"How did you employ your time during the

morning?"
Charlotte was silent, and a livid paleness over-

spread her countenance.
" Madame Rosen and her daughters," pursued

the magistrate, " have declared that you parted

from them at an early hour, and that you did not

rejoin them until evening."
" I cannot understand," said Charlotte, in a

faltering tone of voice, " why those ladies have
been examined ; nor can I guess to what all these

inquiries tend."
" Permit me to observe, madam, that you have

not answered the question I just now put to you,

and that an answer is necessary for your justifica-

tion !"

"For my justification ! Then it appears I am
accused ! I now understand the meaning of this

captious interrogatory. I will not condescend to

enter upon explanation. That would be beneath

me. I will remain silent. Henceforth my lips

are sealed on this subject. No power on earth

shall draw a word from me. Now, sir, do what-

ever your duty may dictate ! You know my de-

termination."

The magistrate found himself obliged to sign an

order for the imprisonment of Madame von Berg-

feldt. Next day she was confronted with the

keeper of the baths at Podewil and his wife. Both
unhesitatingly recognized her to be the lady who,

on the 16th of July, had presented herself at the

door of their establishment. Her right hand was
examined, and across the palm there was a mark
which might have been caused by a cut ; but the

scar was so slight as to render this circumstance a
matter of doubt.

An order was forwarded to Berlin for putting

under seal all the papers and effects belonging to

Madame von Bergfeldt. They were previously

examined in the presence of a magistrate. Among
the papers nothing of importance was found, but

in a jewel casket there was discovered a gold
watch, which the accused lady had presented to

her husband on his marriage, and a ring which
Edward had been in the habit of wearing. How
did these objects come into Charlotte's possession?

Had her husband returned them to her at the time

of their separation? These questions could be
answered only by conjecture.

All this mass of evidence having been submitted

to the consideration of the judges, the officers of

police were directed to seek out three persons

whose testimony appeared to be important. These
were the old woodcutter, who accompanied the

lady when she called at the baths of Podewil,

Cecile, the French femme de chambre, and the

country girl who had conveyed the letter to Mad-
ame Bergfeldt (under the name of Madame Wel-
thiem) at Muhlbach. The woodcutter was no-

where to be found. As to Cecile, she had quitted

her mistress' service on her return to Berlin, and
was now married. In countenance and figure she

was totally different from her mistress. No sus-

picion attached to her, and she could furnish no

information calculated to throw light on the sub-

ject of inquiry. The girl who brought the letter

to Madame von Bergfeldt was traced out, and she

stated that, in 1818, she was in the service of a

Madame Wunderlich at Muhlbach. She recol-

lected that some time in the month of July a gen-

tleman called on her mistress, who then desired

her to take a letter to a lady, whose name she had
forgotten. After reading the letter, the lady

went with her to Madame Wunderlich's. The
girl described the gentleman to have been tall and

thin, with dark moustaches. He wore a green

hunting-coat, light-colored pantaloons, and boots

with spurs. This description corresponded with

the appearance and dress of Edward von Bergfeldt.

These examinations being terminated, the case

was deemed to be sufficiently established to war-

rant an order for the trial of the accused before

the criminal court of Coblentz.

On the day fixed for the trial, an immense
crowd thronged every avenue leading to the court.

Madame von Bergfeldt was conducted into the

presence of the judges. She was dressed in

deep mourning, looked very pale, and, though

evidently deeply affected, she was still struggling

to repress her emotion.

The witnesses, forty-three in number, were
examined. Their testimony confirmed all the par-

ticulars already narrated, and though no new
facts were disclosed, yet the interest excited by
the trial continued to increase. At the close of the-

examinations the advocate for the accused entered!

upon her defence. He delivered a long and elo-

quent address, in the course of which he inge-
niously set forth every argument that could turn to*

the advantage of the prisoner. He dwelt earn-
estly on the fact of there being no positive proof
that the body found on the steps of St. Joseph's;

Cliapel was the body of Edward von Bergfeldt.

Referring to the annals of criminal jurisprudence,,
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he adduced the cases of several persons who had

on circumstantial evidence been condemned and

executed for murder, and whose presumed victims

were subsequently discovered to be living. He
concluded by expressing regret that the accused

had determined to remain silent under the charge

brought against her, and to withhold all explana-

tion respecting the events of the fatal day ; but,

unaccountable as that determination was, he ob-

served, that it ought not to be regarded as an evi-

dence of guilt.

The advocate had just closed his address, when
a messenger hastily entered the court, and pre-

sented a billet to the president, which the latter

read aloud. It contained the following words :

—

"I entreat to be heard immediately. I can

prove the innocence of the accused !"

" Let the person be brought into court," said

the president.

The utmost curiosity and agitation now pre-

vailed, and several voices were heard to exclaim,
" Doubtless it is Edward von Bergfeldt!"

The unexpected witness presently appeared.

He was a man of tall stature and of military

bearing. As soon as Charlotte beheld him she

uttered a piercing shriek. Having, not without

some difficulty, made his way through the crowd,
the stranger at length stood before the judges.

" My name," said he, " is George von Roth-
kirch, and I am an officer in the 3d Dragoons.
That lady, whose innocence I am enabled to

prove, is bound by an oath which compels her to

remain silent. I beg permission to address a few
words to her, and afterwards I will satisfactorily

explain the mysterious event which occupies the

attention of this assembly."
The president consulted the court, and the

stranger was permitted to speak to the prisoner.

"Madam," said he, "death has broken the

bond by which you believed yourself to be bound.
Your father is no more. He died invoking bless-

ings on you, and in ignorance of the dreadful

position in which you are placed. Permit me now
to reveal the truth."

Charlotte replied by a look of gratitude and a
flood of tears, and George von Rothkirch, spoke
as follows

:

"Being in garrison at Coblentz in 1818, I met
Edward von Bergfeldt, with whom I had formerly

been acquainted. He then appeared ill and low-

spirited, weary of life, and dissatisfied with him-
self. Pie spoke to me unreservedly of the differ-

ences between himself and his wife, acknowledged
that he had not behaved well, but wished for

reconciliation. I visited the family of Baron
Schonwald, at whose house I met a lady, who
was introduced to me as Madame Weltheim. I

was charmed with her beauty and intelligence,

and frequently spoke of her to Edward. He
wished to see the lady whom I so highly extolled

;

but I could not prevail on him to accompany me to

Baron Sehonwald's. At length I had an oppor-

tunity of pointing out Madame Weltheim to him
on a public promenade.
"'My dear Rothkirch,' he exclaimed, 'she is

my wife !'

" He insisted on my conveying to her a pro-

posal for reconciliation. Madame von Bergfeldt

at first refused to listen to it, alleging that her

parents would never forgive her if she saw or

corresponded with her husband ; at length, how-
ever, I succeeded in shaking her determination,

and she consented to grant him an interview.

" It was arranged that, on a certain day, when
she was to go to Muhlbach with some friends, an
imaginary person, to whom we gave the name of

Madame Treskoff, should send a message re-

questing to see her. She was then to join me at

the residence of a lady in Muhlbach, and I was to

conduct her to the castle of Ottenberg, where her
husband had promised to be in waiting for her.

"On meeting her husband, Madame Bergfeldt

was evidently agitated by painful emotions, which
she vainly struggled to repress. Edward, on his

part, was exceedingly gay and animated ; he had
brought with him a wood-cutter, who carried a

hamper, furnished with a dejeuner. The husband

broached the subject of reconciliation, which the

wife endeavored to evade on the ground of the

objections of her parents. The dialogue became
warm, and reproaches were mutually interchanged.

Edward complained of the heat, which was indeed

excessive, and he frequently had recourse to the

wine, of which he drank very freely. I observed

that he was becoming greatly excited, and he

even went so far as to utter threats of vengeance,

if his wife did not accede to his offers of recon-

ciliation. Madame von Bergfeldt wished to de-

part, but he seized her by the arm and detained

her.

"'Ah!' he exclaimed, 'would you doom me
again to the miserable life I have suffered for some
years past ; sooner will I end my days— ' and seiz-

ing a knife from off the table, he made a motion

as if intending to stab himself.
" ' Edward,' said I, ' why terrify your wife by

acting this farce V
"'Farce!' resumed he, in a tone of furious

anger, ' do you suppose I fear death ?'

" By a movement more rapid than thought, he
plunged the knife into his heart. He fell at my
feet deluged in blood, and Charlotte fainted.

" The wood-cutter, who had been sitting ai

some distance off, now ran to us. Edward was a

lifeless corpse. With some difficulty we recovered

Madame von Bergfeldt, who, in this terrible crisis,

evinced great energy and feeling. It was long

before we could prevail on her to abandon the

lifeless remains of her husband, for whom she

was most anxious to secure a fitting burial. The
wood-cutter suggested the idea of placing the

body on the steps of the chapel, where, he said,

it was sure to be speedily discovered. We re-

moved some of the clothing, being desirous of

creating the suspicion of murder rather than of

suicide. Charlotte wished to have her husband's

watch and ring which he wore ; he had a second

ring, but we found we could not remove it without

mutilating the finger. We bandaged the wound,
in order to stop the effusion of blood, and then

withdrew. Madame von Bergfeldt cut her hand
slightly in her endeavor to snatch the knife from

Edward ; she was dreadfully agitated by the hor-

rible scene, and reproached herself for having

caused the catastrophe by violating her father's

injunctions.
" ' But,' said she, ' he shall never know what

has happened—it would break his heart. What-
ever may be the result—even though I should die

on the scaffold—so long as my father lives, I will

bury the knowledge of this sad event in inviolable

silence !'

" She made me and the woodcutter take a solemn

oath never to divulge what we had witnessed.
" Shortly after this event, my regiment was

removed from Coblentz to a distant garrison. I
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heard nothing of Madame von Bergfeldt, and I

dared not write to her. A short time ago, I

retired from the army, with the intention of pro-

ceeding to the United States, where my brother

has long resided. Passing through the Rhenish

Provinces, on my way to the port at which I pro-

posed to emhark, I heard of this trial : the whole

truth instantly flashed across my mind, and I at

once understood the chain of mysterious circum-

stances which had fixed suspicion on Charlotte von

Bergfeldt. I hastened to Baron Schonwald, who
related to me all he knew of the case, and showed
me a letter which he had received only a day or

two ago, announcing the death of Count Hilden-

rath. There was not a moment to be lost, and I

hurried hither. Death has released me from my
oath, and will, I trust, induce Madame von Berg-

feldt to break the silence she imposed on herself."

He gave the name and dwelling-place of the

woodcutter, who, being found, confirmed the

accuracy of his statement. The court then im-

mediately pronounced the acquittal of Charlotte

von Bergfeldt.
# # # # #

A gentleman who happened to be present at

the extraordinary trial above described, was, in the

month of August, 1820, a temporary resident at

the Hotel d' Angleterre at Havre. One day, as he

was passing down the staircase of the hotel, he

met a lady whom he immediately recognized to be

Charlotte von Bergfeldt.
" Who is that lady?" inquired he of one of the

waiters, whom he saw in the hall.

"She is a German lady," was the answer;
" her name is Madame von Rothkirch ; she and

her husband arrived here the day before yesterday,

and they are to sail to-morrow for New York on

board the Quincy Adams."

From the Examiner.

History of the Consulate and the Empire of France
under Napoleon. By M. A. Thiers, late Prime
Minister of France. Translated by D. Forbes
Campbell, Esq., with the sanction and approval

of the Author. Vols. 1 and 2. Colburn.

The extraordinary and unexampled interest

which this book has excited in France, is not

likely to have more than a faint reflection in Eng-
land. The fifteen years of Napoleon's absolute

rule, his foreign triumphs, his domestic magnifi-

cence, are still to Frenchmen the most glorious

France can boast of. But we hope there are few
Englishmen who think them other than a most
disastrous experiment, which too long overshad-
owed the liberties and happiness of the world.

Whether the time has come to write the history

of those years ; whether it is yet possible to write

it, without fear or favor ; whether existing rela-

tions to still living and active interests, do not

absolutely require that some errors should be

extenuated, some faults glossed over, and some
crimes palliated : are questions that will not be
felt less strongly after Monsieur Thiers' opening
volumes are read. Of his great and singular

ability, they are a new and convincing proof. His
high administrative talents ; his wonderful clear-

ness and facility of detail ; and that quality of

calm, cold, eloquent good sense which makes his

oratory in the Chamber of Deputies as unassuming
as it is powerful ; are prominently impressed on

this first and second volumes of the history. But
even here, though we get no further than April

1801, we observe painful inconsistencies incident

to the subject. The old editor of the National

seems not a little put to it, among the disputes of

the First Consul and his colleagues, to show how
a Constitution dictated for glory and convenience,

differs from one imposed for direction and control.

But perhaps it is ungrateful to object on that

point; for, out of the confusion, M. Thiers rushes

in self-relief to this eulogium on our English rep-

resentative monarchy.
" Representative monarchy, it must be confessed,

has, with less trouble and effort, by trusting more
to human nature, procured, for two centuries past,

an animated but not subversive liberty, for one of

the first nations of the world. Simple and natural

in its means, the British constitution admits of

royalty, aristocracy, and democracy ; then, after

admitting them, it suffers them to act freely, im-
posing upon them no other condition but to govern
by common consent. It does not limit the king to

this or that act; it does not draw him forth by
election, to plunge him back afterwards; it does

not debar the peers from active functions; it does

not deprive the elective assembly of speech ; it

does not grant universal suffrage, to render it null

afterwards by rendering it indirect; it allows

royalty and aristocracy to spring from their natural

source, hereditary succession ; it admits of a king,

of hereditary peers, but, on the other hand, it

leaves the nation to choose directly, according to

its tastes or its passions of the day, an assembly
which, empowered to grant or to refuse to royalty

the means of governing, thus obliges it to take for

directing chiefs of the srovernment those men who
have contrived to gain the public confidence. All

that Sieyes, the legislator, was in search of, was
here accomplished almost infallibly. Royalty,

aristocracy, act no more than he wished ; they

merely moderate too rapid an impulsion : the elec-

tive chamber, full of the passions of the country,

but checked by two other powers, chooses, in fact,

the real leaders of the state, raises them to the

government, upholds them in it, or overthrows

them, if they have ceased to correspond with its

sentiments. Here is a simple, a true constitution,

because it is the production of nature and of time,

and not, like that of M. Sieyes, the scientific but

artificial work of a mind disgusted with monarchy
by the reign of the last Bourbons, and filled with

dread of a republic by ten years of storms."

As for the " novelty of the ideas," and the
" skill of the contrivances" in the constitution

finally devised by Bonaparte, it was hardly a mat-

ter of novelty or contrivance to cover with a veil

so thin, a government essentially despotic and

military, a government of undisguised force. M.
Thiers cannot disguise from himself that such was
the aim and achievement of Napoleon after the

fall of the Directory
;
yet he discusses the Consti-

tution of the 15th of December with every imagin-

able gravity.

It is a leading purpose of the history, and doubt-

less with good reason, to elevate the military

glory of France. Yet the historian and man of

genius cannot help reminding his readers, more
than once, that there are more durable things, and
more difficult of attainment, than military fflory.

He describes the oration pronounced before Napo-
leon on the occasion of Washington's death, and
observes how poor it was, notwithstanding the
greatness of the people engaged in it, compared
with " those funeral scenes at which Louis XIV.
was wont to be present."
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" What, then, was wanting to render this

solemnity truly grand? There was wanting what
the greatest of men himself could not infuse into

it ; there was wanting, in the first place, religion
;

not that which men affect and strain to possess,

but that which is sincere and spontaneous, and

without which the dead are always but coldly cel-

ebrated : there was wanting the genius of Bossuet,

for there are species of greatness which never re-

appear in nations, and if the Turennes and the

Condes have successors, the Bossuets have none
;

lastly, there was wanting a certain sincerity, for

this homage to a hero renowned above all for his

disinterestedness was too visibly affected."

Too visibly affected indeed ! The ceremony of

this Washington oration preceded, by only ten

days, Napoleon's lodgment at the Tuileries.

The principal military incidents in the first vol-

ume are Massena's distress in Genoa, and the

blockade of that ill-fated city (admirably described,

but with enormous, though of course very natural

French sympathies) ; and the campaign of Maren-
go. Nothing could have been told more pictur-

esquely than the passage of the Alps. Here the

ease and charm of the narrative are very great.

But surely the lucky chance of the battle of Ma-
rengo is a little overdone. Heliopolis and Hohen-
linden are the campaigns of the second volume

;

and, the first especially, are treated with consum-
mate skill, and, for matters known so well, mar-
vellous freshness. But before we offer any fur-

ther remark, let us show the variety, sagacity,

and power of treatment which M. Thiers exhibits,

by a few selected examples.

His anecdotes are brief, striking, and always
well told : thouo-h we think he rejects Bourrienne's

authority too often (had he overlooked, in reference

to the battle of Marengo, the Secretary's famous
battle of the pins?) Here is a narrow escape of

Bonaparte from the famous Chouan chief.

NAPOLEON AND GEORGES CADOUDAL.
" When he was conducted to the Tuileries, the

aide-de-camp ordered to introduce him conceived

such apprehensions from his look, that he deemed
it unsafe to shut the door of the first consul's cab-

inet, and went every now and then to steal a

glance at what was passing. The interview was
long. In vain General Bonaparte addressed the

words ' native country and glory' to the ears of
Georges ; in vain he held out even the bait of ambi-
tion to the heart of that fierce champion of the

civil war ; he had no success, and he felt con-
vinced himself that he had failed when he looked
at the face of his visitor. Georges, on leaving

him, set out for England with M. Hyde de Neu-
ville. Several times, when giving his fellow-

traveller an account of this interview, he exclaimed
showing his vigorous arms, ' What a blunder I

committed in not strangling that fellow !'
"

Here a specimen of the military portraits :

KLEBER AND DESAIX.

" Kleber was the handsomest man in the army.

His lofty stature, his noble countenance, express-

ing all the pride of his soul, his valor at once in-

trepid and cool, his quick and solid intelligence,

rendered him a most formidable commander on the

field of battle. His mind was brilliant, original,

but uncultivated. He read incessantly and exclu-

sively Plutarch and Quintus Curtius; there he
sought the food of great souls, the history of the

heroes of antiquity. He was capricious, indocile,

and a grumbler. It was said of him, that he

liked not either to command or to obey ; and this

was true. He obeyed under General Bonaparte,
but not without murmuring ; he sometimes com-
manded, but in the name of another, under Gene-
ral Jourdan, for example ; assuming the command
by a sort of inspiration amidst the battle, exercis-

ing it like a superior captain, and, after the
victory, resuming his character of lieutenant, which
he preferred to any other. Kleber was licentious

in his manners and language, but upright, disin-

terested, as men were in those days, for the con-
quest of the world had not yet corrupted their dis-

positions.

" Desaix was the reverse in almost every respect.

Simple, bashful, nay, somewhat awkward, his

face hid by a profusion of hair, he had not the
look of a soldier. But, heroic in action, kind to

the soldiers, modest with his comrades, generous
to the vanquished, he was adored by the army and
by the people conquered by our arms. His solid

and eminently cultivated mind, his intelligence in

war, his application to his duties, and his disin-

terestedness, made him an accomplished model of
all the military virtues ; and, while Kleber, indo-

cile, refractory, could not endure any superior au-

thority, Desaix was obedient, as though he had
not known how to command."

And in what follows, of his portraits of states-

men, or men so called.

TALLEYRAND AND FOUCHE.

" M. de Talleyrand descended from a family of

the noblest lineage, destined by his birth for the

army, doomed to the priesthood by an accident,

which deprived him of the use of one foot, having
no liking for this imposed profession, successively

bishop, courtier, revolutionist, and emigrant, then

afterwards minister for foreign affairs under the

Directory, M. de Talleyrand had retained some-
thing of all these different states; there was to be

found in him a touch of the bishop, of the man of

quality, and of the revolutionist. Having no
firmly fixed opinion, but only a natural moderation

which was opposed to every species of exaggera-
tion ; capable of entering at once into the feelings

of those whom he wished to please, either from
liking or from interest; speaking a unique lan-

guage peculiar to that society which had Voltaire

for instructor ; full of smart, poignant repartees,

which rendered him as formidable as he was at-

tractive ; by turns caressing or disdainful, demon-
strative or impenetrable ; careless, dignified, lame
without loss of gracefulness,—in short, one of the

most extraordinary personages, and such a one as

a revolution alone can produce,—he was the most
seducing of negotiators, but at the same time in-

capable of directing, as head, the affairs of a great

state ; for every leader should possess a resolute

will, settled views, and application, and he had
none of these. His will was confined to pleasing,

his views consisted in the opinions of the moment,
his application was next to nothing. In a word,
he was an accomplished ambassador, but not a

directing minister ; be it understood, however, that

this expression is to be taken in its most elevated

acceptation. For the rest, he held no other post

under the consular government. The first consul,

who allowed no person the right to give an opinion

on the affairs of war and of diplomacy, merely em-
ployed him to negotiate with the foreign ministers,

on basis previously prescribed, and this M. de
Talleyrand did with an art that will never be sur-

passed. He possessed, however, a moral merit,
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that of being fond of peace under a master who
was fond of war, and of showing that he was so.

Endowed with exquisite taste, uniting with it un-

erring tact, and even a useful indolence, he was
able to render real services, by simply opposing to

the first consul's exuberance of language, pen, and

action, his sobriety, his perfect moderation, and his

very propensity to do nothing. But he made lit-

tle impression on that imperious master, from
whom he extorted no respect either by genius or

by conviction. Thus he had no more empire than

M. Fouche, nay, even less, though quite as much
employed, and more agreeable. Then again, M.
de Talleyrand said just the contrary to what M.
Fouche said. Attached to the ancient regime,

minus the persons and the ridiculous prejudices of

other times, he recommended the reestablishment

of the monarchy as soon as possible, or an equiv-

alent for it, by availing of the glory of the first

consul in lieu of blood-royal, adding that, if we
wished to have a speedy and a durable peace with

Europe, we ought to make haste to resemble other

states. And, while his colleague, Fouche, in the

name of the revolution advised that we should not

go too fast, M. de Talleyrand, in the name of

Europe, advised that we should not go so slow.

The first consul prized the plain good sense of M.
Fouche, relished the graces of M. de Talleyrand,

but absolutely believed neither the one nor the

other on any subject."

Our last extract is a picture very happily framed.

NAPOLEON CROSSING THE ALPS.

" Artists have delineated him crossing the

Alpine heights mounted on a fiery steed. The
plain truth is, that he ascended the St. Bernard in

that gray surtout which he usually wore, upon a

mule, led by a guide belonging to the country,

evincing, even in the difficult passes, the abstrac-

tion of a mind occupied elsewhere, conversing
with the officers scattered on the road, and then, at

intervals, questioning the guide who attended him,
making him relate the particulars of his life, his

pleasures, his pains, like an idle traveller, who
has nothing better to do. This guide, who was
quite young, gave him a simple recital of the de-

tails of his obscure existence, and especially the

vexation he felt, because, for want of a little

money, he could not marry one of the girls of his

valley. The first consul, sometimes listening,

sometimes questioning the passengers with whom
the mountain was covered, arrived at the Hospice,
where the worthy monks gave him a warm re-

ception. No sooner had he alighted from his

mule, than he wrote a note which he handed to

his guide, desiring him to be sure and deliver it to

the quarter-master of the army, who had been left

on the other side of the St. Bernard. In the even-
ing, the young man, on returning to St. Pierre,

learned with surprise what powerful traveller it

was whom he had guided in the morning, and
that General Bonaparte had ordered that a house
and a piece of ground should be given to him im-

mediately, and that he should be supplied, in

short, with the means requisite for marrying and
for realizing all the dreams of his modest ambition.

This mountaineer died not long since, in his own
country, the owner of land given to him by the

ruler of the world. This singular act of benefi-

cence, at a moment when his mind was engaged
by such mighty interests, is worthy of attention.

If there were nothing in it but a mere conqueror's

caprice, dispensing at random good or evil, alter-

nately overthrowing empires or rearing a cottage,

it may be useful to record such caprices, if only to

tempt the masters of the earth to imitation ; but

such an act reveals something more. The human
soul, in those moments when it is filled with ardent

desires, is disposed to kindness ; it does good by
way of meriting that which it is soliciting of Prov-
idence."

M. Thiers is careful to avoid, as far as may be,

the bandying of national reproaches. He wisely

thinks that in matters of national blame, institu-

tions should have the largest share ; and so winds
his way with the least possible offence, and with
the wary eye of a practised statesman, through
the intricacies, incapacities, errors, and oversights

of cabinets. We like, in this respect, the tone of
his history.

But should none, save his own countrymen, in

matters of individual glory, have liberal largess of
his praise? He strains his sight at Marengo, why
should he narrow it at Copenhagen? He charac-

terizes Mr. Pitt as "obstinate but not enlight-

ened ;" in another place, as with more passion

than understanding ; in a third, as "an able and
powerful leader but with little enlightened views"
(the translator is not careful here) " as a states-

man;" in a fourth, as destroyed by Napoleon's
successes; and, finally, as " The greatest states-

man England ever hadV In other words, Eng-
land never had a statesman of enlightened views.

We observe in the same page with the latter no-

table assertion, a very large If and a very doubt-

ful inference. " If he succeeded," says M. Thiers,

in an argument as to Bonaparte's relations with

England, " if he succeeded in crossing the English

channel with an invading army, England was lost."

There is a happy and pleasantly written notice

in the second volume, of the Royalists during the

Consulate, their childish plots, their foolish gossip,

and Josephine's silly encouragement to both. But
we must part with M. Thiers for the present.

What his tone is likely to be in his later and
most important volumes, we can hardly anticipate

from these. But let us hope he will have time to

remember, in the midst of the imperial glories,

that chiefly his hero fell because of his propensity

to forget, till it was too late, that such things as a

people existed. He forgot it in the country he
governed, and he forgot it in the countries he in-

vaded. The great events of Napoleon's career

will have found a worthy historian, if this moral

is not wholly lost sight of by a mind so admirably

qualified to give to it its proper weight and range.

There is one principle, theory, or dogma, im-

plied rather than distinctly adopted by M. Thiers,

against which we would most earnestly warn him
in the progress of those future volumes. He
seems to think that Napoleon carried out, upon
the whole, the intention and purpose of the French
Revolution; and that this, suspended but a time

by the return of the elder Bourbons, has been re-

sumed by the revolution of '30. Surely there is

a confusion of ideas here. The very basis of the

revolution of '30 was the reverse of an aggressive

policy : it was the right of an independent nation

(a right we hold to be indisputable) to change its

government, when, how, and as often as it pleases.

Mr. Pitt denied that right in 1800, but the Duke
of Wellington bowed to it in 1830. Omit the

aggressive policy of Napoleon— who, having based
his power on victory, could only by victory sustain

it—and we will grant that the later revolution was
indeed but the supplement of the first. The great
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soldier, on receiving the dignity of first consul,

made it his duty, as doubtless it was, to repress

within bounds the spirit of revolution, still " ex-

travagant and erring ;" and to endeavor to consol-

idate and establish. But he made grievous error

in the process. The whole principle of his gov-

ernment was forced and unnatural, or the reim-

posed yoke of the Bourbons would never have been

borne. Society, cramped and crippled by his des-

potisms, submitted to the relief of even that miser-

able change ; and when, in 1830, it broke loose

again, the principle it asserted was not Napoleon's
tyranny, but the resistance to every form of ty-

ranny established by the first revolution. It was
the great doctrine that no government can be se-

cure which does not provide for giving effect to

the general sense of the community it governs :

a principle which still waits its complete develop-

ment in France. For we sincerely believe that if

such provisions for representative liberty were

made effective there, we should hear no more of

the glories of this most mean, false, and futile

"aggressive policy." The electoral representa-

tion of France is a representation by means of

Paris newspapers, as it stands at present. And so

it will remain till enlightened French statesmen

cease to copy Napoleon's grand mistake, and leave

the people out of all their calculations.

Mr. Campbell's translation is very good, but with

occasional slips here and there : and is published

at a very moderate price, on the plan of the cheap
and spirited series of books called the Foreign
Library.

From the Spectator.

TRENCH'S TRAVELS IN FRANCE AND SPAIN.

The Reverend Francis Trench, with his wife,

his man, and a light open pony-carriage, started

for an autumnal tour in the south of France ; but

circumstances extended it to Spain in point of

region, and nearly a year in point of time. As
regards mere novelty of country, there is not much
in Mr. Trench's early route—Dieppe, Rouen,
Paris, the valleys of the Loire, the Garonne, and
the Adour, with the Pyrenean watering-places,

and the Spanish frontier-towns. The latter part,

leading through Auvergne, has more of fresh-

ness ; for it has been rarely visited by the travel-

ler, and not at all frequented by the tourist. The
character of the book, however, is not dependent
upon high-roads, but partly arises from the author,

and partly from his ponies.

Mr. Trench himself is an Anglican clergyman,
we should think with Evangelical views ; and his

tour was made subordinate to Christian objects.

When he arrived at any place where any English
were residing, he immediately issued cards for

divine service on the Sunday, in his apartments
;

and this invitation was invariably responded to,

and not (infrequently by French Protestants. An
object of nearly equal interest was to search out

the Reformed churches, and to attend their ser-

vice : by both which means he was introduced

into more society and of a mueh better class than

common travellers. The state of the Romish
relitrion in France was another object : this led

him to frequent the Catholic churches, with a

view to examine their practice and the views they

inculcated, (which he found heathenish beyond
his expectations,) and occasionally brought him
into courteous controversy with some of their

divines. This pursuit gives novelty of subject and
earnestness of character to great part of the work :

nor is Mr. Trench devoid of qualifications to travel

with advantage. He has seen the Alps, Italy,

Vesuvius, and Etna ; so that he brings knowledge
of other countries to bear upon the Pyrenees and
the landscapes of France and Spain. lie has also

the readiness and willingness to converse with
strangers, that generally distinguishes the prac-

titioners of the liberal professions—at least the
general body, for barristers, like captains, and
dons in the church, stand more upon their dig-

nity, such as it is. Hence he profited from casual

encounters with the people, especially as his tracts

were often a mode of introduction, either in com-
munity or question.

But the pet ponies must not be defrauded of
their due merit; for a good deal of the freshness

of the book must be attributed to them. They
enabled Mr. and Mrs. Trench to do without the

diligence, to quit the high-road for the by-ways,
to visit places inaccessible to the usual run of

travellers, and even to reach towns where neither

the books of the hostel nor the memory of man
recorded the appearance of an Englishman. The
necessity of looking after the stable of the little

creatures, and the excitement their appearance
produced, also give a feature to the book, from
the sensation they produced among that easily ex-

cited people.

THE PONIES IN FRANCE.

A stall is an equine luxury almost unknown at

French inns : at least I have not yet seen one.

This renders great care under any circumstances

needful for those who take their own horses about

the country. Still more did my little ponies re-

quire protection against the monstrous animals

often met with at the inn-stables, from whom one

kick would have been utter destruction. In vain

did landlords, landladies, ostlers, and lookers-on

innumerable, say to me, " Soyez tranquille, Mon-
sieur," or " Pas de danger, Monsieur," when I

thought a position in any way precarious ; and I

must say that almost invariably efforts were
good humoredly made to meet my wishes and

remove all apprehensions. In saying this, I do

not speak of this watchfulness as involving any
trouble which proved disagreeable to me. On
the contrary, I often found that my visits to the

stable brought me into amusing and instructive

communication with travellers or natives of each

separate locality; and besides this, as I have said

before, few Englishmen will look upon their horse,

especially on a long journey, otherwise than as a

friend. I must say also that the ostlers were

very gentle towards the ponies ; and indeed they

were so small and harmless, notwithstanding

their unwearied spirit and endurance, that they

were quite treated as pets by all who came near

them. Not only did gentlemen pay them visits,

but mammas came and put their children on their

backs : one lady who was an invalid had the little

gray absolutely led into her room ; and another

handsome and sprightly young landlady was so

charmed with them on our arrival at her door, that

she called out, patting them, and summoning
the household to see them, " les amours!—les

amours !"

On one occasion Mr. Trench followed a few
hours in the rear of Franconi"s celebrated troop ;

and the little chaise with the little ponies con-

nected in public opinion the Anglican divine with
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the equestrians ahead, and induced the belief along

the road that he was " le directeur de la com-
pagnie." On arriving at Perigueux, he was ad-

dressed " Franconi n'est ce pas ;" whilst in Spain

he had to exhibit his equipage.

THE PONIES AT PAMPELUNA.

My pony-carriage also made, if not an equal, at

all events a most unexpected sensation. It was
visited by several parties, including ladies and

gentlemen, who heard of its being in the inn-yard ;

and I had four or five special requests addressed

to me, that I would drive it out in the town and

let the inhabitants see it. Accordingly, one even-

ing I gratified their desire; and, as it passed,

people called one another out of their houses, and

hurried to the side of the public walks, forming

successive lines, to see my unpretending little

equipage. Here, as in many other places, I have

had some interesting conversation, which com-
menced by remarks or inquiries relative to the car-

riage or ponies. In the salon at the hotel, a party

of four gentlemen referred to me a little discus-

sion which they had had as to the price of such

a vehicle. I told them that I had given fifty

pounds for it ; which they seemed to think, as

many others—for the inquiry was a very common
one—a very moderate price."

The great merit of " the ponies," however, was
in carrying their owner into the country, enabling

him to choose his own manner and time of seeing

things, and allowing him leisure to examine a

prospect or a district, to stop in a town as long as

its features or its vicinity offered any attraction, or

there was any social or spiritual call in the place :

and we think with Mr. Trench, that it was lucky
he disregarded the solemn warnings of his friends

touching the troubles his " turn-out" would bring

upon him.

Besides the advantage of a distinct pursuit, with
the means of penetrating into the country and
examining it at leisure, the Diary of Travels in

France and Spain exhibits judgment in the treat-

ment of subjects, and an attractive style. The
more common themes—as Paris, the spas, and so

forth—are passed over, except so far as they
furnish something peculiar to the writer's pur-

suits ; and he runs nothing down in description,

unless perhaps occasionally his religious topics.

His diction is terse, and has that rapid, pointed,

and easy manner, which is not so much scholarly
as gentlemanly—smacking of public schools and
university training. Of the matter of his miscel-
laneous passages the following quotations may be
taken as fair specimens.

WAGES OF LABOR IN THE SOUTH.

Stopping for a quarter of an hour to-day at a
small way-side inn, an intelligent and obliging

hostess gave me freely such communication as I

sought regarding the condition of the people in

the neighborhood. She said, that when laborers

were hired, it was always the custom to feed

them ; and that, in addition, from twelve to fifteen

sous were given. She sometimes employed them
herself; when they had for breakfast bread or

chestnuts ; for dinner, soup and such things as

omelette, meat, rye-cakes ; for supper, the same
as at dinner. Generally also wine ; but this year
it is so extremely dear, that, she said, this was
out of the question. Lowering her voice, she
made an admission, such as that which the teeto-

tallers often enforce, that when wine was given,

the appetite was not so strong; and in a shrewd,
confidential manner, she explained that on this

principle it was quite as well for her to give some
wine.

FRENCH CULTIVATION : COGNAC : ANGOULEME.

Occasionally we passed large tracts presenting

the richest and most cultivated appearance. They
were not enclosed, but occupied by all kinds of

crops dispersed in small parallelograms. Every
inch of soil was tilled. The lines between each

division were as straight and fine as possible.

Not a weed was to be seen. The stones were all

carefully picked out and laid in regular heaps.

At one part the land sloped towards us from a

considerable distance, and I could not help think-

ing of it as like one vast and flourishing " allot-

ment" garden. Those who take an interest in

the agricultural laborers of our own country will

at once recognize the term and comparison.

SPANISH FIRE.

"The kitchen-fire in Spain is usually made in

the following manner. A square portion of the

floor is allotted as hearth. On this are laid logs

of wood, six or seven feet in length, with their

ends together, like the sticks of a gipsy fire. As
they are consumed, these logs are pushed forward

till burnt out. Above is the chimney, formed of

boarding in the shape of an immense funnel, with

the broad part downwards, and reaching within

about seven feet of the fire. The funnel conducts

to a narrower orifice above. Meat is roasted, and

all the cookery is carried on by the mere use of

the burning wood on this primitive hearth. The
fire is usually of enormous size ; and at the inn of

Roncesvalles a bench occupied two sides, on which
I was not sorry to take an half-hour's seat after

my supper, the elevation of the spot having made
the air chilly."

Electric Clocks.—The following extract from

a letter from Mr. Finlaison, of Loughlon Hall,

appears in the Polytechnic Review:—"Mr. Brain

has succeeded to admiration in working electric

clocks by the currents of the earth. On the 28th

of August he set up a small clock in my drawing-

room, the pendulum of which is in the hall, and

both instruments in a voltaic circuit, as follows :

—

On the N. E. side of my house two zinc plates, a

foot square, are sunk in a hole, and suspended to

a wire : this is passed through the house, to the

pendulum first, and then to the clock. On ihe S.

E. side of the house, at a distance of about forty

yards, a hole was dug four feet deep, and two
sacks of common coke buried in it : among the

coke another wire was secured, and passed in at

the drawing-room window, and joined to the

former wire at the clock. The ball of the pendu-

lum weighs nine pounds, but it was moved ener-

getically,' and has ever since continued to do so

with the self-same energy. The time is to per-

fection, and the cost of the motive power was only

75. 6d. There are hut three little wheels to the

clock, and neither weights nor spring ; so there is

nothing to be wound up."

Calmness in Commotion.—Robert Hall said of

John Wesley, " The most extraordinary thing

about him was, that while he set all in motion, he
was himself perfectly calm and phlegmatic: he
was the quiescence of turbulence."
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Oraclesfrom the Poets : a fanciful Diversionfor the

Drawing Boom. By Caroline Gilman. New
York and London, 1844. Wiley and Putnam.

The idea of this volume is excellent, and the

execution unexceptionable. It has often surprised

us, when listening to the stupid fortune-telling

cards introduced to break the tedium of a dull

party in a drawing-room where dancing is not

patronized, that some ingenious personage should

not have taken pity upon the grown-up children

who thus try to think themselves amused, and
constructed a series of questions and replies that

should at least possess the attractions of common
sense, if not of wit and poetry. We have at last

received from America such an attempt, and it is

entirely successful.

Mrs. Gilman has supplied to each of the favorite

questions a collection of replies, extracted from the

British and American poets, chosen, for the most
part, with an eye to their intrinsic beauty as well

as their aptitude to the query ; and from their num-
ber, and the variety of sources from which these

replies are taken, the volume must have been the

labor of many months.
In this volume fourteen questions are answered,

but another is promised with a completion of the

current catechism. An instance or two will

exhibit the happy choice of the compiler.

To the question, "What is your character?"
put to a gentleman, these are some of the an-

swers :

—

You are one
Who can play off your smiles and courtesies

To every lady, of her lap-dog tired,

Who wants a plaything. Southey.

You act upon the prudent plan,

Say little and hear all you can

—

Safe policy, but hateful. Cowfer.

A right tender heart,

Melting and easy, yielding to impression,

And catching the soft flame from each new
beauty. Rovve.

And there are sixty answers equally apt with

these to that single question.

The query, " What gratifies your taste or affec-

tions ?" leads to some very singular replies. To
wit :

—

Give all things else their honor due,

But gooseberry pie is best. Southey.

Oh ! sweeter than the marriage feast,

'Tis sweeter far to thee,

To walk together to the kirk

With a goodly company. Coleridge.

A wheel-footed studying-chair,

Contrived both for toil and repose,

Wide-elbow'd and wadded with care,

In which you both scribble and doze.

Cowper.

Lighted halls,

Cramm'd full of fools and fiddles.

R. G. Sands.

The amusement and real interest such a ra-

tional fortune-telling as this must excite in the

family circle will be at once apparent.

In her preface, Mrs. Gilman states some curious

results of her researches into the works of the

poets. In Shakspeare she looked in vain for

places of residence. In Wordsworth scarcely a
flower or musical sound is described. Shelley,
Landon, and Hewitt, are eminently the poets of

flowers; while Darwin, with a whole Botanic
Garden before him, and Mason, in his English
Garden, scarcely supplied a single fitting extract.

Milton and Coleridge were found very unprolific

for her purposes, on account of the abstract and
lofty flow of their diction. "Keats and Shelley
are the poets of the heavens." "Byron, with
few exceptions, does not describe a flower, a
musical sound, or place of residence."
The volume is exquisitely printed and delicately

bound for drawing-room use; and perhaps it is

needless to add a recommendation to the descrip-
tion we have given of it, and which will be suffi-

cient of itself to excite the reader's interest, and
insure its introduction into the families of our
friends. It is the very book for a present.— Critic.

TALENTED WOMEN.

Women gifted like Zoe often present instances

of aberration from the standard of female rectitude.

It is not that high talents are in their own nature
inimical to the delicate a:id refined virtues, but
they require in proportion a stronger and wiser
guidance than they often get. The motives that

influence the generality of women do not touch
women of high powers ; they do not feel the obli-

gations of those small moralities, the fear of
" being singular," of rendering themselves the

subject of " remark," which wholesomely qualify

the love of admiration and display, in the general-

ity of female breasts. They have more energy of
character than is absorbed by the routine of duties

women are generally called upon to perform, and
they have no channel in which their superfluous

activity can be expended. Women seldom have
their powers equalized and balanced by a thorough
education, so it is not wonderful that one gifted

with more strongly marked strength of character

than the generality should have somewhat of the

eccentric and irregular in her actions. Her strength

resembles the undirected activity of a child—much
promised, and nothing accomplished with it. Be-
sides women cannot, like men, correct their false

or crude notions by intercourse with the actual

world ; from their natural position they are pre-

vented taking a broad view of things as they really

exist. When a woman steps beyond her own
domestic circle, into whatever scene she goes she

is the subject of a social fiction ; she is treated as

a visitor, not as an inhabitant ; therefore what a

woman calls " a knowledge of the world" is only

a fresh source of bewilderment, which, besides

being in the highest degree undesirable, is confined

to a coarse exaggeration of scenes, which un-

doubtedly do take place, but which lose their

truth by being detached from the course of natural

circumstances under which they occur. Women
of the class we are describing have often a morbid
curiosity for this kind of enlightenment ; but it leads

them no nearer to their object, viz. something to

fill the void in their hearts and intellects.

—

From
Zoe. a novel.

Vulgar Eloquence.—An example of popular
eloquence, calculated to produce a great effect,

however familiar in itself, occurred in a preacher
among the Methodists having said, in order to

exhibit the contrast between time and eternity

—

" Suppose a departed sinner had been ten thou-

sand years in punishment, and that, upon hearing

a bell toll, be should inquire, ' What is that

o'clock?'—the answer could only be—Eternity !"
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From the Examiner.

Revelations of Spain in 1845. By an English
Resident. Two vols. Colburn.

This is a very clever book, of which the best por-

tions are the non-political. In force and liveliness

of manner, we have had nothing that so much re-

minds us of the late Mr. Inglis' Rambles in the

Footsteps of Don Quixote, as the purely descrip-

tive parts of Revelations of Spain.

The book is clearly the result of considerable

experience of the things described ; and the writer

appears to be still resident in Spain. This may
account for his speaking with a less startled ab-

horrence than the casual traveller would display,

of the political atrocities and disasters of that

unhappy country. But there seems to us also, in

that direction of his inquiries, (excepting where he
exposes the hollowness of. the Carlist pretensions

and the false sympathy about them in England,) a

certain want of sincerity or of candor. He thinks

Espartero an honest and respectable man ; and on
every occasion sneers at him, or makes more seri-

ous objections. He thinks Narvaez a scoundrel
;

and omits no opportunity of assuring us that

his rule has been favorable to English inter-

ests. The plain speaking is either too little or too

much.
Of the young queen his opinion is most un-

favorable. Her defects, moral and physical, are

exposed with unrelenting bitterness; and, there is

too much reason to believe, with absolute truth.

She seems a miniature Ferdinand ; but fonder of

bonbons than of petticoats or embroidery. He at

the same time tells us that her life is far from
secure; that scrofula and dropsy have marked
their victim ; and that the best hopes of Spain rest

with her charming and graceful little sister, the

Infanta Louisa.

This is the pretty young lady whom the far-

seeing Louis Philippe marked out for his Due
d'Auinale ; and it is clear that the author, who
reveals a French propensity among his other reve-

lations, would be the last to object to that union
;

irreconcilable with any durable pacification of par-

ties, or a safe constitutional settlement, as it would
infallibly prove. This is not an instance of long-

sightedness. One may be too near as well as

too far off, where ambassador's offices are in

the way more especially, to see with much ex-

actness.

Apart from politics the author often writes de-

lightfully. That his view is not very deep, we
think we can perceive in his insufficient chapters
on the clergy, But where manners and customs
come in question, the venta or posada, dances and
bull-fights, rogues and beggars, quacks and moun-
tebanks, robbers and innkeepers, or the external

aspects of life and scenery, nothing can be better,

nothing more animated, more fascinating than the

Revelations. We read in them of this strange
country, as of the picturesque, semi-barbarous
times of our own, five hundred years ago. The
book is full of life and color. The observation is

quick, the drawing easy, the painting harmonious
and fresh.

We could have wished to dwell further on these

portions of the book. But even our extracts (rich

as the volumes are in quotable matter) must be

extremely brief.

A MADRID MOB.

"The Porte St. Denis, and the Boulevard St.

Antoine, Guildhall and Kennington Common, are

pale by the side of these brown and impassioned
faces, these black and wiry locks like the snakes
of Tisiphone, these moustaches of Barbary dark-
ness, these ever-moving lines and ropes of facial

muscle, strangely set off by the peaked black vel-

vet hat which is universally worn ; and the

cloak, which, even in his rags, the Manolo wears
with the grace of a Roman senator, and the dig-

nity (for he thinks himself no less) of a Castilian

hidalgo."

A SPANISH REVOLUTION.

" It requires little to decide the Peninsular re-

former to rush to the public square and make a

new revolution. At times, he is so quick about it

that he forgets to put on his shoes ; a fact sur-

prising to our northern natures, but familiar to

all who have witnessed an alboroto in Madrid,
Barcelona, or Seville. A dozen vivas, the beat

of a drum, three steps in advance— it is done !"

THE QUEEN AND HER BONBONS.

" The most striking characteristic of the youth-
ful Majesty of Spain is her relish and constant use
of bonbons and sweetmeats. Her papers of comfits

strew the palace, her bags of sugar-plums visit the

council-chamber, her dulces line the throne. * *

The degrees of ministerial favor may be estimated

by the number of presents of confectionery, and
the minister of the interior is first fiddle by right

of four bags of sugar-plums, till the minister of
grace and justice produces five sticks of barley-

sugar. When she despatches business with her

ministers, (which she does twice a week,) she

despatches a prodigious quantity of sweets at the

same time ; and the confection of decrees, and dis-

cussion of dainties, proceed pari passu."

NARVAEZ.

" General Don Ramon Narvaez, the successful

hero of the day, looks precisely the daring, ener-

getic, obstinate and iron-nerved soldier of fortune

which he is. In habits, manners, and appearance,

he is of the purest military breed ; blunt and off-

handed in his address, overbearing in disposition,

slow to take advice, impolitic, violent, and very
determined in his proceedings. His dark mous-
tache has the rough campaigner's cut, and his

pale, stern, and somewhat cruel countenance, be-

tokens his unbending character. * * * He
is sumptuous and showy in his habits, but not lux-

urious in his tastes, and is always ready in his

food and drink to rough it like a campaigner.
# # # * Those who remember him an out-

cast two years back, expelled from Portugal upon
the requisition of Espartero, a wanderer through
the provinces of France, with broken boots that let

in the wet, a greasy hat and a thin coat, which ill-

protected him from the inclemencies of a severe

winter, will appreciate fully the fairy-like change
in his circumstances."

RECIPE FOR A PRONUNCIAMIENTO.

"Buy over three or four officers and a dozen
sergeants of a regiment. Give twenty dollars to

each officer, and a four dollar piece to each of the

sergeants
;
give a peseta to a blind news-hawker,

and a well-invented tale of political rascality of

any kind ; distribute a score of rusty guns and
pistols among as many mauvais sujets ; appoint a

particular hour for an explosion, and the thing

is almost as infallibly accomplished as the re-
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cent blowing up of the Shakspeare Cliff at

Dover."
And yet the writer is indisposed to admit that

the early pronunciamientos against Espartero were
"bought over" with the gold of France.

ABSURDITIES OF RESIDENT ENGLISH.

" I find ' John Duncan Shaw' metamorphosed
into ' Don Joan Duncano Schau— ' Salter,' into

' Saltern,' and plain ' Paul Cross,' into ' Don Pablo
Mariano Crosa.' But the oddest of all these meta-

morphoses is that effected in a few years' time in a

person who, for political purposes, was desirous

to appear as Spanish as possible ; and he who
went forth masquerading as ' Don Jacinto Rosel,'

had some time before been little ' Jack Rus-
sell.'

"

THE GREATEST LORD IN ENGLAND.

" An amusing sensation was created by the

news of Espartero's having been invited to a public

banquet by the Lord Mayor of London. Most
Spaniards translated the word Mayor literally,

according to its meaning in Castilian, ' greater,'

and took it that the ex-regent had been invited to

dine by the greatest lord in England."

SPANISH EPITHETS.

" When the beggar goes forth to make his

rounds, they say : Vase pordiosear, ' He goes to

God's-sake-ity,' or to beg alms for the sake of

God. No other language has an equivalent for

this forcible phrase, which might be paralleled in

a multitude of instances. When the beggar pro-

ceeds from door to door, he is rnenudeando ,
' little-

and-little-afying,' or collecting his fragments and
coppers in a bag ; and when he comes home, the

neighbors say to each other, (for Spanish women
seem to have nothing to do but to gaze out of the

window:) Ahora vase cucharetear, 'There he
goes to spoonify,' (meaning that he is about to

convert his scraps into an olla podrida.'''')

Mr. Bulwe-r is often mentioned in the course of

the Revelations with admiration and praise.

QUEEX CAROLINE S WILLIAM AUSTIN.

A commission has been held before Mr. Com-
missioner Winslow and a special jury of the

country, at the Sheriffs' Court, Red Lion square,

to inquire into the state of mind of " William
Austin, late of the city of Milan, but now residing

at Blackland House, Chelsea, gentleman.'—The
commission was taken out at the instance of Sir
Thomas Wilde and Dr. Lushington, guardians or

trustees of the unfortunate gentleman.
Mr. Walpole said, the subject of this inquiry

was Mr. William Austin, a gentleman about forty

years of age, but of limited means, his property

consisting of about 4,000/. invested in the funds.

He had been brought recently from Milan, where
he was residing when first attacked with this

infirmity ; and it was thought advisable to place

him in one of the asylums in that city. He was
first aillicted with loss of mind as far back as the

year 1830. Mr. Austin in 1841 was an inmate of

the Hospice de Same at Milan. The unfortunate

gentleman became completely imbecile, and his

imbecility was so absolute as to amount almost to

idiotcy. The guardians thought it advisable that

he should be brought to England, and in February
last he left Milan in the care of a keeper, and on

the 6th of the present month arrived in England.
After having been seen by Dr. Chowne and Mr.
Moore, he was removed to Dr. Sutherland's estab-

lishment, Blackland House.
Louis Balbi said he was a keeper at the Hospice

de Sante at Milan. Under his care was a person

named Austin, who was an inmate of the asylum
about three years. He would eat, drink, and
sleep, but never spoke. During the three years

he never spoke once. When spoken to he never
answered, and was incapable of doing anything.

He was very much attached to a piece of stick,

which never leaves his possession night or day.
He never gave any reason for his attachment to the

stick. Witness accompanied him from Milan to

London.
After further evidence Mr. Austin was brought

into Court. In his hand he held a small piece of

grape-vine stick, which he kept twirling round,
totally unconscious of all that was passing. The
commissioner spoke to him three or four times,

but he took not the slightest notice. He, however,
on the bidding of the keeper, stood or sat down,
but beyond that all with him was blank. On the

commissioner giving the order for him to withdraw,
he followed the keeper. It was a most painful

sight.

The jury immediately returned a verdict " that

William Austin was of unsound mind, and incapable

of managing his affairs, and had been so since the

15th of September, 1841."

He was adopted when a child, by the late Queen
Caroline, to whom she bequeathed by her will a

portion of her property.

The Snow-Drop : A Gift for a friend : Edited by
C. W. Everest.

This is a modest little volume of original prose

and verse, just issued by J. S. Redfield, .price 37$

cents. It is of the same class with " The Moss-
Rose" and " The Hare Bell," by the same editor,

which the public have received with decided favor.

Among the contributors are Mrs. Sigourney, W.
H. Burleigh, Aug. Snodgrass, etc. We copy the

opening poem :

THE SNOW-DROP. BY MRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.

When infant Spring, with a tremulous ray,

Doth tread in the steps of the Winter gray,

And the prisoned streams on the frosted plains,

Are breaking the links of their icy chains,

Ere yet the Violet hath dared to show
Its timid brow, through the melting snow,

While the Dahlias and Tulips, on couches deep,

In their bulbous night-caps are fast asleep,

Like Beauties fatigued at the midnight rout,

Who shut the sun with their curtains out,

—

At the earliest call of the blue-bird sweet,

I put my head through the mist and sleet,

—

And haste to bring with my simple cheer

The first glad wish of the new-born year.

But now, from Autumn, a boon I bear,

—

Of varied tint, and a perfume rare
;

Taste hath trodden the field and bower
The bird to win, and to cull the flower,

And to gather them close in a charmed ring,

And to tie them fast with a silken string

;

Friendship doth offer the gift to thee,

Pure and warm may its guerdon be.

Nav York Tribune.
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From a review of Roberts' Life of Monmouth, in The Critic.

THE BUTCHER-JUDGE.

The butcheries of the soldier sunk into insignifi-

cance compared with those of the lawyer. To the

Bloody Assizes under the infamous Jeffreys, Mr.

Roberts devotes one of the most interesting of his

chapters.

The judge is described as " perpetually either

drunk or in a rage." Lord Delamere thus pic-

tures him.

He was mighty witty upon the prisoners at the

bar ; he was very full of his jokes upon people that

came to give evidence, not suffering them to de-

clare what they had to say in their own way and

method, but would interrupt them, because they

behaved themselves with more gravity than he
;

and, in truth, the people were strangely perplexed

when they were to give in their evidence. But I

do not insist upon this, nor upon the late hours he

kept up and down our city (Chester ;) it 's said he

was every night drinking till two o'clock, or be-

yond that time, and that he went to his chamber
drunk ; but this I have only by common fame, for

I was not in his company. I bless God I am not

a man of his principles or behavior ; but in the

mornings he appeared with the symptoms of a

man that over night had taken a large cup.

At Dorchester he resorted to the trick of tempt-

ing the prisoners, by hopes of mercy, to plead

guilty.

The thirty persons against whom a true bill had
been found, disregarding the judge's threatening,
" that in case any did put themselves on trial, and
the country found them guilty, they should have
but a little time to live," put themselves on their

trials. The judge had at the same time insinu-

ated "that it was better to plead guilty, if they

expected any favor."

The plan adopted to shorten the business at

Dorchester, and to procure a confession, without
which not a tenth part could be legally proved

guilty, was this :—Two officers were sent into the

gaol to call over and take the names of the prison-

ers. They bore with them the sister promises of

pardon and execution. If the prisoners confessed,

they were told they might expect mercy ; other-

wise not. And as many were induced to accept

the proffered mercy, these officers were in a con-

dition to appear as witnesses of their confession,

(as the law was then administered,) in the case of

their retracting.

The first thirty, mistrusting the cruel judge, put
themselves upon their trial, and pleaded not guilty.

This was on Saturday. The same evening Jef-

freys signed a warrant to hang thirteen on the
Monday following ; which was punctually per-

formed. The rest followed very soon afterwards,

except one Saunders, who was acquitted for want
of evidence. The pleading guilty by the other

prisoners put an end to further trial.

The judge performed his office in a manner that

we hope never to see rivalled or imitated. What
a sight did the court-house of Dorchester pre-

sent, when two hundred and ninety-two persons

received sentence of death at one and the same
time.

The brutal bearing of this monster is exhibited

in the following anecdotes :

—

Mr. Smith, the constable of Chardstock, who
had been compelled by a party of the duke's men
to surrender some money belonging to the militia,

was hanged upon the same evidence as Mr.
LII. LIVING AGE. VOL. V. 17

Bragge ; and, by particular directions from the

judge, suffered the first of the party. This

prisoner had informed the court that little credit

ought to be given to the evidence. Jeffreys thun-

dered at him, saying, " Thou villain ! methinks I

see thee already with a halter about thy neck

—

thou impudent rebel ! to challenge these evidences

that are for the king." Mr. John Marder had

friends to speak of his readiness to forward the

messengers from I^yme who gave information of

the landing. One of them, an injudicious friend,

spoke to his being " a good Protestant." "Oh,
then," cried Jeffreys, "I'll hold a wager with

you he is a Presbyterian : I can smell them forty

miles." Alderman Holliday, the father of Rich-

ard Holliday, appeared on behalf of his son, claim-

ing the benefit of the proclamation, as he had sur-

rendered within four days, and offering to be

bound for his future good behavior. The judge

told him he knew many aldermen who were

villains, and that he hoped to beat some fur out of

their gowns before he had done with them.

When John Bennett, of Lyme, was placed at

the bar, some person observed that he received

alms of the parish ; to which the judge, in a

facetious manner, replied, " Do not trouble your-

selves ; I will ease the parish of that burden."

It is melancholy to reflect that these cruelties

were stimulated and applauded by the High Church

clergy, who were delighted thus to exterminate,

as they hoped, the hated Dissenters. Here is an

instance :

—

Wiseman, an apprentice to a barber at Wey-
mouth, was only fourteen years of age. The
people one morning perceived a copy of the Decla-

ration stuck up ; not being able to read it, they

bethought themselves of this youth, who had the

gift, now so common, but then so rare. The
whipping commenced at Dorchester, where the

gaoler, pitying the boy's early years, performed

his office with as little severity as he could. A
clergyman named Blanchard informed the merciful

gaoler " that he would do his business for him

with the lord chief justice for shamming his sen-

tence, in not whipping the boy half enough.''

The man, exasperated at this interference, said,

" You talk of the cruelties of the Popish priests,

but commend me to a Church of England priest

for cruelty ; they are like the country justices,

who won't believe a man is burnt in the hand un-

less they can see a hole through it." It is uncer-

tain whether this clergyman really did inform ;

some one sent to Jeffreys, who had the poor

boy whipped again the following morning to such

a degree that his life was despaired of.

At Exeter thirteen were executed. Thence,

still thirsting for human blood, the judge pro-

ceeded to Taunton, where no less than 526 per-

sons were waiting their trials. Of these, no.

less than one hundred and forty-four were exe-

cuted !!

The reader who has felt interested in the pre-

sentation of the colors to the Duke of Monmouth,
by the Taunton maids, may be desirous of learning

how they fared at such a time as this, when the

air was tainted with the smell of the quarters of

the leaders of the recent pageant, and of their own
relatives. One of the Miss Blakes, the school-

mistress, was committed to Dorchester gaol,,

where she died of the small-pox. One of the

young maids (some of whom were only from eight

to ten years of age) surrendered herself in court,

begging mercy from the judge, who, when she'
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was produced before him, looked on her with a

very fierce countenance, and raving, commanded
the gaoler to take her. This struck such terror

into the poor girl, that pulling her hood over her
face, she fell a-weeping, and the gaoler removing
her immediately out of the court, she died, not

many hours after, through fear.

At Wells, ninety-seven were sent to the gib-

bet. And this is the scene the monster left behind

him.

Jeffreys' whole progress might be traced by the

carnage he left behind him. Every tower and
steeple were set round with the heads of traitors.

Wherever a road divided a gibbet served for an

index ; and there was scarcely a hamlet, however
obscure, to which one limb at least was not sent,

that those who survived might never lose sight of

their departed friends, nor the remembrance of

their crime or punishments. The following de-

scription of the beautiful west country disfigured

by Jeffreys is very striking :
" He made all the

west an Aceldama ; some places quite depopu-
lated, and nothing to be seen in 'em but forsaken

walls, unlucky gibbets, and ghostly carcases. The
trees were loaden almost as thick with quarters as

leaves ; the houses and steeples covered as close

with heads as at other times frequently in that

country with crows or ravens. Nothing could be

liker hell than all those parts ; nothing so like the

devil as he. Cauldrons hissing, carcasses boiling,

pitch and tar sparkling and glowing, blood and
limbs boiling, and tearing and mangling ; and he

the great director of all, and, in a word, discharg-

ing his place who sent him, the best deserving to

be the king's late chief justice there, and chancel-

lor after, of any man that breathed since Cain or

r Judas."

Cord Lowther writes that the stench was so

-great that the ways were not to be travelled whilst

the herr.or of so many quarters of men, and the

offensive stench of them, lasted ; of which Ken,
the bishop of Bath and Wells, wrote a most pa-

thetical letter to his Majesty.

Besides these butcheries, 850 prisoners were

transported to the plantations—in reality, sold as

slaves to the planters, in a climate where field

labor is certain death to Europeans ; so that they

are to be added to the number of victims. One of

these was the son of a clergyman near Lyme, the

Rev. J. Pinney.
The Taunton school-girls, who had worked the

banner for Monmouth, were given as Christmas-

boxes to the maids of honor to the queen ; of

whom their liberty was afterwards purchased for

7,000/.

It is estimated that Jeffreys cleared no less than

34,000/. by this assize, in bribes accepted for the

escape or pardon of wealthy prisoners. From
Mr. Prideaux, of Ford Abbey, who was un-

doubtedly innocent, he extorted the sum of

15.000/.

The total number killed during this rebellion

is estimated by Mr. Roberts at 1,810, of whom
392 were executed by Jeffreys after its sup-

pression.

Anecdote of Dunning.—On Mr. Dunning, the

celebrated lawyer, being asked how he contrived

lo {ret through all his business, he replied, "I
divide my business into three, parts : the first part

I do myself; the second part I get done for me;
and the third is never done at all."

From Panck

MRS. CAUDLE'S CURTAIN LECTURES.

CAUDLE HAS BEEN MADE A MASON.—MRS. CAUDLE'
INDIGNANT AND CURIOUS.

" Now, Mr. Caudle—Mr. Caudle, I say : oh !

you can't be asleep already, I know—now, what
I mean to say is this ; there 's no use, none at all,

in our having any disturbance about the matter
;

but, at last my mind 's made up, Mr. Caudle ; I
shall leave you. Either I know all you 've been
doing to-night, or to-morrow morning I quit the
house. No, no ; ther,e 's an end of the marriage-
state, I think—an end of all confidence between
man and wife—if a husband 's to have secrets and
keep 'em all to himself. Pretty secrets they must
be, when his own wife can't know 'em. Not fit

for any decent person to know, I 'm sure, if that "s

the case. Now, Caudle, don't let us quarrel
;

there 's a good soul, tell me what 's it all about?
A pack of nonsense, I dare say ; still—not that I

care much about it—still, I should like to know.
There 's a dear. Eh? Oh, don't tell me there 's

nothing in it ; I know better. I'm not a fool,

Mr. Caudle ; I know there 's a good deal in

it. Now, Caudle
;

just tell me a little bit of
it. I 'm sure I 'd tell you anything. You know
I would. Well?

" Caudle, you 're enough to vex a saint ! Now,
don't you think you 're going to sleep ; because
you 're not. Do you suppose I 'd ever suffered

you to go and be made a mason, if I did n't suppose
I was to know the secret, too ? Not that it 's any-
thing to know, I dare say ; and that 's why I 'm
determined to know it.

" But I know what it is ; oh yes, there can be no
doubt. The secret is, to ill-use poor women ; to

tyrannize over 'em ; to make 'em your slaves ;

especially your wives. It must be something of

the sort, or you would n't be ashamed to have it

known. What 's right and proper never need be
done in secret. It 's an insult to a woman for a
man to be a free-mason, and let his wife know
nothing of it. But, poor soul ! she 's sure to

know it somehow—for nice husbands they all make.
Yes, yes ; a part of the secret is to think better

of all the world than their own wives and families.

I 'm sure men have quite enough to care for—that

is, if they act properly—to care for them they

have at home. They can't have much care to

spare for the world besides.
" And I suppose they call you Brother Caudle?

A pretty brother, indeed ! Going and dressing

yourself up in an apron like a turnpike man—for

that 's what you look like. And I should like to

know what the apron 's for? There must be
something in it not very respectable, I 'm sure.

Well, I only wish I was queen for a day or two.

I 'd put an end to free-masonry, and all such
trumpery, I know.
"Now, come, Caudle; don't let's quarrel.

Eh! You're not in pain, dear? What's it

all about? What are you lying laughing there

at ? But I 'm a fool to trouble my head about you.

"And you're not going to let me know the

secret, eh? You mean lo say—you're not?

Now Caudle you know it's a hard matter to put

me in a passion—not that I care about the secret

itself: no, 1 wouldn't give a button to know it,

for it 's all nonsense I 'm sure. It is n't the secret

I care about : it 's the slight, Mr. Caudle ; it 's the

studied insult that a man pays to his wife, when
he thinks of going through the world keeping
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something- to himself which he won't let her

know. Man and wife one, indeed ! I should like

to know how that can be when a man 's a mason
—when he keeps a secret that sets him and his

wife apart ? Ha, you men make the laws, and so

you take good care to have all the best of 'em to

yourselves : otherwise a woman ought to be

allowed a divorce when a man becomes a mason.

When he 's got a sort of corner-cupboard in his

heart—a secret place in his mind—that his poor

wife is n't allowed to rummage !

" Caudle, you shan't close your eyes for a

week—no, you shan't—unless you tell me some
of it. Come, there 's a good creature ; there 's a

love. I 'in sure, Caudle, I would n't refuse you
anything—and you know it, or ought to know it

by this time. I only wish I had a secret ! To
whom should I think of confiding it, but to my
dear husband? I should be miserable to keep it

to myself, and you know it. Now, Caudle ?

" Was there ever such a man ! A man, in-

deed ! A brute !—yes, Mr. Caudle, an unfeeling,

brutal creature, when you might oblige me, and

you won't. I 'm sure I don't object to your being

a mason ; not at all, Caudle ; I dare say it 's a

very good thing ; I dare say it is—it 's only your

making a secret of it that vexes me. But you '11

tell me—vou '11 tell your own Margaret ! You
won't ! You 're a wretch, Mr. Caudle.

"But I know why: oh, yes, I can tell. The
fact is, you 're ashamed to let me know what a

fool they've been making of you. That's it.

You, at your time of life—the father of a family.

I should be ashamed of myself, Caudle.

"And I suppose you '11 be going to what you
call your Lodge every night, now. Lodge, in-

deed ! Pretty place it must be, where they don't

admit women. Nice goings on, I dare say. Then
you call one another brethren. Brethren ! I 'm
sure you 'd relations enough, you did n't want any
more.
"But I know what all this masonry's about.

It 's only an excuse to get away from your wives
and families, that you may feast and drink to-

gether, that 's all. That 's the secret. And to

abuse women—as if they were inferior animals,

and not to be trusted. That 's the secret ; and
nothing else.

"Now, Caudle, don't let us quarrel. Yes,
I know you 're in pain. Still, Caudle, my love

;

Caudle ! Dearest, I say! Caudle ! Caud—

"

" I recollect nothing more," says Caudle, " for

here, thank Providence! I fell asleep."

MR. CAUDLE HAS BEEN TO GREENWICH FAIR.

Hem !— So, Mr. Caudle : I hope you enjoyed
yourself at Greenwich. How do I know you 've

been at Greenwich ! I know it very well, sir :

know all about it : know more than you think I

know. I thought there was something in the

wind. Yes, I was sure of it, when you went out
of the house, to-day. I knew it by the looks of
you, though I did n't say anything. Upon my
word ! And you call yourself a respectable man,
and the father of a family! Going to a fair

amongst all sorts of people—at your time of life.

Yes; and never think of taking your wife with

you. Oh no ! you can go and enjoy yourself out,

with I don't know who : go out, and make your-

self very pleasant, I dare say. Don't tell me; I

hear what a nice companion Mr. Caudle is : what
a good-tempered person. Ha ! I only wish peo-

ple could see you at home, that's all. But so it

is with men. They can keep all of their good
temper for out-of-doors—their wives never see any
of it. Oh dear ! I 'm sure I don't know who 'd be
a poor woman !

"Now, Caudle, I'm not in an ill temper; not

at all. I know I used to be a fool when we were
first married : I used to worry and fret myself to

death when you went out : but I 've got over that.

I wouldn't put myself out of the way now for the

best man that ever trod. For what thanks does a
poor woman get? None at all. No: it's those

who don't care for their families, who are the best

thought of. I only wish I could bring myself not

to care for mine.
" And why couldn't you say, like a man, you

were going to Greenwich Fair when you went
out? It 's no use you're saying that, Mr. Cau-
dle : don't tell me that you did n't think of going

;

you 'd made your mind up to it, and you know it.

Pretty games you 've had, no doubt! I should
like to have been behind you, that's all. A man
at your time of life !

"And I of course, I never want to go out.

Oh no ! I may stay at home with the cat. You
couldn't think of taking your wife and children,

like any other decent man, to a fair. Oh no
;

you never care to be seen with us. I 'm sure,

many people don't know you 're married : how
can they? Your wife's never seen with you.

Oh no ; anybody but those belonging to you !

" Greenwich Fair, indeed ! Yes—and of course

you went up and down the hill, running and rac-

ing with nobody knows who. Don't tell me ; I

know what you are when you' re out. You don't

suppose, Mr. Caudle, I 've forgotten that pink

bonnet, do you? No: I won't hold my tongue,

and I 'm not a foolish woman. It 's no matter, sir,

if the pink bonnet was fifty years ago—it 's all the

same for that. No : and if I live for fifty years to

come, I never will leave off talking of it. You
ought to be ashamed of yourself, Mr. Caudle.

Ha ! few wives would have been what I 've been

to you. I only wish my time was to come over

again, that's all; I wouldn't be the fool I have

been.
" Going to a fair ! and I suppose you had your

fortune told by the gipsies? You needn't have

wasted your money. I 'm sure I can tell you
your fortune if you go on as you do. Yes, the

gaol will be your fortune, Mr. Caudle. And it

would be no matter—none at all—if your wife and

children did n't suffer with you.
" And then you must go riding upon donkeys

—

you did n't go riding upon donkies I Yes ; it 's

very well for you to say so ; but I dare say you
did. I tell you, Caudle, I know what you are

when you 're out. I wouldn't trust any of you

—

you, especially, Caudle.
" Then you must go in the thick of the fair,

and have the girls scratching your coat with rat-

tles ! You couldn't help it, if they did scratch

your coat? Don't tell me; people don't scratch

coats unless they 're encouraged to do it. And
you must go in a swing, too. You didn't go in

a swing? And I 'm a foolish woman to think so,

ami? Well, if you didn't, it was no fault of

yours
;
you wished to go, I 've no doubt.

"And then you must go into the shows?
There—you don't deny that. You did go into a
show. What of it, Mr. Caudle? A good deal

of it, sir. Nice crowding and squeezing in those

shows, I know. Pretty places! And you a mar-
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ried man and the father of a family. No, I won't

hold my tongue. It 's very well for you to

threaten to get up. You 're to go to Greenwich

Fair, and race up and down the hill, and play at

kiss in the ring. Pah ! it 's disgusting, Mr. Cau-

dle. Oh, I dare say you did play at it ; if you

did n't, you 'd have liked, and that 's just as bad
;

—and you can go into swings, and shows, and

roundabouts. If I was you, I should hide my
head under the clothes, and be ashamed of my-
self.

" And what is most selfish—most mean of you,

Caudle—you can go and enjoy yourself, and never

so much as bring home for the poor children a gin-

gerbread-nut. Don't tell me that your pocket was

picked of a pound of nuts. Nice company you

must have been in to have your pocket picked.

" But I dare say I shall hear all about it to-mor-

row. I 've no doubt, sir, you wrere dancing at the

Crown-and -Anchor. I should like to have seen

you. No : I'm not making myself ridiculous.

It 's you that 's making yourself ridiculous ; and

everybody that knows you says so. Everybody

knows what I have to put up with from you.
" Going to a fair, indeed ! At your time "

"Here," says Caudle, "I dozed off, hearing

confusedly the words—hill—gipsies—rattles

—

roundabout—swings—pink bonnet—nuts.
'

'

From the Spectator.

PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTIVE DISCIPLINE.

The necessity of dealing with convicts en masse

is a great obstacle to their reformation. Man is a

social animal—if company is within his reach he

will keep it : man is a partisan animal—he will

tolerate, defend, adopt, the views and habits of

those with whom he keeps company. If you could

separate a convict from all old associations—throw
him among people entirely new to him, industrious,

and tolerably regular in their conduct—he might
adopt their fashions. But so long as he is known
to and within reach of the criminal class, his refor-

mation is next to impossible.

Captain Maconochie, some years at the head
of the doubly-penal settlement on Norfolk Island,

makes an observation that shows how far correct-

ive influences may in a manner refine and elevate

the character of convicts, leaving their morals

little if anything amended. The view he presents

is a curious counterpart to Burke's assertion that

the moral delinquencies of French aristocracy, by
losing all their grossness, lost half their evil. The
convicts of our day, like the noblesse of the ancient

regime, have been raised in the scale of humanity
without being lifted out of their class.

"The degree of education among the younger
English prisoners is higher than among the old

ones. When they read or write at all, they do

both belter than the others. Their minds are also

generally more active and educable; they covet a

better class of books, and more readily acquire

general though superficial information from them.

It would appear as though the spirit of advancing

intelligence in the age has touched even where it

has not directly seized on particular individuals.

I have never known a voluntary adult school so

generally, and at the same time for the most part

so profitably attended, as ours was at Longridge,

till the formation of the establishment at Cascade,

and the distribution of the men holding tickets of

leave into farms, unavoidably broke it up. * #

On the other hand, I am sorry to add, that these

same young English prisoners, who are thus dis-

tinguished among us for superior education and
educability, are not less remarkable for indifference

to their religious duties and careless reception of

religious instruction. In both particulars, it is

curious to say that they not unfrequently even give

offence to the older hands. Whatever the cause,

the older prisoners, without being always the bet-

ter men for it, are peculiarly accessible to religious

exhortation and impression, and show much re-

spect to religious addresses. They thus come
readily to church ; they listen with extreme atten-

tion to any sermon in the least suited to them ; and
they are frequently even deeply moved by one
bearing on their individual circumstances. * *

But, as a class, the young English prisoners ex-

hibit here appearances almost the reverse of these.

They come unwillingly to church ; they not un-

frequently misconduct themselves there. I have

had occasion to sentence many to sit for different

periods on the front-benches, immediately in my'
own view : and several even have been brought

before me by their better-minded companions for

arguing that religion was a hoax, supported by the

better classes in order to control the lower."

But both skeptics and devotees are equally un-

reclaimed. They want only opportunity to re-

sume their old practices. The one set take to in-

tellectual pursuits, as an amusement : the other to

religious, because while indulging in a devotional

feeling they soothe themselves with the flattering

hope that they have become better men. But in

both, the real source of crime—the habitual pros-

tration of the will, the more or less reluctant sub-

mission to habit—has not been reached. They
lack vigor for self denial and steady industry :

they have no power to originate a new line of con-

duct for themselves : they will do as they are di-

rected while prisoners, and as others do when lib-

erated. They will follow the example of their as-

sociates ; and these, sifted and classified as men
are now-a-days by the police, must be criminals.

To reclaim a man, it is not enough that you render

him intelligent and convince him of the folly of

crime, or awaken his sense of religion and make
him feel vaguely the evil of crime : his will re-

quires to be braced ; and that, it would almost

appear, cannot be effected while he is undergoing

punishment. The following remark of Captain

Maconochie bears on this point, and is perhaps

still more striking than the one we have already

quoted

—

" In general, the men here die quietly and com-
posedly ; resigning themselves with little apparent

reluctance to their fate, and receiving and apply-

ing, even the worst of them, to their own cases

the consolations of religion, with little apparent

doubt or hesitation. There are exceptions—men
who die obdurate and impenitent, and men who
show great uneasiness about their future pros-

pects : but the reverse is the rule ; and it is,

think, to be lamented. A more painful death, in

the case of very wicked men, would be salutary to

survivors, and probably more beneficial to them-
selves. The circumstance proceeds, I think, from
two causes : first, the ties of a prisoner to life are

not strong, and his habits of enterprise reconcile

him readily to any change ; and secondly, the

moral guilt of their several offences is little felt by
the body at large. They havefur such a length of
time looked to them as their only sources of indul-

gence and subsistence, that they have almost ceased
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to. consider them as involving moral guilt at all.

The degree in which I can trace this even in the

minds of my best men is wonderful ; and it pro-

ceeds, in a great degree, from the system of meas-
uring sentences by time instead of conduct. Con-
duct has thus no prominent value attached to it in

their every-day life, and misconduct no directly in-

jurious effect ; while other circumstances also con-

spire. Men long kept without personal property

have little sympathy with the moral reasoning which

would protect property ; and where submissiveness is

the only virtue directly rewarded, the others speedily

lose, value by comparison."

Self-defence requires that those who are inac-

cessible to other motives be deterred from crime by
the prospect of punishment. Humanity requires,

that instead of killing or coercing- our fellow-beings

like wild beasts when they are guilty, we should

attempt to teach them better. Men like to save

themselves trouble : the attempt has therefore

been made to punish and teach delinquents at the

same time and by the same process. But punish-

ment only deters from crime : it awakens all the

angry feelings of a thwarted will. Prolonged
punishment renders this state of mind chronic, or

superinduces hopelesness and entire prostration.

These considerations would seem to suggest that

the best punishments are those which are sharp

but brief in their operation—which terrify without

rendering the mind habitually savage or feeble.

The process of reform, it would seem, must be be-

gun after the punishment is over. But to this an

insurmountable hindrance is interposed by the

modern habit of viewing all who have once been
convicted as a degraded caste, which precludes the

return of the criminal into unconvicted society,

and thrusts him back to associate exclusively with
convicts like himself.

We are still in the rudiments of penal legisla-

tion and corrective discipline. To abolish death-

punishment—if life-long bondage which kills the

soul, or a life spent alternately in prisons and the

pursuit of crime, are the only substitutes—would
be little advance in the path of humanity.

punch's noy's maxims.

23. Nothing shall be void which may by possibility

be good.—-This maxim is proved by taking the

negative of the proposition. Thus, if Jones
writes a tragedy, it cannot by any possibility be
good, and it is therefore void accordingly ; but if

Jones incurs a debt, the debt may by possibility

be good ; and at all events it is not void, for the
liability will hang over him.

24. Ex nudo pacto non oritur actio.—An action

cannot arise from a naked agreement.—A naked
agreement is an agreement not clothed with a

consideration ; and certainly it seems very incon-
siderate to allow an agreement to go forward to

the world in the state alluded to. Among some
of the jurists it is thought that the reason why no
action arises from a naked agreement is, that such
an agreement being naked, must have been already
stripped of everything ; and as there is nothing to

be got from it, the lawyers will have nothing to do
with it.

25. The lawfavors a tiling which is ofnecessity.—
This is the doctrine of " needs must when a cer-

tain old gentleman drives ;" and the law favors

anything which he happens to be concerned in.

That the law favors necessity, is not, however,
wholly true ; for if a man has stolen a penny-loaf

from necessity, the law has no favor to show to it.

If in a storm another man throws overboard my
goods, he is protected, because the law sees a
necessity, and favors it accordingly ; though I

might see no necessity whatever for such a precip-

itate proceeding. The idea of law favoring neces-

sity, is at variance with the maxim that " necessity

has no law," which is very likely to be the truth,

for necessity not being able to pay for law, is not

very likely to get any.

26. The law favors a thing ivhicli isfor the good
of the commonwealth.—In accordance with this

maxim, a man in trade may not have his tools

distrained upon, for he uses them for the good of

the commonwealth ; and a bailiff cannot come up
and take my pen out of my hand, for it is the tool

I am working with ; nor could he seize my brains,

for they are what I have in use ; though he might
levy a distress on my mind, by greatly distressing

it.

27. Communis error facil jus. Common error

becomes right.—This is a very odd maxim, for it

means literally that rare correctness will be the

result of constant blundering ; and it follows that a
man who is generally wrong, will be in the end
particularly right. Thus, in the Irish courts, if

there is a row, and every man strikes the wrong
person, there can be no doubt that the right person

will get what he deserves; and thus the communis
error, or general mistake, facit jus—that is to say,

is the cause of justice being done.

28. The law favors things which are in the cus-

tody of the laiv.—The sort of favor shown by the

law to such as are in its custody, is of a very

peculiar character. Cutting the hair in the very

last style of fashion—the last that any one would
voluntarily adopt—and. attending to the health by
prescribing constant exercise on the wheel, together

with a diet of the most moderate nature, are among
the favors which the law shows to those who are

in its custody.

29. The husband and wife are one person.—
Though man and wife are one in law, they are

often two in fact, for there is anything but unity

between them. They cannot sue each other—at

least after marriage—though before that event the

gentleman brings his suit, but when once wedded
they stand no longer in the relation of suitors. A
wife can never answer any action without her hus-

band, for it is wisely thought that if a woman were
allowed to answer alone, or in other words, have

all the talk to herself, there would be no end to it.

If a married woman is guilty of slander, the husband

and wife must be sued for it, so that a man saddled

with a scurrilous helpmate ought to put a bridle on

her tongue as speedily as possible.

30. All that a woman has appertains to her hus-

band.—Among the other things appertaining to a

woman are sometimes debts and liabilities, which

her husband takes, whether he will or no ; but

when the wife pays the debt of nature, the other

debts are discharged, as far as the husband is con-

cerned, who thus obtains a release in a double

sense.

31. The will of the wife is subject to the will of
the husband.—This is a maxim that our married
readers will find it difficult to understand ; for it is

a settled point, which has been decided over and
over again after much argument, that a wife has a
will of her own, which the will of a husband must
often be subject to.

32. The law favors works of charity, right, and
truth, and abhors fraud, covin, and uncertainties,
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tvhich obscure the truth ; contrarieties, delays, un-
necessary circumstances, and such like.—" The
law," if we are to judge by this maxim, must have

a very high opinion of itself; and it is only to be

regretted that society at large does not consider

the law such a paragon of perfection as it makes
itself out to be. The way in which the law favors

works of charity, is by squabbling over the funds

left for charitable purposes until they are pretty

considerably diminished. If the law really loves

right and truth, it is strange that it should be so

constantly at variance with those it professes to

have an affection for. The differences existing

between law and right are, however, very unlike

lovers' quarrels, inasmuch as the former, when
they once take place, are seldom made up again.

On the whole, the maxim now under discussion

appears to smack of pleasantry ; for it must surely

be a joke to say that the law abhors " uncertainties

which obscure the truth." Perhaps, however, it

is an excess of magnanimity of the law, which
induces it to patronize those things which it holds

in the greatest detestation.

36. Every act shall be taken most strictly against

him who made it.—This is a very good maxim,
but it is not faithfully carried out ; for if it were,

the framers of the Poor Law Act would be occa-

sionally subjected to its provisions. The individ-

ual who made a brazen bull for the purpose of tor-

turing others, and was himself the first victim to

his new invention, had his act taken most strictly

against himself; and if acts of parliament were to

be applied strictly to those who made them, it is

probable that there would be considerable improve-

ment in the quality of legislation. If I give A. B.

a gold snuff-box, saying, " A. C, take this,''
1

it is

a good gift, though I call him by a wrong name
;

but if I call him wrong names, and he, giving me
a box on the ears, says, " B. D., take that,'

1
'' the

gift is not so good as it might be.

37. He who cannot have the effect of the thing,

shall have the thing itself. Ut res magis valeat

quam pereat. It is better a thing should have ef-

fect than be void.—This maxim is somewhat am-
biguous, but it means simply that where there is

no meaning in a sentence, the law will make one,

rather than refrain from interfering. Formerly,
however, the better mode of reading the maxim
would have been by saying, " he who cannot have
the effects of the thing shall have the thing itself;"

—for until arrest was abolished—and even still in

some cases—if a broker cannot have the effects he
will have the person, and if he returns nulla bona
—which means literally nothing to bone—he could
formerly bone the body.

ENIGMA.

I 'm reckoned only fifty—yet for centuries have
been

In every place, in every clime, among the living

seen.

Mute, though incessantly in talk, I give to silence

sound,

And single 't is my fate to be, whilst fast in wed-
lock bound.

The learned place me at their head, although un-

known to fame,
And eloquence itself delights to sound abroad my

name.

Though plunged in guilt, the tenant of a prison's

gloomy cell,

Yet twice invoked, my potent aid concludes the

wizzard's spell :

I ride upon the whirlwind—point the lightning

through the storm,

And mine the power, with but a word, another

world to form.

I too, alone can kindle fame, and what, indeed, is

odd,

The veriest miser can prevent from making gold

his God.

I usher in the morning light, yet shun the face of

day
;

A stranger to the voice of mirth, yet join in every
play.

The fabled liquid I, with which poor Tantalus

was curs'd,

For in the proffered goblet seen, I mock the

wretch's thirst.

The rich secure me for their wealth, the cunning
for their wiles

!

And reft of me, ah ! changed how soon were
beauty's sweetest smiles.

I lurk within the brilliant glance that flashes from
her eye

—

Rest on her ruby lip—and in her laughing dimples

lie

—

I breathe the first soft sound of love in the maiden's

willing ear,

And mingle in the rising blush which tells that

love is dear.

I lead the laugh, I swell the glee amid the festal

hall,

But a truant from the banquet, and a laggard in

the ball.

First in the martial lists I rode, with mail, and

lance, and shield
;

And foremost of the line I charge upon the battle

field;

And yet though ranked among the bold, I scarcely

join the fight,

When, foul disgrace to knighthood's race, I turn

at once to flight.

From greatness thus removed, I make companion-

ship with evil

;

And, in your ear a word, maintain alliance with

the devil.

I THINK OF THEE.

I think of thee in the night,

When all beside is still,

And the moon comes out with her pale sad light

To sit on the distant hill.

When the stars are all like dreams,
And the breezes all like sighs,

And there comes a voice from the far-off stream?

Like thy spirit's low replies.

I think of thee by day,

Mid the cold and busy crowd,
When the laughter of the young and gay

Is far too glad and loud.

I hear thy low sad tone,

And thy sweet young smile I see,

My heart were all alone

But for its thoughts of thee.

T. K. Hervey.
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From the Quarterly Review.

Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris, First

Earl of Malmesbury, containing an Account of
his Missions to the Courts of Madrid, Frederick

the Great, Catherine II., and the Hague; and

of his special Missions to Berlin, Brunswick,

and the French Republic. Edited by his Grand-

son* the Third Earl. Vols. III. and IV. Lon-
don. 1844.

Towards the conclusion of our recent notice of

the two first volumes of this series, we said—" we
suppose that a further publication is intended, which
perhaps has been postponedfrom considerations of
delicacy towards persons still living." We find,

however, that we were mistaken in supposing that

there was any delicacy in the case—the postpone-
ment seeins to have been but another instance of
the practice which has of late grown up of bring-

ing out in livraisons works which might as well,

for aught we see, have been brought out at once.

We may hereafter have occasion to make some
observations on the effect of this system, but we
notice it on this occasion only because it led us
into expectations which have been disappointed,

and has obliged us to divide into two articles

a subject which we should rather, on account
of some principles which it involves, have dis-

cussed in one.

If these latter volumes of Lord Malmesbury's
diaries and correspondence were to be published in

our day, they must naturally have excited con-
siderable surprise in the public mind, and have
raised—in addition to the suggestion which we
made as to the respect due to private feelings—the
more important question as to the right of a public
minister or his representative to publish, at his
private pleasure and for his private objects, docu-
ments or information obtained in his public charac-
ter and in the execution of his official duties.
This abstract question might have been raised in

the case of even the two first volumes, where
there are many things which ought not, we think,
to have heen published as part of the official or
even private correspondence of a British minister

;

but as they related to days comparatively remote,
and to interests for the most part obsolete, and as
we presumed (erroneously it seems) that a dis-

creet pause was made for the purpose of pre-
cluding any complaints either public or private, of
too near an approach to our own times, we forbore
raising a question which might seem invidious, and
which the good sense and delicacy of the noble
editor himself appeared to avoid ; but, as the appe-
tite of the public for these revelations, arid the
profit-prompted liberality of the possessors of such
documents, seem rapidly increasing, we feel it our
duty to offer some observations on a subject of,
as it seems to us, some novelty and considerable
importance.

We must begin by stating that these volumes
contain matters so various as to be at first sight
hardly reducible to any common rule as to the
right or propriety of their publication. We have,
1. The ordinary official despatches and communi-
cations between the minister and his own court,
and that to which he was accredited. 2. The
more secret and confidential correspondence, which
under the form and style of private letters are
essentially official, and affect in the highest degree
the public interests. 3. Memoranda, minutes of
conferences, or conversations, and intelligence,

collected in the ministerial character, and for the

purposes of the mission. 4. Extracts of Diaries

which Lord Malmesbury seems to have kept with
great assiduity all through his life, and of which,
during the periods of his public employment, all

the most essential portions relate to his ministerial

duties, and are as it were a kind of log-book of his

official and in some degree of his personal proceed-

ings :—the fourth volume is almost wholly com-
posed of extracts from the Diary from 1801 to

1808, when Lord Malmesbury was residing in

London in the centre of an extensive political

acquaintance, and keeping very copious notes

of the political news and occurrences of the

day.

Of these classes there can be little doubt, we
think, that the three first may be considered as

belonging to the same category, and as subject to

whatever custom or rule of law may exist as to

the antagonist rights of the crown, and one of its

official agents, over the documents connected with

the agency. The question on the Diaries is rather

more complicated, from the difficulty of distin-

guishing how far papers of such a mixed charac-

ter can be classed as public or private. But the

difficulty is more superficial than real : on the one
hand, no one can pretend that Lord Malmesbury's
representative had not a legal right over his private

diaries ; those, for instance, kept when he was out

of office; but on the other it may, we think, be
doubted whether such a right extends to a journal

like, for instance, that kept during his mission to

Brunswick, which is really a history of the mission

—containing scarcely one word or fact that had
not a direct relation to it, and which but for the

mission could have had no existence.

Now, putting aside for the moment all question

of discretion and delicacy, and regarding only the

strictness of law, we hold that it is clearly estab-

lished that a public minister can have, with regard

to his official papers, no private and independent

right of publication.

Judge Story, in his " Commentaries on Equity
Jurisprudence," has collected all the cases which
constitute the law on this subject, and classed and
condensed them in his usual masterly style. He
states, on all the authorities, that " private letters,

even as literary compositions, belong to the writer

and not to the receiver, who at most has a special

property in them which does not give him a right

to publish them," (^ 944 ;) and again, that "by
sending a letter the writer gives to the person to

whom it is addressed a property in it for the pur-

poses of reading, and, in some cases, of keeping
it ; but the gift is so restrained that, beyond the

purposes for which the letter is sent, the property

remains in the sender," (§ 945.) These decisions

were made on the principle involved in this and all

such like cases, namely, the copyright in and the

pecuniary value of such papers. But the argu-

ment goes still further, and protects letters, not

merely as property, but as the sacred depositories

of private confidence. " It would, indeed," says
Dr. Story, " be a sad reproach to English and
American jurisprudence if courts of equity couldi

not interpose in cases where the very nature of the-

letter imports—as matters of business, or friend-
ship, or advice, or family or private confidence—

-

the implied or necessary intention and duty of
privacy and secrecy," (§ 947 ;) and thence the-

cases lead to a still closer analogy to our point.
" Courts of equity will restrain a parlyfrom mak-
ing a disclosure of secrets communicated to him in
the course of a confidential employment," ($ 952. )>
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And he further shows that these rules apply not

merely to letters received, hut equally so to letters

written by a person—in short, " they have been

applied in all cases where the publication would be a

violation of trust or confidence, founded in contract

or implied from circumstances," (§949.) And,
if this doctrine be true in private cases, it is infi-

nitely stronger in that of a sworn servant of the

state, who is not merely what the law would call

an agent, but is invested with a still more confi-

dential character, and a much higher, and much
deeper responsibility. This is common sense,

common honesty, common equity, and common
law.

A case occurred a few years ago, in which we
had occasion to consider this question incidentally,

and our opinion then was in perfect accordance

with these principles. This was in our review of

"•A Narrative of a Residence at the Court of Lon-
don, by Richard Rush, Esq.," envoy from the

United States. Mr. Rush in this work chose to

publish, without any authority from his govern-

ment, and on his private responsibility, many of

his diplomatic communications with our ministers,

and gave some reasons—very bad ones as we
thought and showed—for this deviation from the

ordinary course of diplomacy. For our present

purpose we need only quote our general resume of

the question. The first part of our argument had

applied to the mere act of publishing what had
never been intended for publication, and then we
proceeded to say with regard to the publication by

Mr. Rush—
"But Mr. Rush is in a still graver error as to

the general principle. He seems to think that, if

such documents may be published, he has a right

to publish them. No such thing. The state has

such a right, but not the servant of the state, with-

out the express permission of the head of the gov-

ernment. In all a minister's negotiations, whether
verbal or documentary, he can acquire no personal

right—no right to publish or otherwise employ the

papers he may have collected, or the information

he may have obtained, for any purpose of his own.
The whole belongs to the state, and he has no
more right to make any use of them than a lawyer
would have to turn something which he has found

amongst his client's title-deeds to his own advan-

tage."—(Q. R., xlix., p. 325.)

To this general doctrine we have never heard
any objection : we believe it to be indisputable,

and we will therefore venture to repeat our mature
judgment—one not, as we have shown, formed on

or for the present occasion—that the noble editor

had no right whatsoever to publish the diplomatic

papers of his grandfather. We have no doubt
that such a publication might have been stopped

by an injunction ; and as the case now stands,

we suspect that the law of copyright would
not protect a publication where there was no right

to publish.

Bat this applies only to the absolute right—
which is, we admit, susceptible of various modifi-

cations in practice. In the first place the consent

• of the government for the time being, as represen-

tative of the sovereign or the state, would hardly

be denied on a fit occasion, and would remove all

difficulty. Of the two earliest publications by pri-

vate persons of diplomatic papers that we possess—"The Cabala'''' and Diggs' "Complete Am-
bassador''''—it is observable that both, and particu-

larly the latter, referred to transactions quite obso-

lete, and were published during the license of the

commonwealth, but. that when the " Cabala" was
republished after the restoration with some ad-

ditional matter, it was with the express sanction

of the secretary of state. The second volume of

Sir William Temple's works, published by Swift,

which contained his diplomatic letters, was es-

pecially dedicated to King William—which the

first volume was not—and had no doubt his

majesty's countenance and sanction. But we have
now before us a case of recent and decisive

authority—Sir Robert Adair's publication, May,
1844 ; of " An Historical Memoir of his Mission to

Vienna." This memoir is based on, and is ac-

companied by, a selection from the dispatches

written and received by him during that period.

Sir Robert Adair, taking the true legal and states-

man-like view of the case, obtained from Lord
Palmerston, then the secretary of state, " an
official permission—not withdrawn by Lord Aber-
deen—to publish such parts of his dispatches as

might not be prejudicial to the public service ;'"

and he also, he tells us, obtained "Prince Metier-

nidi's consent ;" and he announces on his title-

page that these dispatches are " published by per-

mission of the proper authorities.'''' All this is

right and proper, and establishes, we think, the

true principles of the case.

But though we suppose that in strictness no
state-papers can be printed without the consent of

the crown, yet in practice any formality of sanc-

tion has been reasonably considered as unneces-
sary in cases which, by long lapse of time and en-

tire change of circumstances, can no longer affect

either private feelings or public interests, and have
passed into the fair and undisputed domain of his-

tory. It might be difficult to fix the precise boun-
dary of this domain, in which every year makes a

degree of change ; but it is creditable to the dis-

cretion of the eminent men who have served in

public stations for the last century—of the hered-

itary possessors of their official papers—and of the

literary men who have had access to those papers

—that till within very late years little or nothing

has been published to which any serious objection

could be made. When Lord Kenyon and Dr.
Phillpotts published, in 1827, the letters between
the king and Lord Chief Justice Kenyon on the

subject of the Coronation Oath, Lord Chancellor

Eldon—with all his political and religious predi-

lections for the views that publication was in-

tended to serve—could not help expressing " con-

siderable doubts" as to the propriety of the publi-

cation, (Twiss' " Life," vol. i., p. 360)—not from
any disapprobation of the sentiments, nor doubting

that they did honor to both parties, but evidently

because it seemed to make public a privileged

communication too near our times to be altogether

considered, as in all other respects they certainly

are, historical documents. Lord Eldon's own
biographer, who states this doubt, has gone much
farther, for he has printed not only private letters

of recent date, but a number of the most secret and
confidential notes from King George III. to his

chancellor on the most delicate subjects. In our

review of Mr. Twiss' work (Q. R., vol. lxxiv., p.

71) we said that, taking for granted that Mr.
Twiss had obtained permission from the parties or

their representatives for the publication of these

private communications, there were still some for

which it was too early even to ask such permis-

sion—a sufficient intimation of the judgment which

we now more broadly state—that without such

permission, those documents were, according to
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all admitted principles, no more the property of

the chancellor's grandson, in respect to publica-

tion, than Lord Malmesbury's dispatches were of

his grandson. It seems clear that the present

earl has not thought of obtaining any such per-

mission or sanction, and for this as well as other

reasons we cannot but think that his publication

infringes on those ill-defined, but well understood,

rules of discretion and delicacy, by the nice ob-

servance of which the publication by private hands

of official documents can alone be justified.

We are satisfied that the noble editor had not

the least intention of infringing- these rules, and

will be surprised at finding that he can, by any ill-

natured critic, be supposed to have done so. We
assure him we are not towards him ill-natured

critics ;—we are satisfied that he was as far as we
ourselves should be from publishing anything

which he could have imagined to be injurious to

the public service or reasonably displeasing to in-

dividuals. But in our judgment he has happened
to do both ; and it is lest the involuntary error of

a justly respected nobleman should in these all-

publishing days create a dangerous precedent,

that we have thus ventured to express our opinion

that strictly speaking, the official and confidential

—that is, the greater and more important—di-

visions of these papers were not his to publish,

and that the customary and conventional rights

which a sufficient lapse of time confers on the

possessor of such documents have not yet accrued

to him.

We are sorry to be obliged to pronounce this

judgment, which is much against our own private

interest and predilections. We have been very

much amused by these two latter volumes, and
chiefly, we fear, with those parts the publication

of which we have thus presumed to criticise. We
wish we could, consistently with our duty to the

public, encourage this mode of anticipating his-

tory : it has great charms. How much more de-

lightful to us must, be the sketches of George III.

and George IV.—Queen Charlotte and Queen
Caroline—Pitt and Fox—Canning and Windham
—(to say nothing of the minor portraits)— all

fresh, as it were, from the hand of a painter, their

contemporary, and in some degree ours—than they

will be in another generation, when they might be

exhibited without offence, and received with indif-

ference ! Nor can it be denied that historic truth

may gain something by what we have hitherto

considered as premature publication. If there be

misunderstanding or misrepresentation of facts or

of motives, there may probably be those living

who will feel an interest in correcting the error

and in doing justice to themselves or their party

;

and when the mention is favorable, there will be

many to relish the praise of a well-rernembered
parent or friend, with a keenness of pleasure that

cannot be felt by a more distant progeny. It may
be also said that no such publication is ever made
without some reserve and delicacy— that even when
nothing is added to praise, something is often sub-

tracted from censure, and that traits likely to be

offensive to individuals may be easily, and gener-

ally are tenderly softened or omitted : and this,

we dare say, may be said of the Malmesbury pub-

lication. But then this process is likely to de-

stroy the truth and unity of the work : after being

strained through such a cullender an author may
be no more like himself than a puree to a potato.

Unless we have the whole evidence we cannot be

satisfied of his veracity, nor appreciate his distri-
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bution of praise or blame. It is like asking us to

give implicit credit to a witness without allowing
us the test of a personal examination.

Upon the whole, however, of these considera-

tions, we fall back to our original position that

such publications are of very doubtful propriety,

and that in the present instance it has been some-
what premature as regards individuals, and some-
what incautious as affects national interests ; and
we solicit the attention of the public and the

government to the inconveniences which may
arise if this practice o.f dealing with official docu-

ments as private property should become—as from
the taste of the times, and the activity of the

literary trade, we think probable—an ordinary

speculation with the sons and grandsons of public

servants. Take three or four instances. The
Armed Neutrality twice died away ; but is another
revival impossible, and would the maritime in-

terests of this country be much strengthened by
an appeal to Lord Malmesbury's Russian corre-

spondence? Is the union of France and Spain
against England so entirely out of the question

that some British negotiator may not be told on
the authority of Lord Malmesbury, or Lord St.

Vincent, (!) that Gibraltar is worthless, or at best

but a counter on the great card-table of Europe?
Will it tend much to exalt our character for hon-

esty and good faith, to have it said that a British

minister of the highest rank prided himself on
having bribed the menial servant of a friendly

sovereign to betray the humble duty of opening or

closing the door of his master's closet? Or will

European confidence in our national pride and in-

tegrity be in any degree confirmed by the fact that

pending the Lisle negotiations, we received , not only

without indignation, but with complacency, projects

of pecuniary corruption, which, if it disgraced our

adversaries to propose, it did us no great honor to

listen to? In four large volumes, pretty nearly

divided between twaddle and gossip, such pas-

sages as we have referred to may be overlooked

by ordinary readers ; but we submit it to graver

judgments, and even to public opinion, whether

—

be they truly represented, or, as we rather hope,

discolored and exaggerated—these arcana are fit

to be divulged in the style and for the motives

with which they are now presented to the world.

Turning, however, from these speculations,

which, though they come too late in this case,

may be applicable to others, we proceed to our

examination of the contents of these volumes,

premising, once for all, that our space will allow

us to give a very inadequate summary of so great

a variety of transactions, and that we shall chiefly

endeavor to bring before our readers topics on which

Lord Malmesbury either throws a new light, or

gives, in doubtful points, a preponderating evi-

dence.

We left Lord Malmesbury at the close of the

last volume separated in politics from Mr. Fox,
and united with the Duke of Portland and his sec-

tion of the whigs in the support of Mr. Pitt and
the prosecution of the war with France. An early

opportunity was taken, we will not say of reward-

ing his conversion, but of employing his known
abilities and still greater reputation, in the public

service. For any diplomatic duty he had cer-

tainly at that moment, in public opinion, no com-
petitor ; and the policy he was called upon to

forward was in full accordance with his own pre-

vious opinions.

Towards the close of 1793, the King of Prussia
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—under a strange combination of political embar-

rassment, private intrigue, and fanatical delusion

—exhibited a strong disposition to break off his

defensive alliance with England, and to withdraw

from the contest against France—in which he had

been, originally, the most zealous and prominent

actor. Such a design, and especially the motives

that prompted it, were so contrary to good faith,

and so full of peril not only to Prussia herself but

to all Europe, that Mr. Pitt and Lord Grenville

proposed to Lord Malmesbury a special mission to

endeavor to counteract this pusillanimous, and in-

deed, as regarded us, fraudulent policy, and to

induce the King of Prussia to adhere to what was
at once his duty to himself, and his engagement
to his allies. Lord Malmesbury had, before his

departure, an audience of George III. in the

closet—" the first time since the Regency Bill"—
on which, it will be recollected, Lord Malmesbury
had not behaved with quite so much gratitude and

duty as might have been expected. His majesty,

however, was very gracious, and gave his lord-

ship some advice on the subject of his mission,

which, if only as an additional corrective of the

false notions that were so long and so industri-

ously propagated as to the infirmity of his majes-

ty's intellect and judgment, is worth extracting.
" He began by saying something complimentary

on my accepting the Prussian Mission, then went
on by saying, ' A few clear words are better per-

haps than long instructions. I believe that the

King of Prussia is an honest man at the bottom,

although a weak one. You must first represent

to him, that if he allows his moral character the

same latitude in his explanation of the force of

treaties, as he has allowed it in other still more
sacred ties' (referring to his marriage,) ' all good
faith is at an end, and no engagement can be bind-

ing. You must then state to him how much his

honor is engaged in joining in this business, in not

giving up a cause in which he had begun so nobly.

Then you should apply to his interest, that the

event of the war must either fail or succeed ; that if

he withdrew himself from the number of coalesced

powers, in either case he would suffer from leaving

them. In the first case (the failure of the war) he
perhaps would be the first to feel the consequence
of suffering this Tartarian hordeio overrun Europe.
In the second, if toe succeed, he certainly might be
sure that not having contributed his share to the
success, would put him, in respect to the other
powers, in a situation of want of consideration and
consequence, and that he would not be consulted

or referred to in the general system of Europe,
when that became a matter of discussion. That if

you fail on referring him to these three great points

—his integrity, his honor, and his interest—it will

be certain nothing can be done ; and although I

have the greatest confidence in your skill and
abilities, yet I shall rest assured in that case that

no skill or any ability would be equal to suc-

cess."—vol. Hi., p. 7.

"And this," says Lord Malmesbury, "his
majesty delivered with great perspicuity and cor-

rectness ;" and then he went on to an explanation

without which the first article of these oral instruc-

tions, as to the King of Prussia's moral conduct,

would appear very strange—" The King of

Prussia," he said, "was an illumine ;" and, as

Lord Malmesbury afterwards found, persuaded
himself—under the influences of that mysterious
sect—that he might reconcile with strict morality
the having a wife and three mistresses, and with

sound policy the forming an intimate alliance

between his own despotism and the Jacobin demo-
cracy.

In one of the early letters from Berlin, Lord
Malmesbury writes to Lord Grenville what surely
ought not to have been yet—if ever—published :

—

" My dear lord—The inside of this court 'is

really a subject fit only for a private letter : unfor-

tunately it is so closely connected with its public

conduct, and influences it so much, that I wish to

give you every information relative to it in my
power.

" The female in actual possession of favor is of
no higher degree than a servant-maid. She is

known by the name of Mickie, or Mary Doz ; and
her principal merit is youth and a warm con-
stitution. She has acquired a certain degree of
ascendancy, and is supported by some of the most
inferior class of favorites ; but, as she is considered

as holding her office only during pleasure, she is

not courted, though far from neglected, by the

persons of a higher rank.
" The two candidates for a more substantial

degree of favor are Madlle. Vienk and Madlle.
Bethman. The first (I really believe, extremely
against her will and her principles) is forced for-

ward by a party who want to acquire consequence
;

and I am told she has the good wishes of Luc-
chesini, who thinks he shall be able to lead her.

Madlle. Bethman plays a deeper game ; she acts

from, and for, herself; she professes to love the

king, but that her principles prevent her giving

way to it ; she is all sentiment and passion ; her

aim is to be what his first mistress was, and to

turn to her account all the licentious latitude it is

said the illumines allow themselves. Madlle.

Bethman is cousin to the wealthy banker of that

name at Frankfort, and, from what I have learnt

there, is perfectly qualified to act the part she has
undertaken."—vol. iii., p. 44.

The noble editor is rather at a loss to explain

what the tenets of this religious or irreligious free-

masonry of Illumines were, and we cannot much
help him. All that we know is, that it was a deep
secret—and a very safe one withal—for we strongly

suspect they did not know it themselves. Their
principal rites seem to have been muddling, smok-
ing, raising ghosts, and dealing with the devil

—

which devil was of a scale of intellect little above
that of his votaries. But the influence of this

folly became considerable in the dreamy twilight

of German metaphysics, and had, at an early

period—even in the time of the philosopher Fred-
erick—made its way into the palace of Berlin,

where the twin-sisters—infidelity and superstition

—held rival, and yet congenial, courts. Wraxall
tells us that the quondam hero Prince Ferdinand
of Brunswick abandoned himself to the doctrines

and reveries of the Illumines till they reduced his

once powerful mind to a state of imbecility. " It

will hardly be believed," says Wraxall, " that

prior to 1773 he was so subjugated by them as

frequently to pass many hours of the nights in

churchyards, engaged in evoking and endeavoring
to raise apparitions." Old Frederick was forced

to dismiss the poor visionary general from his pub-
lic employments ; but was not, it seems, able to

check the growth of the mischief in his own family.

We ourselves have heard, from indisputable

authority, that the king whom Lord Malmesbury
visited, (in addition to the moral or rather immoral
illumination which we have mentioned,) was so

preternaturally enlightened as to confound the
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garden of Charlottenburgh with the garden of

Gethsemane, and would reverentially take off his

hat when he fancied that he met our Saviour in his

walks.

But throughout this negotiation with Lord
Malmesbury the Prussian monarch, however vis-

ionary-mad he might be in the garden, was in a

very matter-of-fact state of mind in his cabinet

;

and the whole affair appears to have been on his

part a greedy and unprincipled scheme to obtain

the largest possible number of English guineas for

services in which England had an interest—strong,

no doubt, as part of the general cause against

France,—but exceedingly inferior and remote com-
pared with that of Prussia herself. The Prussian

cabinet insisted on having their whole army of

100,000 subsidized ! And when England was so

liberal, or as we think extravagant, as to propose a

sum of 2,000,000/. for the annual subsidy of that

power, to be paid, 2-5th or 800,000/. by England,
l-5th by Austria, l-5th by Holland, and the other

l-5th to be charged to Prussia herself, Prussia

refused to contribute this quota, and insisted that

her army should be fed and foraged into the bar-

gain. And when this monstrous pretension was
rejected, another still more monstrous was pro-

duced, as a conciliatory expedient forsooth—that

Prussia would bear her quota, provided the subsidy

was raised to 2,500,000/.—only a more impudent
mode of reasserting that she would pay nothing at

all. In the mean while Austria, most naturally,

we think, declined to take any part of the expense
of the Prussian army on her shoulders, and great

distrust and acrimony arose between the courts of

Vienna and Berlin, for which Prussia and her

minister Lucchesini (probably sold to the French)
were most to blame.

The negotiation was in this nearly hopeless

state, when, as appears by the correspondence,

the Prussian minister, Haugwitz, proposed to

transfer it to the Hague. The editor states, in a

note from the Malmesbury Papers, that this was
an artful suggestion of Lord Malmesbury to get

the negotiation out of the influence of Lucchesini

and the French. We believe this is a mistake.

In his private diary, Lord Malmesbury says that

Haugwitz proposed and he accepted the change :

and we cannot discover what possible motive Lord
Malmesbury could have had for such a move.
Haugwitz's is obvious—it relieved the King of

Prussia from the presence of Lord Malmesbury,
and the personal embarrassment of having to bear

the brunt of the most infamous escroquerie that

was ever attempted—it removed Lord Malmesbury
from the capital, where the appearance of the

court and the army contradicted the professions of

extreme penury, on which the whole Prussian
case rested—it removed him also from the aux-
iliary influence of the cabinet of Vienna—and
finally, it threw him into Holland, where the pres-

sure of the immediate danger and the necessity of

the Prussian protection would be most severely

felt. It was Lord Malmesbury's fortune, on this

occasion, as it seems to have been all through life,

to be baffled and bamboozled, or, to use the more
modern, and, we suppose, politer term, mystified,

and then, like a very able diplomatist, as he no

doubt was, he suggests, though he does not ven-

ture to affirm, that it was all a subtle device of his

own "cleverness." And truth obliges us to say

—though it be said of the great Earl of Malmes-
bury—that a more goosy dispatch never met our

eyes than that in which he announces with great

joy this change of place to Lord Grenville, to-

gether with a new project, by which Austria was to

be left altogether out of the question ; and we were
to have the great advantage of reducing our subsidy
from 800,000/. to only 750,000/.—a prodigious sav-

ing of one sixteenth, but accompanied by this slight

drawback, that the force to be supplied for it was
diminished in a rather larger proportion—from
100,000 to 60,000 men, or about seven sixteenths.

But even this would have been better than what
was really obtained, for Lord Malmesbury signed,

on the 19th April, a treaty, by which Prussia was
to place 62,400 men at the disposal of England and
Holland, at the price of 50,000/. a month, with
1/. 12s. per man per month for bread and forage

—

in all 150,000/. a-month ; besides 300,000/. for

putting them in motion, and 100,000/. more at the

end of the year for sending back again : so that,

instead of getting 100,000 men for 800,000/. per
annum, as at first proposed, we had eventually to

pay near 1,200,000/. for 62,400, for six months
nominally, but not for one day in reality. The
intention was to employ these troops on the Dutch
frontier in connexion with our own army then in

Flanders under the Duke of York ; but it soon
became clear that Lord Malmesbury had been
again deceived, for the Prussians seem never to

have had the remotest idea of executing any part

of the treaty, except pocketing the money. The
editor very naturally wishes to palliate this dis-

comfiture of his grandfather ; and—Lord Malmes-
bury having been invited to bring to England for

the consideration of the ministers the opinion of
the Duke of York and of the Dutch government,
as to the best mode of employing the subsidiary

army—the editor states,

" It appears that this ill-judged recall contributed

much to the success with which the French party,

taking advantage of treachery and national preju-

dices, contrived through Lucchesini to stultify the

Treaty."—p. 93.

We cannot see how this recall was ill-judged,

or what Lord Malmesbury's quitting the Hague
for a visit to London of three weeks—after the

treaty had been signed—could have had to do with
French intrigues at Berlin or Lucchesini's nego-
tiations at Vienna. When Lord Malmesbury re-

turned to the Hague—he had been in London
only from the 6th to the 24th of May—he was
met by complaints from the Prussians that the

money, without which their army could not move,
had not yet come ; and Malmesbury, in his Diary
under date of the 2d of June, complains in very

bitter terms against the English ministers that the

first instalment under this prodigious treaty had
not yet arrived, as if such sums as hundreds of

thousands of pounds in a particular coin could be

collected at a few day' notice. It turned out that

the first instalment of 300,000/. had been already

remitted from the British treasury on the 27th of
May. For the few days that the remittance was
on the road nothing could exceed the complaints
of the Prussian ministers at the delay. The
Prussian army could not and would not move a
mile without the money, and Lord Malmesbury
was very well inclined to join in all their prognos-
tics of mischief from this supposed delay. In the
midst of all these complaints the money arrived ;

—

the complaints ceased—but not a Prussian marched.
The monthly subsidies were to commence on a
most appropriate and auspicious day—the first of
April; and they were regularly paid in Prussian
coin procured for the purpose

;
yet we find Lord
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Malmesbury confessing- that for these "immense
sums," as he justly calls them, the Prussians had
not moved a step ;—nor did they ever ; but exag-
gerating the- effects of a trifling- skirmish which
they had with the French near Keyserslautern,
which even the exemplary modesty of the French
military writers hardly notices, and complaining
beyond all credibility and truth of their own loss,

they at last got up a kind of mutiny in the army
against a compliance with the treaty, and having
received 1,105,000/. up to September, out of the

gullibility of Lord Malmesbury and the too prodi-

gal confidence of the British ministry, the whole
bubble burst ;—and then Lord Malmesbury writes

home, with the most wonderful self-complacency,

that he is not at all ashamed of the failure of his

treaty, because it

" must be considered as an alliance with the Alge-

rines, whom it is no disgrace to pay, nor any im-

peachment of good sense to be cheated by."—vol.

iii., p, 126.

O lame, and impotent, and disgraceful conclusion !

Instead of regarding Lord Malmesbury's tempo-
rary recall as injudicious, or the delay in paying
the swindled subsidy as blamable, every one. who
reads even these papers will rather wonder at the

blind confidence that the ministry reposed in him.

And here we have to observe, what we have
already hinted at, the danger to historical truth of

this sort of revelations—where we are not sure

that the tohole story is told. Mr. Pitt and Lord
Grenville are seriously censured in selections from
Lord Malmesbury's dispatches, and in a note by
the editor : but in such a case we should have
liked to see the whole dispatch, and the document
on which the note is founded ;—and above all, as

regards the high praise given to Lord Malmesbury's
diplomacy, would it not have been candid to have
afforded us (what we have taken some pains to collect

from other sources) an account of the sums actually

paid to the Prussians under this boasted treaty, of

which they on their side never performed—nor, we
are satisfied , ever meant to perform—one iota ? We
confidently trust that with the change of our con-

tinental relations, the system of subsidies has van-

ished forever ; but if any future minister should
be tempted to deal in that vicarious species of

warfare, we doubt whether he could have a better

dissuasive than the study of the full history of
Lord Malmesbury's treaty of 1794, and its profli-

gate and disgraceful consequences. Of all the

manifold errors committed in the revolutionary

war, the most injurious to ourselves and even to

our allies was the unhappy system of subsidies.

We are surprised that Lord Malmesbury did not

see this even at the time, for we find that at the

close of this unlucky mission he gives Lord Gren-
ville an alarming picture of the state of the public

mind in Germany at that period, which ought to

have opened his own eyes to the folly and mis-

chief of the very efforts he was making.
" The nobility, the gentry, and large capitalists

* * * attribute the evils of war and its dura-

tion, not to the enemy, who is endeavoring so

strenuously to destroy them, but to the very

powers who are endeavoring to rescue them from

destruction * * * and it is impossible to

awaken them to a sense of their danger.
" To every attempt of this kind which 1 have

made, I receive for answer, ' England finds its

account in the war, and only wants to engage us to

continuefrom views of ambition and, conquest.''

"It is useless to argue against such miserable

reasoning, as it would be childish to resent it

;

but it is impossible not to be deeply affected when
we see an immense country like this, abounding
at this moment with wealth, and possessing within

itself alone means sufficient to resist and repel all

the efforts of France, poisoned with doctrines and
prejudices which falsify all its faculties, and make
those very powers which ought to ensure its

safety act as instruments to forward its destruc-

tion.—pp. 142, 143."

What was more likely to accredit this imputa-
tion of selfish and dishonest motives than to see us

squandering such enormous sums on countries

themselves " abounding withwealth and possessing
ivithin themselves alone means sufficient to resist and
repel all the efforts of France /" And what was
more likely to palsy the feelings and exertions of

such a country than the blind, demoralizing, and
to their eyes most suspicious system of hiring them
to do their own business, and bribing them to the

protection of their own property and honor'? Sub-
sidies, alas, could not remedy, but, on the con-

trary, tended rather to increase and develop the

real weakness of the continental powers, which
was, as Lord Malmesbury was at length convinced

—not want of the legitimate means of war, but

—

in their armies party, corruption, and disaffection

—in the courts jealousies, animosities, and greedy
speculations, and in that of Prussia treachery—in

the people mysticism, infidelity and jacobinism

—

these were the causes that helped, if they did not

altogether produce, the early successes of the

French on the Rhine, and eventually, by a signal

course of retributive justice, brought them, twice

over, to Berlin and Vienna.

We now arrive at that portion of these volumes
about the propriety of the publication of which we
entertain on every account the most serious doubts

—a very copious and unreserved diary kept by
Lord Malmesbury during his mission to the court

of Brunswick at the close of 1794, to demand the

Princess Caroline in marriage for the Prince of

Wales, and to conduct her to England. We con-

fess that no publication that we have ever seen

(and we have recently seen some of very doubtful

discretion) has surprised us more than this. The
protection of the law against unauthorized publica-

tion is not, as we have seen, limited to letters—it

applies to all cases where the publication would
amount to a violation of trust and confidence, or

where it should be made for the purpose of indulg-

ing a gross and diseased public curiosity by the cir-

culation of private anecdotes, or family secrets, or

personal concerns (ubi supra, § 948.) Now there

is not a fact—hardly a word—in this diary that

does not relate to private anecdotes, family secrets,

and personal concerns—all arising out of and be-

longing to the mission—nothing that was not done
or said by or to Lord Malmesbury in his official

character. In this character he received the most
important and delicate confidences, both personal

and political ; and we cannot conceive how he or

his representative could acquire any right to di-

vulge—much less to print and publish to the whole
world—informations given to him under a seal as

sacred, we think, as that of confession. If ever

there was a case in which the crown had a para-

mount interest in documents written by its public

servants, it is especially such a one as this, where
the sovereign is interested not only by her royal

rights, but as the head of the family whose domes-

tic affairs are here divulged, and as connected with

the persons principally concerned by the highest
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obligations of duty and the closest ties of blood.

And in addition to the general question of right,

one cannot help being struck, on the first view of

this case, by manifest breaches of delicacy and
good taste. The parties to that unfortunate alli-

ance have left a numerous and illustrious kindred

(to say nothing of private friends and servants)

still living, whose feelings cannot but be painfully

affected by some of Lord Malmesbury's revelations

—which seem indeed to compromise his lordship's

own character, for many of the memoranda are

such as a gentleman, if obliged by his duty to

make them, ought to have destroyed before his

death, or at least taken effectual measures for their

subsequent destruction.

This cannot be denied, and must be regretted
;

but on the other hand it would be unjust not to

suggest, in excuse for the noble editor, that reve-

lations of an infinitely more deplorable character

had been five-and-twenty years ago paraded and
produced in the most flagrant publicity by the far-
ties themselves—they are registered in our archives,

they are engraven on the tablets of our history.

Lord Malmesbury's anecdotes are but the light

clouds that presaged that dark storm, and the edi-

tor probably thought that the pain that they can
excite in any mind that recollects the proceedings
of 1820, must be of a very mitigated degree. But
whatever may be thought of the act of publication,

the facts are now history, and we must deal with
them accordingly.

It was at the conclusion of the subsidiary mission
to Prussia that Lord Malmesbury was commis-
sioned to take Brunswick in his way home, and to

conclude another treaty still more deplorable in its

consequences. Before we enter on that business,

we must introduce our readers to the Duke and
Duchess of Brunswick. His highness, in disgust

at the untoward result of his unfortunate cam-
paigns of 1792-3, had resigned the command of
the Prussian army, and was living at home a mor-
tified and alarmed spectator of the great military

and political game then playing, in which, though
he no longer held a hand, his all was at stake. It

was a secondary object of Lord Malmesbury's
mission to prevail on the duke to take some mea-
sures for reassuming the command of the Prussian
army, or, if that could not be accomplished, to take
the command of the Dutch army, and to act in con-
cert with the Duke of York. The Duke of Bruns-
wick had not, we believe, the option of doing the
first, and he would not do the latter ; and Lord
Malmesbury, while admitting his talents and
courage, pronounces him, from his wavering, sus-
picious, intriguing temper, utterly unfit for any
great station, and incapable of any great service.
This may have been, and was, we think, his
general character ; but we believe that the duke
did not deserve his lordship's reproaches, in the
particular case which produced them. He was a
marshal in the Prussian army ; situated as his
duchy was, he had no support but Prussia ; and
though his strong inclination was to active exer-
tions against France, he said that he could not
safely take command of any army but a Prussian
one, or at least one to which a large Prussian force
should be attached. It was very well for Lord
Malmesbury, who had a safe retreat in England,
to make light of the duke's difficulties ; but the
result justified, we think, all that prince's appre-
hensions ; and we feel not contempt, but sympa-
thy, for the perplexity of a brave soldier and
benevolent sovereign—resisting the impulses of

his owii personal gallantry and political opinions,

under the humiliating certainty of the ruin that a

false step would entail on his family and his

people. We are, however, inclined to believe

that he was deficient in decision and moral

courage, and of this defect the following anecdote,

with regard to his too celebrated manifesto, is a

slight but sufficient indication.
" Dec. 10th, 1794.—He [the Duke of Bruns-

wick] was less thinking this day than usual"

[poor man, he had abundant cause to be thovght-

ful;1 *. he was conversable with the ladies at

dinner—said that his famous Manifesto was drawn
up by a Brabanqon of the name of Himon* (now
here ;) that it was approved by Count Schulen-

burg and Spiel man, and forced upon him to

sign ; that he had not even a veto on this occa-

sion."—p. 169.

The fact is true ; but to have signed what he
disapproved, and afterwards to throw the blame on

other parties, showed but a feeble character
;

and Lord Malmesbury states that the duchess

herself was convinced that he wanted firmness for

the crisis.

" Dec. \st.—The duchess told me she was sure

he [the duke] felt himself unequal to it [the com-
mand of the army]—that he was grown nervous,

and had lost a great deal of his former energy.

—

She said, when he returned from Holland in 1787,

he was so shaken, and his nerves so worn out,

that he did not recover for a long time. She
confirmed what I long since knew, that the duke
wants decision of character, and resolution."

—

p. 161.

The duchess was probably desired by the duke
himself to express this opinion, for the purpose of

damping Lord Malmesbury's solicitations ; but

even that would have been the resource of a feeble

mind. He, however, was a good prince—an

honest man— a benevolent sovereign—and so sin-

cere in his hostility to French influence that Bona-
parte in his 16th Bulletin, 1806, charged the whole

resistance of Prussia to his advice ; and he died,

in every way a victim to his patriotism, on the

10th of November, of wounds received in the

* This is a mistake for the Marquis de Limon—another

of the too numerous and inexcusable errors of the press

which disgrace this publication. We made the same
observation on the former series, and produced a few
instances, which we find given in a fly-leaf to this livrai-

son as " errata" to the former volumes

—

two only being

added to our list, though there might have been two
score. But the blunders of the present publication are

infinitely worse, particularly in all proper names, which
are so mutilated as to be, in many cases, quite unintelli-

gible ; and prove that the printed sheets cannot have been
seen by any one at all acquainted with the persons or

occurrences referred to

—

Craggs, for Craig ; Armin, for

Arnim ; W. Eden, for Morton Eden ; W. Boothby, for

Brook Boothby ; Gcnsau, for Gneisenau ;
Kalkrcuther,

and Kalkreuthen, for Kalkreuth ; St. Armand, for St.

Amand ; Fteury, for Fleurus ; Colegrave, for Cologne
;

montebaner, for Montabauer ; Fuhl, and Pfuhl, and
Tuhl, for the same person ; Benden, for Bender ; Pigot
Monbaillard, for Pigault-Maubaillacq ; .Maco, perhaps
for Maret ; Boncarrer, probably for Bonne Carrere

;

Sausun, for Lauzun ; Grenville, for Granville ; Moitsscn,
for Mousseaux : Cabarras passim, for Cabarus ; Fabrc
Eglon, for Fabre d'Eglantine ; Ladies Moira and Hutch-
inson for Lords ; Asperno passim, for Asperne

; Danizig
for Dunkirk ; Melville, for Moleville ; and fifty others.
Most of these seem, when explained, to be small" matters,
easily set right ; but we are not quite sure that we have
always guessed the right name ; and unless one is toler-

ably well acquainted with the personal history of every-
body that Lord Malmesbury has happened to have men-
tioned, there is no certainty as to who or what may be
meant.
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fatal battle of Jena, when the dukedom of

Brunswick and the kingdom of Prussia fell to-

gether.

The duchess was the elder sister of King
George III. ; and after the death of her husband
and the ruin of her house, returned, in July, 1807,

to England, where she died on the 23d of March,
1813, in her seventy-sixth year. She will be
longest familiar to English eyes by her graceful

figure as a girl of fifteen in the poorly painted but

very interesting picture by Knapton, at Hampton
Court, of the family of Frederick, Prince ofWales.
She seems to have been a most good-humored,
unaffected, gossiping lady; and, whatever good
example she may have given her daughter in

moral conduct, appears not to have afforded her,

either by precept or example, much instruction in

manners, discretion, dignity, or even in the more
ordinary and superficial properties of feminine de-

portment. We shall see that Lord Malmesbury
soon found himself invested with the strange duty
of instructing the young lady, not only on points

of behavior and of moral and religious conduct, but

even on certain arcana of her personal toilet—upon
which never before, we suppose, had an ambassa-
dor, or even a male, been called upon to advise :

and it appears to us that in this new and unex-
pected trial of his good temper and good sense,

Lord Malmesbury conducted himself with consum-
mate tact and ability. He played the part of—as

she herself good-humoredly called it

—

"Mentor"
to the young princess admirably ; but would
forfeit all the merit, if we could believe that

he ever meant that it should be thus blazoned

forth.

But it was not for neglect and bad taste in her

daughter's education that the good-humored but

narrow-minded duchess was alone blamable—she

had given her wrong impressions on some most
important subjects. She had, it seems, before

her marriage, (as sisters-in-law are sometimes apt

to do,) taken a foolish dislike to Queen Charlotte,

and had impressed her daughter with the same
unreasonable and, as far as the grounds are stated,

ridiculous prejudices ; and the same may be said

of a similar antipathy against the Duke and Duchess
of York. The real but unavowed cause of this

dislike was, we believe, a fact—not publicly known,
but which we have heard from indisputable author-

ity, and with which the old duchess was probably
then acquainted—that the Duke of York was un-
favorable to this match, auguring, from his knowl-
edge of the parties, very ill of it from the begin-

ning ; and it is probable that he may have com-
municated to the queen, his mother, something of

his early impression. But, however that may be,

her majesty's conduct to her daughter-in-law was,
like every other circumstance of her life, admirable

;

and, strange vicissitude, both the mother and the

daughter were destined within a few years to rely

in their deep distresses on the tenderness and jus-

tice of her against whom they had nourished such

unfounded prejudices.

We shall now allow Lord Malmesbury to intro-

duce the princess to our readers, and to tell the

rest of this strange story in the familiar style of

his own unpremeditated

—

and we must presume
unmutHated—diary.

"Nov. 28th, 1791.—The Princess Caroline

much embarrassed on my first being presented to

her—pretty face—not expressive of softness—her
figure not graceful—fine eyes—good hand—toler-

able teeth, but going—fair hair and light eyebrows,

good bust—short, with what the French call ' des

£paules impertinentes.' Vastly happy with her

future expectations."—p. 153.
'

' Dec. 3rd.—Day fixed for my audiences. Major
Hislop and a messenger arrive at eleven from the

Prince of Wales. He brings the prince's picture,

and a letter from him to me, urging me vehemently

to set out with the Princess Caroline immediately.

—Duke answers very well—rather embarrassed.

—

Duchess overcome, in tears.—Princess Caroline,

much affected, but replies distinctly and well."

—

pp. 161, 162.
" Dec. 4th.—Very much puzzled how to decide

about going [to England] duchess presses it—duke
cautious to a ridiculous degree in assisting me.
Princess Caroline in a hurry. Prince of Wales'
[eager] wishes in flat contradiction to my instruc-

tions."—p. 163.
" Dec. 5th.—After dinner the duke held a very

long and very sensible discourse with me about

the Princess Caroline. He entered fully into her

future situation—was perfectly aware of the char-

acter of the prince, and of the inconveniences that

would result, almost with equal ill effect, either

from his liking the princess too much or too little.

He said of his daughter, ' Elle n'est pas bete, mais

elle n'a pas de jugement—elle a 6te elevee sevcre-

ment, et il le jalloit.
1 The duke desired me to

advise her never to show any jealousy of the

prince ; and, if he had any gouts, not to notice

them. He said he had written her all this in

German, but that enforced by me, it would come
with double effect."—p. 164.

The duke's laxity as to the gouts of his future

son-in-law, and his severity towards his daughter,

are not surprising when we find the scenes in the

midst of which the princess lived. Very brilliant

and prominent in the duchess's court and society,

Lord Malmesbury found

—

" Nov. 22nd, 1794.—Madlle. de Hertzfeldt—old

Berlin acquaintance

—

now duke's mistress—much
altered, but still clever and agreeable—her apart-

ment elegantly furnished—and she herself with all

the appareil of her situation—she was at first rather

ashamed to see me, but soon got over it."—pp.

155, 156.

And from this lady he received accounts of the

princess' character, not very favorable, though ap-

parently sincere and well meant ; but she seems

not to have thought—nor indeed does Lord Malmes-

bury—of the injurious effect that her own ex-

ample, and that of a general laxity of manners,

must have had on the princess—but in which it is

impossible not to see the seeds and the hotbed of

future imprudence.
"Dec. 5th, 1794.—Dinner at Court—ball and

ombre. Madlle. Hertzfeldt repeats to me what

the duke had before said—stated the necessity of

being very strict with the Princess Caroline—that

she w-as not clever, or ill-disposed, but of a temper

easily wrought on, and had no tact.''''—p. 165.

" Dec. 10/h.—Concert at Court—Madlle. Hertz-

feldt takes me aside, and says nearly these words :

' Je vous conjure, faites que le prince fasse mener,

an commencement, une vie retiree a la princesse.

Elle a toujours ete tres genee et tres observed, et

il lefalloit ainsi. Si elle se trouve lout a coup dans

le monde sans restriction aucune, elle ne marchera

pas a fas egaux. Elle n'a pas le cceur deprave

—

elle n'a jamais rien fait de mauvais, mais la parole

en elle devance toujours la pensee ; elle se livre a

ceux a qui elle parle sans reserve, et de la il s^ensuit

(meme dans cette petite Cour) qu'on lui prete des
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sens et des intentions qui ne lui ont jamais appar-

tenus—que ne sera-t-il pas en Angleterre—oil elle

sera entouree de femmes adroiteset intriguantes (a,

ce qu'on dit) auxquelles elle se livrera a corps

perdu (si le prince permet qu'elle m&ne la vie

dissipee de Londres,) et qui placeront dans sa

bouche tel propos qu'elles voudront, puisqu'elle

parlera elle-meme sans savoir ce qu'elle dit? De
plus elle a beaucoup de vanite*, et quoique pas
sans esprit, avec peu de fond—la tete lui tournera

si on la caresse et la flatte trop—si le prince la

gate; et il est tout aussi essentiel qu'elle le

craigne que qu'elle 1'aime. II faut absolument qu'il

la tienne serree, qu'il se fasse respecter, sans quoi

elle s'egarera. Je sais (continua-t-elle) que vous
ne me comprometterez pas, je vous parle comme
a mon vieux ami. Je suis attachee coeur et ame
au Due. Je me suis devouee a lui, je me suis

perdue pour lui. C'est le bien de sa famille que
je veux. II sera le plus malheureux des hommes
si cette fille ne reussit pas mieux que son ennee.

Je vous repete, elle n'a jamais rien fait de mauvais,
mais elle est sans jugement et on l'a jugee a.

l'avenant. Je crains (dit Madlle. Hertzfeldt) la

Reine. La duchesse ici, qui passe sa vie a penser
tout haut, ou a ne jamais penser du tout, n'aime
pas la Reine, et elle en a trop parle a. sa fille.

Cependant son bonheur depend d'etre bien avec
elle, et pour Dieu repetez-lui toujours cette

maxime que vous avez deja. plus d'une fois recom-
mandee. Elle vous ecoute. Elle trouve que
vous parlez raison d'une maniere gaie, et vous
ferez bien plus d'impression sur elle que son p£re,
qu'elle craint trop, ou sa mere, qu'elle ne craint

pas du tout.' "—pp. 169, 170.

"Dec. 28th.—Madlle. Hertzfeldt again talks to

me as before about the Princess Caroline— ' II

faut la gouverner par la peur, par la terreur meme.
Elle s'emancipera si on n'y prend pas garde

—

mais si on la veille soigneusement et severement
elle se conduira bien.' The King of England, in

a letter to the duchess, says, ' Qu'il esp£re que sa
niece n'aurapas trop de vivacite, et qu'elle menera
une vie sedentaire et retiree.' These words
shock Princess Caroline, to whom the duchess
very foolishly reads the letter."—p. 189.

Madlle. de Hertzfeldt seems to have been a sen-
sible woman, though in a very awkward position

;

and these were ominous confidences ; and although
Lord Malmesbury was at first disposed to hope
that they might be exaggerated, it is plain that he
every day became less and less sanguine as to the
result of the alliance :

—

" Dec. 10th, 1794. Masquerade—I walked with
the Princess Caroline, and had a very long conver-
sation with her. I endeavored not to mix up much
serious matter at such a place, but whenever I

found her inclined to give way too much to the
temper of the entertainment, and to get over cheer-

ful and too mixing, I endeavored to bring her
back by becoming serious and respectful.
"She entered of her own accord, into the kind

of life she was to lead in England, and was very
inquisitive about it. I said it would depend very
much on her ; that I could have no share in set-

tling it, but that my wish was, that in private she
might enjoy every ease and comfort belonging to

domestic happiness, but that when she appeared
abroad, she should always appear as Princess of
Wales, surrounded by all that ' appareil and eti-

quette' due to her elevated situation. She asked
me what were the queen's drawing-room days? I

said, Thursday and Sunday after church, which

the king and queen never missed ; and I added
that I hoped most ardently she would follow their

example, and never, on any account, miss divine

service on that day. ' Does the prince go to

church?' she asked me. I replied, she would
make him go ; it was one of many advantages he
would derive from changing his situation. 'But
if he does not like it?' ' Why, then your Royal
Highness must go without him, and tell him that

the fulfilling regularly and exactly this duty can
alone enable you to perform exactly and regularly

those you owe him—this cannot but please him,
and will, in the end, induce him also to go to

church.' The princess said mine was a very seri-

ous remark for a masquerade. I begged her par-

don, and said it was, in fact, a more cheerful one
than the most dissipated one I could have made,
since it contained nothing triste in itself, and
would infallibly lead to everything that was plea-

sant. She caught my idea with great quickness,

and the last part of our conversation was very
satisfactory, as I felt I had done what I wished,
and set her mind on thinking of the drawbacks of

her situation, as well as of its ' agrtmensf and
impressed it with the idea that, in the order of
society, those of a very high rank have a price to

pay for it, and that the life of a Princess of Wales
is not to be one of all pleasure, dissipation, and
enjoyment ; that the great and conspicuous advan-

tages belonging to it must necessarily be purchased
by considerable sacrifices, and can only be pre-

served and kept up by a continual repetition of

these sacrifices."—pp. 170, 171.
" Dec. 16/A.—At dinner next Princess Caro-

line ; she says it is wished here that her brother

William should marry the Princess Sophia of

Gloucester ; I advise her not to meddle in it.

She talks about the Duke of Clarence, whom she

prefers to the Duke of York, and it struck me to-

day for the first time that he originally put her into

the prince's head, and that with a view to plague

the Duke and Duchess of York, whom he hates,

and whom the prince no longer likes ; well know-
ing that the Princess Caroline and Duchess of

York dislike each other, and that this match
would be particularly unpleasant to her and the

duke. I praise the Duke of York to her, and
speak with great applause of the behavior of the

duchess, who by her discretion and conduct has

conciliated to herself the good-will of the whole
nation. I did this to pique her, and to make her

anxious to do the same.—She has no fond, no
fixed character, a light and flighty mind, but

meaning well and well-disposed ; and my eternal

theme to her is, to think before she speaks, to recol-

lect herself. She says she wishes to be loved by
the peopie ; this, I assure her, can only be ob-

tained by making herself respected and rare—that

the sentiment of being loved by the people is a

mistaken one—that sentiment can only be given to

a few, to a narrow circle of those we see every day
—that a nation at large can only respect and
honor a great princess, and it is, in fact, these

feelings, that are falsely denominated the love of a
nation ; they are not to be procured, as the good-
will of individuals is, by pleasant openness and
free communication, but by a strict attention to

appearances—by never going below the high rank
in which a princess is placed, either in language
or manners—by mixing dignity with affability,

which, without it, becomes familiarity, and levels

all distinction."—pp. 179, 180.

These extracts do infinite credit to Lord Malmes-
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bury's good sense and good taste : but his advice

was sadly counteracted. There was at court a

sister of the duke's, the Princess Augusta, who
bore a title that sounds as farcical as her conduct

and character seem to have been—she was the

Abbess of Gandersheim. Lord Malmesbury had
formerly known her—an advantage he would now
have willingly forgotten, for she not only honored

him with recollections of a supposed attachment

in their younger days, but (if we understand his

lordship rightly) she was not unwilling, in spite

of her age and ecclesiastical dignity, to have

renewed it. This lady of Gandersheim seems to

have thought it necessary to school her niece

against the immoral propensities of all mankind

—

nay, against the possible designs of the ambassa-

dor himself—in a style which the princess, if she

had been well brought up, would hardly have

listened to even from an aunt, and still less re-

peated to the object of such strange suspicions.

"Dec. ISlh, 1794.—At supper Princess Caro-

line tells me of a kind of admonitory conversation

the abbesse had held to her—it went to exhort her

to trust not in men, that they were not to be de-

pended on, and that the prince would certainly

deceive her, &c, and all the nonsense of an envi-

ous and desiring old maid. The princess was
made uneasy by this, particularly as her aunt

added that she was sure she would not be happy."
—p. 181.

" Dec. 21st.—She talked of her aunt the abbess

—said she had endeavored to inspire her with a

diffidence and mistrust of me—had represented me
as un homme dangercux. I tried to get rid of this

sort of conversation, but the princess stuck by it,

and I was forced to say that I believed her aunt

had forgotten that twenty years had elapsed since

she had seen me, or heard of me ; and that, be-

sides, such an insinuation was a tacit accusation

of my being very foolishly unprincipled. She
said she meant well, that she perhaps thought too

partially of me herself, and was afraid for her. It

was in vain to attempt to turn the subject—she went
on during the whole supper—was in high spirits,

and laughed unmercifully at her aunt, and her sup-

posed partiality forme."—p. 183, 184. But we find

that these and similar communications brought very

strange prospects into the poor princess' view :

—

"Dec. 28th, 1794.—Princess Caroline shows
me the anonymous letter about Lady , evi-

dently written by some disappointed milliner or

angry maid-servant, and deserving no attention ; I

am surprised the duke afforded it any. Aimed at

Lady ; its object to frighten the princess

with the idea that she would lead her into an af-

fair of gallantry, and be ready to be convenient

on such an occasion. This did not frighten the

princess, although it did the duke and duchess;
and on my perceiving this, I told her Lady
would be more cautious than to risk such an auda-

cious measure ; and that, besides, it was death to

presume to approach a Princess of Wales, and no
man would be daring enough to think of it. She
asked me whether I was in earnest. I said such

was our law ; that any body who presumed to love

her was guilty of high treason, and punished with

death : if she was weak enough to listen to him

—

so also would she. This startled her."—p. 189.

Thes^ were strange conversations—so strange

that Lord Malmesbury confesses with a serious

kind of pleasantry that he himself was treated

with so much personal kindness by the princess,

that the case of " the Duke of Suffolk and Queen
MargaroV came across his thoughts.

The treaty of marriage was soon concluded, but

Lord Malmesbury was in great doubt how to con-

vey his precious charge to England. It had been

at first arranged that they were to go through

Holland, and they departed from Brunswick with

that hope on the 29th of December ; but the irrup-

tion of the French into Holland frustrated that

intention, and forced Lord Malmesbury, after hav-

ing advanced two stages beyond Bentheim, to

retrograde to Osnabruck and Hanover ; and it

was not till the 5th of April that they arrived in

London.
The duchess, at Lord Malmesbury's pressing

instances, was to accompany her daughter to the

sea-side, and to deliver her into the hands of the

ladies appointed to attend her. In consequence

of this unexpected and vexatious delay, the

duchess was exceedingly anxious to get back to

her own capital, only a few leagues off, and to

leave her daughter—(who being now Princess of

Wales, could not well reappear at Brunswick)

—

in the sole guardianship of Lord Malmesbury ; but

he, with great propriety and firmness, resisted the

proposition, and forced the duchess, to her great

dissatisfaction, to remain with her daughter.

We shall extract some of the many remarkable
particulars that occurred during the journey :

—

" Jan. 9, 1795.—Leave Bentheim at seven

—

Delden at twelve ; about four leagues further on,

meet letters from Lord St. Helen's [then our min-

ister in Holland,] saying the French had passed

the Waal—that they were near Baren, and that

there had been fighting all day : he recommends
our turning back. I mentioned this to the prin-

cesses, and I must in justice say that the Princess

Caroline bore this disappointment with more good

temper, good humor, and patience, than could be

expected, particularly as she felt it very much.
* * A heavy cannonade was heard all night at

no great distance. The princess in the morning

seemed sorry not to go on towards the fleet. I

mentioned this cannonade. ' Cela ne fait rien,'

says she, ' je n'ai pas peur des canons.'—'Mais,

Madame, le danger d'etre pris.' ' Vous ne m'y
exposerez pas,' said she. I told her the story of

the Queen of France (St. Louis' wife) during the

siege of Damiette, and Le Sieur de Joinville—

I

said, ' Qu'elle valoit mieux que celle-la, que les

Francois servient pires que les Sarrazins, et que

moi j'ai pense comme le Chevalier.'* The story

pleased. ' J'aurois fait et desire comme elle,' said

she."—vol. iii., pp. 194, 195.

Jan. 2.—I persuade the Princess Caroline to be

munificent towards some poor Emigres dying of

hunger, and through want—she disposed to be,

but not knowing how to set about it. I tell her,

liberality and generosity is an enjoyment, not a

severe virtue. She gives a louis for some lottery

tickets—2 give ten, and say the princess ordered

me—she surprised ; I said I was sure she did not

mean to give for the ticket its precise value, and

that T forestalled her intention. Next day a French
emigre, with a pretty child, draws near the table

—the Princess Caroline immediately, of her own

* After the capture of St. Louis, his queen, Margaret,
who was besieged in Damietta, being on the point of

lying-in, was in a constant panic, and imagining every

possible outrage from the barbarians, she extorted an

oath (not from Joinville, as Lord Malmesbury states

—

Joinville only tells the story— but) from " un Chevalier

viel et ancien de Page de qualre-vingtz ans et plus" who
guarded her bed, to grant her one request—thnt if the

Samcens should take the place he would save her from

insult by putting her to death. " I was thinking of it,"

replied the viel Chevalier.
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accord, puts ten louis in a paper, and gives it to

the child ; the duchess observes it, and inquires of

me (I was dining between thein) what it was. I

tell her a demand on her purse. She embarrassed—
' Je n'ai que mes beaux doubles louis de Bruns-

wick..' I answer, ' Qu'ils deviendront plus beaux

entre les mains de cet enfant que dans sa poche.'

She ashamed, and gives three of them. In the

evening, Princess Caroline, to whom these sort of

virtues were never preached, on my praising the

coin of the money at Brunswick, offers me very

seriously eight or ten double louis, saying, ' Cela

ne me fait rien—je ne m'en soucie pas—je vous

prie de les prendre.' I mention these facts to

show her character ; it could not distinguish be-

tween giving as a benevolence, and flinging away
the money like a child. She thought that the act

of getting rid of the money, and not seeming to

care about it, constituted the merit. I took an

opportunity at supper of defining to her what real

benevolence was, and I recommended it to her as

a quality that would, if rightly employed, make
her more admirers, and give her more true satis-

faction, than any that human nature could possess.

The idea was, I was sorry to see, new to her, but

she felt the truth of it ; and she certainly is not

fond of money, which both her parents are.

" Jan. 4.—Princess Caroline very gauche at

cards—speaks without thinking—gets too easy

—

calls the ladies (she never saw) ' Mon cceur, ma
chere,.ma petite.' I notice this, and reprove it

strongly. The princess, for the first time, disposed

to take it amiss ; I do not pretend to observe it.

Duchess wants to return to Brunswick, and leave

us to go on by ourselves ; this I oppose, and sup-

pose it impossible. ' If I am taken,' says she, ' I

am sure the king will be angry.'— ' He will be very

sorry,' I reply ;
' but your Royal Highness must

not leave your daughter till she is in the hands of

her attendants.' She argues, but 7 will not give

way, and she does.'
1—vol. iii., pp. 193, 193.

"Jan. 18.—Princess Caroline very missish at

supper. I much fear these habits are irrevocably

rooted in her—she is naturally curious, and a gos-

sip—she is quick and observing, and she has a

silly pride of finding out everything—she thinks

herself particularly acute in discovering likings,

and this leads her at times to the most improper
remarks and conversation.—I am determined to

take an opportunity of correcting her, coute quHl
coute.'"—vol. iii., p. 200.

"Jan. 10., 1795.—On summing up Princess

Caroline's character to-day, it came out to my
mind to be, that she has quick parts, without a

sound or distinguishing understanding; that she
has a ready conception, but no judgment ; caught
by the first impression, led by the first impulse

;

turned away by appearances or enjouement ; loving

to talk, and prone to confide and make missish

friendships that last twenty-four hours. Some
natural, but no acquired morality, and no strong

innate notions of its value and necessity ; warm
feelings and nothing to counterbalance them

;

great good humor and much good nature—no
appearance of caprice—rather quick and vive, but

not a grain of rancor. From her habits, from the

life she was allowed and even compelled to live,

forced to dissemble ; fond of gossipping, and this

strengthened greatly by the example of her good

mother, who is all curiosity and inquisiliveness,

and who has no notion of not gratifying this desire

at any price. In short, the princess in the hands

of a steady and sensible man would probably turn
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out well, but where it is likely she will find fauJts

perfectly analogous to her own, she will fail.

She has no governing powers, although her mind
is physically strong. She has her father's courage,

but it is to her (as to him) of no avail. He wants
mental decision ; she character and tact.''''—vol

iii., pp. 196, 197.
" Jan. 23.—I have a long and serious conversa-

tion with the princess about her conduct at Han-
over, about the prince, about herself and her char-

acter. She much disposed to listen to me, and to

take nothing wrong. I tell her, and I tell her truly,

that the impression she gives at Hanover will be

that on which she will-be received by the king and
queen in England. I recommend great attention

and reserve. That the habit of proper, princely

behavior was natural to her ; that it would come
of itself; that acquired by this (in that respect)

fortunate delay in our journey, it would belong to

her, and be familiar to her on her coming to Eng-
land, where it would be of infinite advantage.

She expresses uneasiness about the prince ; talked

of his being unlike, quite opposite to the king and
queen in his ideas and habits ; [I replied] that he

had contracted them from the vuide in his situa-

tion ; that she was made to fill this up ; she

would domesticate him—give him a relish for all

the private and home virtues ; that he would then

be happier than ever ; that the nation expected
this at her hands ; that I knew she was capable of
doing, and that she would do it.—She hesitated.

—I said, that I had seen enough of her to be
quite sure her mind and understanding were equal
to any exertions ; that therefore, if she did not do
quite right, and come up to everything that was
expected from her, she would have no excuse. I

added, I was so sure of this, that it would be the

first thing I should tell the king and queen, and
that therefore she must be prepared ; that they
would know her as well, and judge her as favora-

bly, and at the same time as severely as I did. I

saw this had the effect I meant ; it put a curb on
her desire of amusement; a drawback on her situ-

ation, and made her feel that it was not to be all

one of roses. She ended on retiring by saying,
she hoped the prince would let her see me, since

she never could expect any one would give her
such good and such free advice as myself; and,
added she, ' I confess I could not bear it from any
one but you.' "—vol. iii., pp. 203, 204.

This protracted interval of domesticity with the
princess brought to Lord Malmesbury's notice

another defect of a strange and unexpected kind,

which must have reached a very unusual height
before he would have perceived it or felt himself
justified in interfering even by the most distant al-

lusion :

—

" Feb. 18.—Argument with the princess about her
toilette. She piques herself on dressing quick ; I
disapprove this. She maintains her point ; I how-
ever desire Madame Busche to explain to her that

the prince is very delicate, and that he experts a
long and very careful toilette de proprete, of which
she has no idea. On the contrary, she neglects it

sadly, and is offensivefrom this neglect. Madame
Busche executes her commission well, and the
princess comes out the next day well washed all

over.''''—vol. iii., pp. 207, 208.
This extraordinary paragraph explains a main

incident in the catastrophe, at which we shall ar-

rive presently, and which, but for the word " offen-
sive'''

1

in the foregoing extract, would appear, we
believe, to every reader perfectly unaccountable
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But it seems that this, in every sense of the word,
wholesome lesson made, as Lord Malmesbury
laments that most of his lessons did, only a mo-
mentary impression, for in about three weeks he
found himself obliged to resume a subject which
nothing but the last necessity could have induced
him to approach :

—

" March 6.—I had conversations with the Prin-
cess Caroline, on the toilette, on cleanliness, and on
delicacy of speaking. On these points I endeavored,
as far as was possible for a man, to inculcate the
necessity of great and nice attention to every part
of dress, as well as to what was hid as to what
was seen. (I knew she wore coarse petticoats,
coarse shifts, and thread stockings, and these
never well washed, or changed often enough.) I

observed that a long toilette was necessary, and
gave her no credit for boasting that hers was a
1 short' one. What I could not say myself on
this point I got said through women ; through
Madame Busche, and afterwards through Mrs.
Harcourt. It is remarkable how amazingly on
this point her education has been neglected, and
how much her mother, although an English-
woman, was inattentive to it."—vol. iii., pp. 211,
212.

At last, on the 28th of March, they embarked
on board the Jupiter, Commodore Payne, and, ac-

4oJipanied by a small squadron, arrived in the

Thames on the 4th of April, after a smooth and

beautifa.1 passage (delusive omen !)—they reached

St. Jaiaes' Palace about two o'clock—and in ./sue

minutes the /irst step in a long series of scandal

and misery was suddenly and irretrievably made :

—

" April 5..-—I immediately notified the arrival to

the King and Prince of Wales ; the last came im-

mediately. I, according to the established eti-

quette, introduced (no one else being in the room)
the Princess Caroline to him. She very properly,

in consequence of my saying to her it was the

right mode of proceedings attempted to kneel to

him. He raised her, (gracefully enough,) and em-
braced her, said barely one word, turned round,

retired to a distant part of the apartment, and call-

ing me to him, said, ' Harris, I am not well
;
pray

get me a glass of brandy.' I said, 'Sir, had
you not better have a glass of water

1

?'—upon
which he, much out of humor, said, with an oath,
' No : I will go directly to the queen ;' and away
he went. The princess, left during this short

moment alone, was in a state of astonishment

;

and, on my joining her, said, " Mon Dieu ! est-ce

que le Prince est toujours comme cela? Je le

trouve tres gros, et nullement aussi beau que son
portrait.' I said his royal highness was natur-

ally a good deal affected and flurried at this first

interview, but she certainly would find him dif-

ferent at dinner. She was disposed to farther

criticisms on this occasion, which would have

embarrassed me very much to answer, if luckily

the king had not ordered me to attend him."

—

vol. iii., p. 218.

Of this extraordinary scene, supposing as we
are bound to do, that Lord Malmesbury has ac-

curately stated the facts, and that there has been

no suppression, we can imagine no explanation

but that to which we have already alluded. During
the delay that had occurred on the journey, the

prince had shown all the impatience and empresse-

ment that could be flattering to the princess—the

only letter of his given in the correspondence is

written in a style of perfect delicacy and good
sense.

" Carlton House, Nov. 23, 1794.
" My dear Lord—I have sent Major Hislop

back again to Brunswick, which I judged to be an
advisable measure on many accounts, as more par-

ticularly, I think, he may prove, from his knowl-
edge of the country, a very useful avant courier to

you and your fair charge in your journey to the
water's side. I have charged him with letters for

the duke, duchess, and princess, which I will

beg of you to present to their different destina-

tions, with every proper expression on my party

and to which no one can give so agreeable a tour-

nure as yourself. I have likewise desired Major
Hislop to give you an ample and thorough account
of the steps I have taken towards the expediting
everything on this side of the water, as well as
with my brother the Duke of York, to whom I

have written also by Hislup ; and as to what is

now necessary to forward the completing every-
thing at Brunswick, I must leave that to you,
hoping that you will make every exertion possible

to put the princess in possession of her own home
as near the 20th of the ensuing month as possi-

ble," &c., &c.—vol. iii., pp. 221, 222.

And so on.—We see too that he hastened to the
princess on her arrival with becoming eagerness,
and received her at the first moment with propriety

and grace. What was there to change so sud-
denly all these good feelings at the first embrace I

From that mysterious moment the affair seems
to have been desperate. Lord Malmesbury pro-

ceeds,

—

" The drawing-room was just over. His maj-
esty's conversation turned wholly on Prussian and
French politics, and the only question about the

princess was, 'Is she good-humored;' I said,

and very truly, that in very trying moments, I had
never seen her otherwise. The king said, ' I am
glad of it;' and it was manifest, from his silence,

he had seen the queen since she had seen the

prince, and that the prince had made a very unfa-

vorable report of the princess to her. At dinner,

at which all those who attended the princess from
Greenwich assisted, and the honors of which were
done by Lord Stopford as Vice-Chamberlain, I was
far from satisfied with the princess' behavior ; it

was flippant, rattling, affecting raillery and wit,

and throwing out coarse vulgar hints about Lady
, who was present, and though mute, le diable

n'en perdail rien. The prince was evidently dis-

gusted, and this unfortunate dinner fixed his dis-

like, which, when left to herself, the princess had

not the talent to remove ; but, by still observing

the same giddy manners and attempts at cleverness

and coarse sarcasm, increased it till it became pos-

itive hatred.*
" From this time, though I dined frequently

during the first three weeks after the marriage at

Carlton House, nothing material occurred, but the

sum of what I saw there led me to draw the infer-

ences I have just expressed. After one of these

dinners, where the Prince of Orange was present,

and at which the princess had behaved very lightly,

and even improperly, the prince took me into his

closet, and asked me how I liked this sort of man-
ners ; I could not conceal my disapprobation of

* We perceive that with a well-meant duplicity, Lord
Malmesbury gave his friends a more favorable report of

the matter than the facts warranted. He writes on the

10th of April to Mr. Crawford—" The marriage ivas cele-

brated on Wednesday, and if they go on a.s well as they

have begun, all will do well."—iii., 254. Alas ! they did

go on as they had begun, and all went ill.
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them, and took this opportunity of repeating to

him the substance of what the Duke of Brunswick
had so often said to me, that it was expedient de

la tenir serrte ; that she had been brought up very

strictly, and if she was not strictly kept, would,

from high spirits and little thought, certainly

emancipate too much. To this the prince said,

'I see it but too plainly; but why, Harris, did

not you tell me so before, or write it to me from

Brunswick V "—vol. iii., p. 219.

Lord Malmesbury replied—and the editor else-

where repeats—that he was sent to contract the

marriage and not to advise upon it, and that if he

had advised upon it, it would only have been to

the king ; but that in fact there was nothing in

what the Duke of Brunswick had said to affect

either the princess
1

moral character or conduct.

These reasons were perhaps a sufficient answer to

the prince's expostulation—particularly as we must
admit the extraordinary difficulty of Lord Malmes-
bury's situation. He had become acquainted with

the less favorable details about the princess after

the treaty of marriage was concluded ; and in fact

from the first day of his appearance there was no

power of retrocession. But we must add, in

further justice to Lord Malmesbury, that we are

satisfied he could have told the prince nothing as to

"moral character or conduct" that he did not

already know, for we are assured that before the

match wTas at all advanced, the prince was ap-

prised by a near relative and friend of many cir-

cumstances that were likely to render the alliance

an unsatisfactory, if not an unhappy one. So that

he had no one to blame but himself. We are

sorry to be obliged to add, that it seems as if his

chief object in marrying was to get his debts paid
;

and acting on so low a principle, he was very
likely to take, on very slight and inadequate
grounds, a personal disgust. The disgust cer-

tainly existed—but we see that before any such
feeling could have been excited, the inexcusable
indecency of placing in the first attendance on the
princess the very last lady in England who ought
to have been brought to her notice, had been
already committed—an outrage in every way so

offensive as to be in the eyes of the world—cer-

tainly not a justification, but—a plea ad hominem
for the species of retaliation to which, by a strange
inconsistency, the prince was afterwards as sensi-

tive as if he had been the most decorous and de-
voted husband in the world.
Here we close this most curious and painful

episode—which, as we could not omit to notice it,

we have stated not more fully than the case re-

quired, and, we trust, with candor, decency, and
truth.

The most, perhaps we might say the only, his-

torical fact of general interest and importance, that

Lord Malmesbury's correspondence brings to light,

is Mr. Pitt's constant, active, and eager desire
for peace with France. No one on the°continent,
and but few in England beyond a narrow ministe-
rial circle, had any idea of the extent of Mr. Pitt's

pacific disposition. It is indeed very well known,
and must, we think, be admitted to be an imputa-
tion on his sagacity, that at the dawn and even
after some of the earlier excesses of the Revolu-
tion, he saw in it no European, and above all no
British danger. On the contrary, he seems to

have believed that it would for a time weaken the

influence of France
; and full of his great and pa-

triotic design of repairing the loss of our Ameri-
can colonies and recruiting the finances of Eng-

land, he was unwilling to contemplate the possi-

bility of another war ; and accordingly it was in

the spring of 1792, when we should have thought

that no one could have doubted the volcanic nature

of the French Revolution, and that it was about to

inundate Europe with its lava or cover it with its

ashes, that Mr. Pitt proposed in the speech from
the throne a reduction in the Army and Navy far

lower than had ever before been ventured upon.

The warning voice and energetic councils of Mr.
Burke—that great political prophet—failed for a

considerable period to arouse Mr. Pitt from his

pacific theories to a sense of the rapidly approach-
ing danger. On the first day (in the autumn of

1791) that Mr. Burke ever dined with Mr. Pitt, it

was in a partie quarree at Downing-street, the

others being Lord Grenville and the then speaker,

Mr. Addington. Mr. Burke endeavored to alarm
Mr. Pitt on the aggressive nature of French princi-

ples and the propagandism of Revolution. Mr.
Pitt made rather light of the danger, and said in

colloquial phrase, that " this country and constitu-

tion wrere safe to the day of judgment.'''' " Yes,"
said Mr. Burke quickly,—" but 'tis the day of no
judgment that I am afraid of. This anecdote the

writer took down many years ago from the mouth
of one of the party. We are tempted to add
another of the same kind from the same authority.

At a subsequent and more formal dinner, when
the whole coalition—the Duke of Portland, Lord
Spencer, Lord Fitzwilliam, Mr. Burke, &c.—dined

with Mr. Pitt, the conversation had turned, in a

desponding strain, on the ruin of the French mon-
archy : and when the party rose to go to coffee,

Mr. Burke, as his parting advice, addressed them
in a loud voice

—

Durate-

illic fas regna resurgere Trojae-

-et vosmet rebus servate secundis."

When war was at last forced upon Mr. Pitt, he
met it with a high and indignant spirit, and pur-

sued it with all the energy and resources of his

great mind—so earnestly indeed, that public

opinion, both at home and abroad, did injustice to

the sincerity of his various pacific declarations and

overtures ; but every line of Lord Malmesbury's
most secret and confidential correspondence with

him prove the quo semel imbuta recens servabit

odorcm—that all his predilections were for peace,

peace, peace—and that he was always willing to

pay for it a greater price than men of a less con-

scientious and commanding spirit would have ven-

tured to think of.

It was in this feeling that, in 1795, some una-

vailing overtures were made through Mr. Wick-
ham, to Barthelemi, the minister of the French

government in Switzerland. And again, in the

autumn of 1796, the successes of the Archduke
Charles over Jourdain induced Mr. Pitt to believe

it a favorable moment to attempt to put an end to

the war, and Lord Malmesbury was selected for

this mission—in which he obtained the consent of

Mr. Pitt' and Lord Grenville to his being accom-

panied, as a private friend, by Mr. George Ellis

(our early colleague in this Review.)

Lord Granville Leveson, now Earl Granville,

seems to have begun his diplomatic career in this

mission, and Mr. Canning appears for the first

time in office as under-secretary to Lord Grenville.

These young gentlemen and the present Lord
Carlisle, then Lord Morpeth, and one or two
others, formed a kind of coterie in the Pitt party,

and were all, as we shall see, much in the society
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and confidence of Lord Malmesbury. This mis-

sion was, we think, hopeless from the beginning-

,

and indeed was commenced under circumstances

not calculated to command either respect or suc-

cess, and which justified, as Lord Malmesbury
himself good-humoredly admitted, an indignant

sarcasm of Mr. Burke's—who, when some one
observed that Lord Malmesbury's journey to Paris

(which was impeded by the badness of the roads)

had been a slow one, replied—" No wonder—he

went the whole way on his knees." If, however,
the advances on the part of England seemed more
eager than dignified, her conduct in the negotiation

gave ample proof of her sincerity and disinterest-

edness. She made no pretensions of her own, but

solely stipulated—as she was bound by her treaties

to do-—for the restoration to the emperor of Ger-
many of his Belgic provinces, for which she

offered to compensate France by an adequate ces-

sion of her own colonial conquests. Lord Malmes-
bury's instructions might, to use his own ex-

pression, be compressed in one phrase

—

"Render
unto Casar the things which are Ccesar

,

s. " This
the directory met by an assertion that those prov-

inces had become an integral part of the republic,

and could not by their constitution be ceded ; and
they would listen to no expedients on that point.

The truth is, that the directory were distracted

with their own internal struggles, and afraid to

venture on a peace, and had moreover strong

hopes from the expedition then preparing under
Hoche for Ireland ; and were thus, on every
account, resolved that the negotiation should have
no other effect than to display their republican

arrogance. The French public, both on the road

and in Paris, did not seem to partake of this feel-

ing, and showed the mission, as occasion offered,

something of civility, and even cordiality. But
the insolent deportment of the directory was in-

creased both by the death of the empress of Russia
—whose successor was supposed to be favorable

to France—and by the rapid and surprising suc-

cesses of Bonaparte over the Austrians in Italy,

which peculiarly embarrassed a negotiation for the

status quo. After a few weeks of idle and insult-

ing fencing, the directory, on the 20th of Decem-
ber, ordered Lord Malmesbury, in the most inso-

lent manner, to quit Paris " dans deux fois vingt-
quatre heures," and the territories of the republic
" de suite.'"

We do not find that these papers throw any
more light on the essentials of this negotiation than
we already have in the ordinary historical works,
but there are a few incidental circumstances that

may be worth notice. Lord Malmesbury found
the wearing of the national cockade so universal in

the streets, and so unpleasantly enforced by the

populace, that it was impossible to appear in them
without it. The government did not insist on it,

but were so powerless when opposed to the temper
of the people, that they could, in case of insult,

have afforded no redress. Lord Malmesbury re-

pudiates the idea of his or his suite wearing it

when in any official character, but states to Lord
Grenville that he trusts they do right in wearing
it, in compliance with a general usage, when they

walk out in the morning (vol. iii., p. 270.) To
this appeal Mr. Canning tells him privately that
" he will receive no answer at all from home, and
that Lord Grenville and Mr. Pitt seem to be of
opinion that he must do as he might think best, or
find necessary." A shabby reply; for if the
French government was not strong enough to pro-

tect an ambassador from insult, it was hardly in a

condition to be treated with. But we are sur-

prised that Lord Malmesbury did not state the

most important element for the judgment of our

ministers in such a case, namely, what the prac-

tice was with other foreign missions—of which
there were a dozen in Paris ; and those of Prus-

sia, Spain, Naples, and Denmark were important

enough to have afforded a precedent either of

refusal or compliance on such a point of etiquette.

Again ; we must observe that in the conclusion

of his last notes with the French minister,

Lord Malmesbury seems beyond all measure over-

civil. For instance, Citizen Delacroix writes :

—

" Monsieur,—Le Directoire Executif me charge

expressement de vous requerir de me remettre

officiellement dans les vingt-quatre heures votre

ultimatum, signe de vous.

"Agreez, &c. Ch. Delacroix."

The Editor should have given this concluding

compliment, 'Agreez, &c." at full length, since

he so gives the conclusion of Lord Malmesbury's
reply. We find, however, in Debrett's State

Papers for 1796, that the translated form was :

—

" Accept, sir, the assurance of my high con-

sideration."—Vol. v., p. 198.

Lord Malmesbury's reply to this cold form was,
what it ought not to have been, a shade more
civil :

—

" Le Lord Malmesbury prie le Ministre des

Relations Exterieures d'agreer les assurances de

sa haute consideration."—p. 364.

And to this the rejoinder was the order to quit

Paris in deuxfois vingt-quatre heures—signed tout

court and without any compliment

—

"Charles
Delacroix." To which gross impertinence Lord
Malmesbury hastens with all humility to say that

he will quit Paris next day, and
"II prie le Ministre des Relations Exterieures

d'agreer les assurances de sa haute consideration."

—p. 365.

As Citizen Delacroix ended his note so uncere-

moniously, Lord Malmesbury should have tem-

pered his own civility with a little dignity, by say-

ing, that " not wishing to derogatefrom the ordi-

nary usages of diplomatic courtesy (or something

of that sort,) he requests Citizen Delacroix to

accept the assurances of his high consideration."

There are, we admit, beaucoup de puerilites dans la

diplomatic ; but the maintenance of national dig-

nity, even in trifles, is not of that class ; and Lord
Malmesbury's failure on this point was peculiarly

unlucky, as he was especially instructed to be, and
professes to have been, very nice on points of

etiquette, and justifies some sarcastic observations

which his old friend, Mr. Fox, made in parlia-

ment on his too well bred " assurances of high
consideration."

One of Lord Malmesbury's entries in his diary is

"Nov. 8.—Bonaparte said to be son of le

General Marbeuf, by a Corsican woman—well

brought up by him at PEcole Militaire—clever,

desperate Jacobin, even terrorist."— p. 304.

to which the editor subjoins this note :

—

"It is almost needless to state that this rumor
(current at the time) was perfectly untrue. Mad-
ame Bonaparte's supposed partiality for General

Marbeuf existed long after, the birth of Napoleon.

It is equally superfluous to add, that he never was
a ' Terroriste.' "—p. 304.

We see no reason why Napoleon Bonaparte

—
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the second of eight children, and bearing a striking

likeness to his elder and younger brothers—should

be singled out as the son of the Comte de Mar-
boeuf ; but all the statements, and of course the

reasoning, of the noble editor's note are completely

erroneous. M. de Marboeuf went to Corsica in

command of the French army as early as 1765

—

four years before Napoleon's birth ; and we know
that it was to the patronage of M. de Marboeuf,
the friend of the whole family, that Napoleon was
indebted for his education at the Ecole Militaire.

As to his " never having been a Terrorist ! " why,
he never was anything else ! But even in the

more peculiar sense of the word, it would have
been by no means " superfluous" if the noble edi-

tor could have shown him not to have been one of

La Queue de Robespierre. He and his brother
Lucien were proteges of the younger Robespierre
in his Terrorist pro-consulate in the south ; and
after the 9th Thermidor the first measure of the

reaction was to arrest and imprison both the

brothers (as Lucien himself tells us,) for having
belonged to Robespierre's faction—or, to use the

common language of the time, as Terrorists; and
Lord Malmesbury writing in Paris, two years only
after the events, and while living in the best-in-

formed circles, is better authority, even if there

were no other (and there is abundance) than his

grandson's wholly unsupported assertion.*

We have seen that the impediment to the nego-
tiation of 1786 was the restitution to be made to

Austria ; but by the preliminary treaties of Leo-
ben and Montebello, (18th April and 24th May,
1797,) Ccesar made his own bad terms ; and Eng-
land had now no other continental engagements
than the interests of her faithful, but (in this mat-
ter) unimportant ally, Portugal ; and a desire to

make some arrangement as to the private property
of the House of Orange. Mr. Pitt, in his un-
wearied desire for peace, again thought this a

favorable moment to renew the negotiation with
France, where there seemed both in the govern-
ment and in the legislative councils a growing
spirit of moderation, or even, as it afterwards

appeared, of counter-revolution. The editor

says :

—

" Lord Grenville was decidedly opposed to this

step, and long argued it with Pitt ; but the latter

remained firm, repeatedly declaring that it was
his duty, as an English minister and a Christian,

to use every effort to stop so bloody and wasting a

war. He sent Lord Malmesbury to Lisle with
the assurance that ' he (Pitt) would stifle every
feeling of pride to the utmost to produce the de-

sired result;' and Lord Malmesbury himself went

* We insist upon this point for the sake of historical

truth, which might be compromised by the uncontradicted
assertion of so respectable a publication as this ; and with
the same object we will take this opportunity of clearing
up a doubt with respect to Bonaparte's age. We stated,

in Q. R., vol. xii., p. 239, and again in vol. xvi., p. 495,
on what seemed to us the best possible authority

—

namely, a certificate of birth produced by Bonaparte him-
self at his marriage with Josephine, and deposited and
then and. still existing- in the proper office at Paris—that
he was born on the 5th of February, 1768. Why or how
he was led to produce this false statement has never been
explained: as the Constitution of that day required that

public functionaries should have attained certain ages,

Bonaparte was probably willing to advance by a year and
a half the period of his eligibility:—but from whatever
motive, he assuredly produced a false certificate, for we
have since collected many testimonies of dates prior to

his celebrity and therefore of indisputable authority, which
fix his birth to the ]5th of August, 1769—the common
date. See also the note, Quart. Rev., vol. lvii., p. 386.

upon his mission, anxious to close his public life

by an act which would spare so much misery, and

restore so much happiness to mankind.
" On the brink of success, it will be seen by

what unforeseen events he failed, for Europe was
destined to eighteen more years of battles."—p.

369.

Lord Malmesbury was no doubt personally grat-

ified at being again selected for this mission—but

as Delacroix, his late discourteous antagonist, was
still minister, he with great propriety and candor

suggested that his nomination might not be con-

sidered as conciliatory. His surmise was just, for

the first French answer stated that

—

" Le Directoire consent a ce que la Negociation

soit ouverte avec le Lord Malmesbury ; cependant

un autre choix lui eut paru d'un plus heureux
augure pour la prompte conclusion de la paix."

—

p. 373.

Mr. Pitt, however, persisted, and was right on

every account—the very circumstance of Dela-

croix's being still in office was a sufficient reason

for Lord Malmesbury's reappointment. But his

lordship escaped the " practical epigram" as Mr.
Canning called it, (iii. 437,) of being met by
Delacroix, by the selection of Lisle as the scene

of the negotiation, and the nomination of Citizens

Letourneur, Pleville le Peley, and Maret, as plen-

ipotentiaries on the part of France. The choice

of these gentlemen seemed also a pledge for the

sincerity of their government, as they were all

anti-jacobinical. Letourneur had just left the Di-

rectory by lot—an unlucky chance (if chance it

was) which eventually produced the predominance

of Barras and Rewbell, and the revolution of the

18th Fructidor. Pleville was a seaman of mod-
erate politics as well as capacity. Maret, the

afterwards celebrated Duke of Bassano, had, in

addition to manners and feelings of the old school,

principles by no means revolutionary, and the

additional recommendation of having in a short

mission to London, in 1793, obtained some degree

of favorable notice from Mr. Pitt. As Maret
played so large a part in this negotiation, and so

much a more important one in after-life, we shall

extract the account which he gave of himself

when on a subsequent occasion Lord Malmesbury
artfully suggested that, if the negotiation suc-

ceeded, the embassy to England might repair his

fortune, which he confessed to be much deranged.
" Aug. 30.—Maret assented, and intimated that

if he was asked for it would forward his nomina-

tion. He then told all the story of his two jour-

neys to England, in 1792 and 1793 ; his connex-

ion with Le Brum* He said Mr. Pitt had re-

ceived him very well, and that the failure of his

negotiation could be attributed to the then French

government, who were bent on that war ; that the

great and decisive cause of the war was ' quelques

vingtaines d'individus marquans et en place qui

avoient joue a la baisse dans les fonds, et de la ils

avaient porte la Nation a. nous declarer la guerre.

Ainsi," said he, " nous devons tous nos malheurs

a un principe d'agiotage." He said, on his re-

turn to France, he was informed of this, and was
considered as in possession of so dangerous a se-

* " Maret's first mission related to the domestic con-

cerns of the Duke of Orleans. He had an interview with
Mr. Pitt, and gave a favorable account of it to the con-
vention, who sent him over again in January, 1793, with
a conciliatory mission, which was rendered nugatory by
the murder of Louis XVI. Le Brun was French minis-
ter for foreign affairs in 17 92-93."

—

lb.
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cret, that they wanted first to send him to Portu-

gal, which he refused ; then to Naples, which he

was forced to accept ; and that he had every rea-

son to helieve that his arrest and confinement

were settled and concerted at Paris before he left.

He said he spent thirty months in prison, partly

at Mantua, (where if he had staid, he must have

died,) and partly in the Tyrol ; that the acade-

micians in Mantua, out of regard to the memory
and character of his father, interested themselves

about him, and that he believed he owed his

change of prison to them; that, after all, his

long confinement saved his life, as he certainly

should have been guillotined had he remained in

France, under the government of Robespierre."

—

pp. 502-3.

Lord Malmesbury was again attended by Mr.
George Ellis, still as a private friend, by Mr.
Wellesley, now Lord Cowley, as official secre-

tary, and by Lord Granville Leveson and Lord
Morpeth as attached to the mission. The first

symptoms were, however, not auspicious. He
was met at the outset by three almost sine qudnon
demands. 1. The renunciation of the style and
title of King of France. 2. The restitution of the

Toulon ships, which, having been taken only in

deposit for the lawful government of France, we
were bound—now that we admitted the republic

to be a lawful government—to restore specifically

as far as they existed, and in value, if we had de-

stroyed them ; and finally, that we should admit
as a basis that we were to restore all our con-

quests from France, or any of her allies, and
especially from Holland. The first of these de-

mands perplexed our ministers very much—but

they (rather, we presume, than Lord Malmesbury)
had brought it on themselves by presenting the

French with a projet of a treaty, which incau-

tiously and unnecessarily began by setting forth

our sovereign's full style and title. We say in-

cautious and unnecessary—because when the point

was hit, Lord Grenville offered to substitue either
"King of Great Britain,'''' or " Britannick Ma-
jesty," and therefore it would have been sufficient

to have used at first the inoffensive terms which
were proposed when it was too late, and when the

French were entitled to insist on the renunciation

of a claim so imprudently, but so prominently
made. But neither this nor the other two points

need detain us. The negotiation never made one
serious practical step during the whole four months
of discussion, but was, under the formal veil of
interchanging notes and projets, really awaiting
the issue of the great contest between the Jaco-
bins and Moderes in Paris ; and it was, we sup-
pose, as an episode in this conflict and as a pierre
d'altente for the moderate party that Maret, who
belonged to it, opened a secret and separate com-
munication with Lord Malmesbury, of which, as

connected with the general negotiation, we see

neither motive nor object.

On the 14th of July an Englishman of the name
of Cunningham, who had been long settled at

Lisle, called on Mr. Wellesley, the official secre-

tary of the mission, as on business of the utmost
importance ; and he produced a note from a M.
Pein—an intimate friend of his, and a near rela-

tion of MareCs, suggesting the expediency of
opening a secret and confidential channel between
Lord Malmesbury and " the person who had alone
the conduct of the business on the other side

—

viz., Maret—whose opinions on all political sub-
jects were very different from those of his col-

leagues"—being the intimate friend of the new
director Barthelemi, who was seriously desirous

of the restoration of peace. This strange overture

was readily, but not without some suspicion, ac-

cepted—Mr. Ellis (Mr. Wellesley being about to

return to England) was appointed to communicate
with M. Pein, and through them Maret conveyed
information and advice to Lord Malmesbury, ap-

parently in the style of one who in a game of

whist should by secret signs let his adversaries

know the state of his own and his partner's hand.

Lord Malmesbury at first doubted the authenticity

of these communications, but, in order to ascer-

tain it, he stipulated that at the conference certain

signs should be made which should evidence

Maret's confederacy with Pein.
" The sign agreed upon was Maret's taking his

handkerchief out of one pocket, passing it before

his face, and returning it into the other."—vol.

iii., p. 450.

It has been frequently alleged that M. Thiers
wrote his " History" " under the inspiration," as

the French phrase it, of M. de Talleyrand. This
his friends have denied, but the way in which he
mentions this secret negotiation satisfies us that he
derived his information from either Talleyrand,

Maret, or both, for he gives a color and character

to the transaction entirely false, but such, we
think, as these informants would deem it prudent

to adopt. " According "—says M. Thiers, with

wonderful ignorance, or still more wonderful ef-

frontery,

"According to the practice of English diplo-

macy, all was arranged for carrying on two sep-

arate negotiations, one official and ostensible, the

other secret and real. Mr. Ellis had been given

[Jut donne] to Lord Malmesbury to conduct under

him the secret negotiation, and to correspond di-

rectly with Mr. Pitt. This habitual custom [usage]

of English diplomacy is rendered necessary by

their representative government."—Thiers, Hist,

de la Rev. Fr., vi., 18.

We really cannot imagine how a writer of M.
Thiers' cleverness could imagine an "usage" so

notoriously untrue, or think of accounting for it by

reasons so grossly absurd—it is our representative

government which renders any such practice ut-

terly impossible—but this preamble was necessary

to introduce the rest of the fable ; and the mention

of Mr. Ellis, whose name we very much doubt

whether any man in France ever heard of but

Maret and Co.,—confirms our suspicion that the

Duke of Bassano communicated this misrepresen-

tation to M. Thiers with a view to break the effect

of the disclosure which he suspected might be

hereafter made, and which now appears. M.
Thiers then proceeds to misstate and discolor the

facts to suit this apologetical version.
" Lord Malmesbury soon saw that the ostensible

negotiation would come to nothing, and he took

measures [chercha] to bring abouc a more inti-

mate intercourse. M. Maret"

—

We beg our readers to observe that M. Thiers

always employs the deferential form of Monsieur
Maret and Monsieur de Talleyrand, though they

were at this time Citizens Maret and Talleyrand,

and nothing else till they became Duke of Bassano

and Prince of Benevente. M. Thiers' adoption of the

Monsieur—so out of keeping with time and place

—indicates pretty plainly, that he was writing in

communication with these great personages, whom
he did not venture to call plain Maret and Talley-

rand.
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*' M. Maret, more used to diplomatic habits than

his colleagues, lent himself [s'y preta] to Lord
Malmesbury's proposition—but it was necessary to

negotiate with Le Tourneur and Pleville, [the

rough colleagues,] to bring about meetings at the

play. The young people of the two embassies

were the first to associate, and the communications

became more friendly. There had been nothing

of this kind last year"

—

though it is the usual and necessary consequence

of the English representative government, and

though the same Mr. Ellis had been there in ex-

actly the same position

—

" because the negotiation was not sincere, but this

year it was necessary to arrive at effectual and
amicable communications. Lord Malmesbury,
then, sounded [fit sonder] M. Maret to engage in

a private [particuliere] negotiation. Before he
consented, M. Maret wrote to the French ministry

for permission. They readily agreed, and he im-

mediately entered into private communications
[pour-parlers] with the two English negotia-

tors."—//)., p. 20.

What follows is still more remarkable. M.
Thiers says that when the 18th Fructidor came to

render the negotiation almost hopeless

—

" Lord Malmesbury was so sincere in his wish
to continue the treaty that he engaged M. Maret to

try to find out at Paris whether there were not

some means of influencing the directory, and he
even offered several millions [of francs] to buy the

voice of one of the directors. M. Maret refused

to undertake any negotiation of the kind, and left

Lille. Lord Malmesbury and Mr. Ellis went off

immediately, and did not return."

—

lb., 72.

Now the facts of this story are scandalously per-

verted. The truth was this :

—

" In the beginning of the negotiation, a person

named Potter came to Lord Malmesbury, stat-

ing, that he was sent by Barras to say, that if

the English government would pay that director

500,000/., he would ensure the peace. Lord
Malmesbury, believing the offer to be unauthorized
by Barras, or only a trap laid for him by the direc-

tory, paid no attention to it."

—

Harris Papers, vol.

iii., p. 492.

It does not appear that Lord Malmesbury in-

formed Maret of this overture, which took place

before their confidential intercourse had com-
menced ; but subsequently, on the 19th August, a

Mr. Melville, of Boston in America, renewed the

proposal on the part of Barras to the same amount.
"But of course," said Lord Malmesbury, "his
offer was rejected. I would not see him, and he
conveyed it through Ellis, saying that he knew
intimately Peregeaux" [the great Paris banker.]

This offer and its rejection Ellis communicated to

Maret through " Pein, who professed to know
nothing about it, and only advised him to refer to

Peregeaux for Melville's character."

—

lb.
, p. 493.

Can any reader doubt that M. Thiers' version

of the affair was furnished to him by the parties to

these transactions? Can he doubt—after seeing
the indisputable evidence so accidentally and unex-
pectedly supplied by this publication—that their

version is false in dates, facts, motives, and every-
thing, and that the whole was, as we have said, a

precautionary echappatoire against future exposure ?

—and if that exposure had not been so unpremed-
itated and accidental, the false version would have
answered its purpose.

It would be hard to say whether in this extraor-

dinary underplot Maret was endeavoring to de-

I ceive his French colleagues or his English confed-

I
erates, or both—but it is very remarkable that this

overture was made on the 14th of July, and on
the 15th citizen Talleyrand was announced in

Paris Ministerfor Foreign Affairs ! It is strange
that neither Lord Malmesbury nor any of his cor-

respondents seem to have noticed this remarkable
approximation, not to say coincidence—particularly

as Maret afterwards told Lord Malmesbury that on
the day that Lord Malmesbury's nomination was
known at Paris, he and Talleyrand and Barthelemi
had met at dinner at Barras', where the probable
fate of the future negotiation was discussed. Nor
must it be forgotten, that all these more than sus-
picious practices were nearly contemporaneous
with that flagrant attempt at peculation and cor-

ruption exhibited by Talleyrand and his anonymous
friends, " Messrs. X and Y, and a Lady," to the
American commissioners in Paris in October of
the same year, and in which the celebrated burthen
of Talleyrand's eternal song

—

11 fant deVargent—il faut beaucoup d''argent—first aroused the in-

dignation of mankind. We suspect that Monsieur
Maret may have known something of Monsieur X
or Monsieur Y, or peradventure "the Lady." The
whole story will be found in Debrefs State Papers,
vol. vii., p. 183 ; but M. Thiers' History makes no
mention of this the most remarkable feature of the
diplomacy of the revolution and of its greatest di-

plomatist. We ourselves have little doubt that

Talleyrand and Maret, and perhaps Barthelemi,
were at this moment confederates ; indeed, M.
Thiers himself states that Maret was acting under
the special sanction of the minister at Paris, and
there can be, we think, little doubt that Vargent—beaucoup d'argent, was the real motive of the

secret negotiation with Lord Malmesbury.
The curiosity, and we may even add the historical

importance of this affair will, we trust, excuse the
length at which we have developed it :—we won-
der indeed the noble editor himself, who often

quotes Thiers, did not think it worth while to ex-

plain the important discrepancies between his

story and Lord Malmesbury's testimony ; and the

more particularly, as Thiers asserts that Lord
Malmesbury offered, and the French had accepted,

an indemnity of 500,000/. for the Toulon ships

—

an assertion utterly at variance with all his lord-

ship's statements.

The following extract from one of Mr. Canning's
letters tends naturally to increase our suspicions

that, besides the great political intrigue going on
at Paris, there was much pecuniary jobbing in

operation :

—

" I shall therefore tell you without scruple, first,

that what I mentioned in my former letter of

Barthelemi's speculations in the funds, has been

confirmed to me since, in a manner that very much
persuades me of the truth of that circumstance.

" Secondly. That we have what we think

here good reason to believe that Maret has a com-
mission separate from his colleagues, (I know not

whether from Dutch or French authority,) to treat

for the surrender of the Cape/or a sum of'money\.

Thirdly, that the inclosed is a copy of a letter from.

Paris to Bobus Smith,* written the day after

* " This letter I do not find among the Harris Papers,,
although a subsequent one from Talleyrand to Bobus
Smith is extant."—Ed. It is odd that the editor should;
not in his note have stated that Bobus—Mr. Canning's-
familiar Etonism for Bob—was Mr. Robert Smith, the
elder brother of Mr. Sydney, and father of Mr. Vernon
Smith. It is also to be regretted that he does not explain
how Mr. Canning obtained possession of all this corres-
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Talleyrand's nomination, and the first part of the

contents of which, but not the letter itself, Bobus
has since communicated to me. Talleyrand, you
may not know, perhaps, has been always a great

friend of Bobus', and of mine, since I went to Mr.
Pitt some years ago, at Smith's desire, to endeavor

to obtain a remission of his sentence of exile."

—

vol. iii.,p. 439.

Though we have not the details of Talleyrand's

letter, it appears from a farther dispatch of Mr.
Canning's that it was something incredible :

—

" I was not quizzing you, but telling a most
sober truth, when I gave you the copy of Talley-

rand's letter to Smith. As a proof of its authen-

ticity, I enclose to you the copy of another, which
has been since received, but of which no communi-
cation lias been made to me. It is written, as you

see, in English, and (which you cannot see, but

must believe as I do) in T.'s hand. You will see

the remarkable coincidence of this letter with

everything that you have been told."—vol. iii., p.

453.

Mr. Canning, however, states in a subsequent

letter more positively :

—

" 29th Aug.—I have heard nothing more from

Talleyrand by the former channel. Letters of his

continually pass through our hands, which prove

him to be stock-jobbing here to an enormous
amount."—vol. ii., p. 520.

On the mention of M. de Talleyrand's name,
the editor says :

—

" The universal reputation of Talleyrand renders

any notice of him unnecessary in a work of this

kind. It is sufficient to remember that, during a

life of eighty-five years, he served the old French
Monarchy,—the Directory, Consulate, Empire,
Restoration, and Orleans Dynasty. He must be

regarded as the most able political pilot on record."

—vol. iii., p. 418.

We must here take the liberty of dissenting very
strongly from the noble editor, both in fact and in

opinion. M. de Talleyrand never served the old

French Monarchy at all, but helped powerfully to

destroy it;—he served, indeed, the Directory, and
in due course betrayed, and helped to overthrow
it ;—he served the Consulate, at the epoch and in

the department in which the indelible horror of the

d'Enghien murder was perpetrated—and he ser-

vilely followed Bonaparte through all the other

steps of despotism by which his country was
enslaved ;—he served the Empire as he had served

the Directory—that is, he got all he could out of

it, and then joined to betray and overturn it ;—he
served the Restoration, which he was grown too

rich, old, and indolent to betray, but which^ in

spite of his share in the pilotage, was dashed to

pieces ;—and he served the Orleans Dynasty only

in the easy routine and luxury of the London em-
bassy. As to his pilotage, we must admit that he

followed the very ancient and prudent authority of

that patriarch of pilots, Palinurus

—

superat quoniam Fortuna, sequamur
Quoque vocat vertamus iter

And certainly no pilot was ever more dexterous

at managing to save himself by his own little craft,

when all the grea vessels in which he successively

served were utterly wrecked. The noble editor

seems too apt to fall into these thoughtless engoue-
mens. We, on the contrary, see in M. de Talley-
Tand an apostate from his family, his order, his

pondence, and how Bobus (then wo believe a young bar-
rister) came to he engaged in these delicate affairs.

party, his religion, and, in short, from everything

but himself—one whose corruption, profligacy, and
treachery disgraced high birth, exalted station,

and great talents—who was a prominent figure in

an age of wonders, without attaching his name to

anything great, glorious, or good—and whose fame
is already reduced to our recollections of " X, Y,
and the Lady,'''' and of some dozen bons-mols—^the

cold, keen product of a subtile intellect, an insou-

ciant temper, and a callous and misanthropical

heart.

In the midst of these affairs the Portuguese
minister in Paris signed, contrary to his express

instructions, a treaty of peace with the republic

—

quite inconsistent with the engagements of Portu-

gal with England ; but it had not, as M. Thiers
says, the effect of giving Maret any advantages
over Lord Malmesbury, or indeed in any way
affecting the Lisle negotiations ; and nothing can

be more untrue than his assertion, that at this

period all matters had been brought to a clear

understanding and arrangement. "England,"
says Thiers, " would not give up Trinidad ; but

the Dutch were to keep the Cape under an express

condition that France should never obtain it.

Ceylon was to be ceded to England, but under the

guise of an alternative possession—a Dutch garri-

son alternating with an English one ; with an

understanding that the alternation was only to be

a fiction. The 12,000,000 of francs for the Toulon
ships was accepted by France, and it was agreed

the title of King of France, without being formally

abdicated, should be disused." On these points,

says M. Thiers, Maret and Malmesbury had
agreed, when the 18th Fructidor came to overset

all. Now we know, from Lord Malmesbury's
notes and confidential letters, that not one of all

these points was settled—nay, that he could not

get the French negotiators to approach any of the

minor subjects en attendant the discussion of the

Dutch questions :—perhaps Maret may have had

instructions to agree to these terms, but if he had
he certainly never produced them, and the whole
of M. Thiers' statement is, therefore, erroneous,

and introduced for no other reason that we can

see but to glorify Maret. It is perfectly cle-ar

that the French mission had no other orders or

purpose than to waste time. The Directory, in

the personal and mortal struggle in which they

were now engaged with the councils, paid evidently

little attention to the details of the negotiation, and

were only endeavoring to tide over all such inferior

matters, till, at last, on the 18th Fructidor, the

explosion took place which confirmed the power
of Barras and the ultra-republicans, and scattered

all the Moderes, except Talleyrand, into exile.

The French mission at Lisle was immediately

recalled, and replaced by Treilhard and Bonnier,

who were ordered to insist on having Lord Mal-

mesbury's pleins pouvoirs to concede any and

all our conquests, produced to them ; and on his

refusal to comply with so strange a demand, he

was insolently dismissed, with the insulting ad-

dition that, as he had no instructions, he had

better himself go and look for them.

"II [Lord M.] aura a. declarer sesplerns pouvoirs

suffisants, [that is to say, sufficient for the uncon-

ditional restitution of all the king's conquests,] et

a les exhiber d'abord ; et en cas qu'il ne les a pas,

d'aller en Angleterre dans les vingt-quatre heures

les chercher lui-meme."—vol. iii., p. 581.

Thus, if his embassy did not begin with "a
practical epigram, ,

'
>

it ended with one ; and it was

surely too strong a proof of Mr. Pitt's obstinate
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desire for peace that, even after this affront, both

he and Lord Malmesbury still thought that the

negotiation should be continued, and Lord Malmes-
bury on his arrival in London found there two
emissaries—one from Talleyrand, and the other

from Barras—both offering " any terms we choose

for money." Barras' present terms are not given,

but we have seen that they were lately stated at

500,000/. Talleyrand's, as produced by one

O'Drusse, who is—we know not whether jocularly

—designated as the Grand Vicaire of the Bishop

of Autun, were more moderate

—

only 200,000/.,

for consenting to leave us one of the Dutch settle-

ments—probably Ceylon (iii., 580.) It is with

pain and shame that we copy the following

extract :

—

"Friday, Sept. 22, 1797.—At his request, at

half past eleven with Pitt ; the Note altered as we
wished. He said I ivas quite right as to judging

it was right to continue the negotiation ; his infor-

mant [Barras' emissary] said it was necessary to

the plan of the Directory ; he [Pitt] had informed

him of our intentions ; he [the informant] was ac-

tually gone to Paris to prepare the way for proper

instructions being sent to Lisle. I said I trusted

he [Pitt] had been very explicit both as to the

terms and the price ; that no cure no pay should

be stipulated—not a penny to be given till after

the ratifications, and every article valued and paid

for ad valorem; that I should never return to Lisle

for any other purpose but to sign a treaty; and
that before I left England we should see an arretc

of the Directory, fixing the terms and instructions

given by them to Treilhard and Bonnier in conse-

quence. This Pitt said was actually done, and
agreed with me that nothing short of it was worth
attending to. * * * Pitt sanguine, more san-

guine than I am. I see doubts and dangers in all

this secret intelligence. I admit the desire of get-

ting the money, but I question the power of deliv-

ering the thing purchased. Barras confessedly

the only one in the secret : he and his expect to

persuade Rewbell, and to prevail on him to take

his share of the bribe. Thence my apprehensions
;

and it clearly appears that the two informants act

separately. It is to be remarked that Huskisson
is in the whole secret ; but it is enjoined that he is

not to say so to Pitt, or Pitt to him. I dislike

Huskisson, both as to his principles and the turn

of his understanding ; he wants to make money
by this peace, and dares not apply to me to act

with him ; the whole secret was known in the city

the day it was told Pitt, and acted on by the stock-

jobbers ; stock-jobbing is at the bottom of the whole,

I fear."—vol. iii., pp. 582-4.

We hope and believe that this imputation against

Mr. Huskisson was merely Lord Malmesbury's
hasty impression against a man whom he confesses

that he did not like, and of whose proceedings in

this matter he admits that Mr. Pitt was aware,
which seems to us a sufficient voucher that the

proceedings were disinterested and honorable ; but
the rest of the story certainly agrees with the
known characters of Talleyrand and Barras ; and
while we regret that Mr. Pitt should have for a
moment listened to such propositions, even for the
great and " Christian" object of ending the war,
we cannot suppose that he gave in to it without
some strong reason to believe in the authenticity

of the offers. On this point of the character and
policy of Mr. Pitt, as contrasted with that of Lord
Grenville, we shall conclude with the words of

the Editor :

—

" Mr. Pitt has always been held up to the

present generation as fond of war : but the Harris
Papers could furnish the most continued and cer-

tain evidence of the contrary, and that he often

suffered all the agony of a pious man who is forced

1o fight a duel. The cold and haughty temper of
Lord Grenville was less sensitive;, our overtures

were to him synonymous with degradation, and he
could not now brook the delays of the Directory.

" Lord Malmesbury entirely agreed with Pitt,

and at this time saw a fair chance of obtaining an
honorable peace."—vol. iii., p. 516.

It is the mischief of these unilateral, truncated
revelations, that they lead to conclusions often the
very reverse of that which, if we had both sides of
the continuous story, we should probably arrive at.

For instance, would it not seem from the passages—a batons rompus—which we have quoted, that

Mr. Huskisson was a knave and Mr. Pitt a dupe?
There is nearly the same evidence for both, and
we as little believe the former as the latter, and
yet we do not see what answer can be now made
to Lord Malmesbury's broken hints than a general
appeal to the characters of those two statesmen.
With this mission ended Lord Malmesbury's di-

plomatic life—which exhibits the extraordinary
paradox of a long series of failures—unbroken by
any one happy result—which, nevertheless, pro-
cured for the always defeated yet always fortunate

agent the highest reputation and the most splendid

rewards. We offered in our former article some
considerations which might account for so extraor-

dinary a phenomenon ; the details of the missions
comprised in the third volume confirm those opin-

ions. Great diplomatic results seldom depend on
the abilities of the agents, but on the interests and
power of the principals. Lord Malmesbury failed

through no fault of his : in the negotiations with
Prussia and France wre do not believe any man
could have done better—in the strange circum-

stances into which he was thrown at Brunswick
we cannot name any man who we think could

have done so well.

Lord Malmesbury now retired from public busi-

ness, but we can hardly say from public affairs

;

for although, as he told Mr. Canning in March,
1801, as an excuse for his not thinking, in that

season of ministerial changes, of any official em-
ployment, " he was tied to his chair, and never

expected to move ten yards from it," (vol. iv., p.

35,) still, as a peer, he had a responsible and inde-

feasible station in political life, and was, more-

over, from temper and habit, led to enliven his

dignified leisure by a strong curiosity and occa-

sionally a busy share in the party struggles of the

day. His residence was on the edge of what Dr.

Johnson called the great tide of human existence

—

first in Spring Garden, in a fine house where in

later days we remember Lord Dover and the pres-

ent Duke of Bedford,.and afterwards in old Rich-

mond House, where Richmond-terrace has been

since built, and he possessed for some years the

beautiful villa of Park Place, near Plenley. In

town he kept an excellent and hospitable table
;

and as age confined him more and more to home,
he was happy to receive the many morning visits

that—thus living in the gangway to the houses

of Parliament—his numerous acquaintance were
always ready to pay to one whose lively curiosity,

extensive information, polished manners, and va-

ried conversation amply rewarded their attentions

He had all his life been fond of the company of

young people. He had early formed a close inti-
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macy with Mr. Canning—whose friendship for

Lord Malmesbury was, says the Editor, like that

of an affectionate son—and he had, as we have

seen, surrounded himself with Mr. Canning's per-

sonal friends, and to the last he continued to culti-

vate the acquaintance of the young men who
began to distinguish themselves in public life.

These circumstances and connexions, with his old

diplomatic taste for gossip and those little political

manoeuvres commonly called intrigue, kept him

au fait of all that was going on—or at least all

that was said to be going on—for there is a vast

difference between the reality of such affairs and

the rumors of even the best informed circles. The
fourth volume of this work is wholly occupied with

a diary kept by Lord Malmesbury, with great as-

siduity, of all he heard and saw of public affairs

—

(interspersed with some interesting correspon-

dence, especially with Mr. Canning and the Duke of

York)—from Mr. Pitt's resignation in the first days

of 1801, down to the Convention of Cintra in 1808.

No extracts that our space would allow us to

make could afford an adequate idea of this great

mass of mingled gossip and history. Lord Malmes-
bury's pen had no touch of pleasantry, nor

even of vivacity, and it would therefore not be

easy to produce amusing specimens of what is yet

a very amusing whole. To us, and to the many
still living who, like us, happen to have been con-

temporary with the events—who have seen all and

known most of the dramatis persona—nothing can

be more attractive ; we seem to be living our

youth over again. We may fancy ourselves

walking down rather early to the House, and

turning in at Richmond Gardens to while away
the spare half-hour with the old Lion—as " from

his brilliant eyes and profusion of white hair"
Lord Malmesbury was not unwilling to be called

by his younger associates ; but we doubt whether
it will have the same success with more distant

and more disinterested readers. And even with

us and our contemporaries the first impression is by
no means favorable to the taste or discretion of the

publication, as regards either the noble diarist

himself or those of whom he treats. We meet in

every page harsh mention of names that we have
loved and respected ; and we know, even within

our own narrow circle, that a considerable degree

of private feeling has been painfully excited. But
upon further reflection a good deal of that will

wear off. Many of the harsh things that Lord
Malmesbury says under a momentary influence,

he soon unsays, and of many others he himself

supplies the means of refutation ; and one thing

may be said for him—that though he evidently

had strong biases, he never seems to have wilfully

misrepresented any one ; and it turns out—singu-

larly enough—that the person whom of all others

he seems most to have disliked—Lord Grenville

—

makes nearly the best figure in the book for both

consistency and sagacity, while his most intimate

and applauded friend—the late Lord Chichester

—

if we were to take all that is said of him au pied

de la lettre, would appear irresolute, self-interested,

and blamably indiscreet. We are inclined to be-

lieve that no public man ever kept an honest jour-

nal of his daily opinions on events, and especially

on persons, who would not, after a lapse of time,

read over many of his entries with regret, and
sometimes with self-reproach, for his own credu-
lity or injustice. Let us allow to Lord Malmes-
bury and his victims the advantage of these indul-

gent considerations. He notes down what he has

heard and believes, often erroneously, but always,
we believe, honestly, and the veracity of the chron-
icler is not to be confounded with the accuracy of
the facts. Lord Malmesbury sat at the receipt of
custom, and news was the tribute which his friends

paid him ; but it was often in coin clipped or de-

based, or even absolutely counterfeit.

In any daily record of passing events and fluc-

tuating opinions there must be frequent inconsis-

tencies and contradictions, and Lord Malmesbury's
" Correspondence and Diaries," taken as a whole,
tell, we think, almost as much against himself as

against any one he names. We have already
shown how little they maintain his diplomatic rep-

utation, and they no better vindicate his own pri-

vate consistency. On the king's illness in 1801,
Lord Malmesbury collected every rumor of the

undutiful and unfeeling behavior of the Prince of
Wales towards his afflicted father, quite forgetful

that, after having obtained from the same king
the greatest personal favor a subject can receive,

he himself had under similar circumstances in

1788 abetted the same Prince of Wales in conduct
much more undutiful and unfeeling than that with
which he now reproached him. What is the key
to this?—Lord Malmesbury had reconciled himself
to the king, had been honorably employed, cre-

ated viscount and earl, and, having enrolled him-
self as one of the king's friends, had naturally

fallen out with the prince. But when we turn

over a few pages Lord Malmesbury's candor af-

fords us some reason to doubt the truth of his im-
putations against the prince :

—

"March 7, 1801.—Prince of Wales yesterday
evening and this morning with the king; his be-

havior there right and proper. Howr unfortunate

that it is not sincere ; or rather that he has so ef-

feminate a mind as to counteract all his own good
qualities, by having no control over his weak-
nesses!"—vol. iv., p. 33.

Here we see proper conduct admitted, with an
ingenious surmise that it would not be lasting

;

but then by-and-by we find the following anec-

dote recorded :

—

"March 24.—Lord Carlisle, Lord Lansdowne,
Lord Fitzwilliam, and Fox have coalesced. It is

said they informed the Prince of Wales, through
Lord Moira, of this step, tendered him an ofler of

their services, and that they should hold their con-

ferences at Carlton House. The prince, it is said,

replied, that he was under too much anxiety for

the king's health to think of politics ; that he
thanked them for their communication, but not

only declined their proposal, but observed that,

out of respect to the king, he considered it as his

duty to acquaint Mr. Addington with it, and this

he immediately did."—vol. iv., p. 51.

And henceforward we hear little or no more on
the subject of the prince's undutiful behavior ; and
indeed there are some strong statements of a direct

contrary tendency.

Again ; we have fresh in our recollections Mr.
Pitt's efforts, his perhaps too anxious efforts, for

peace ; and we are told that in 1800 he was about

to make another attempt, and would have named
Lord Malmesbury for it, (iv., 28 ;) and yet we find

Lord Malmesbury, so early as the 4th of March,
1801, saying in derogation of Mr. Addington, then

about to replace Mr. Pitt,

—

"March 4.—Addington's mind is full of peace

—no great proof of strength of character, wisdom,

or statesman-like knowledge, in such times as

these."—vol. iv., p. 28.
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Thus Pitt is applauded and Addington sneered

at for the same identical policy.

Again, he says of Mr. Pitt's resignation,

—

"Feb. 7.—It looks at times to me as if Pitt was
playing a very selfish and, in the present state of

affairs, a very criminal part ; that he goes out to

show his own strength, and under the certain

expectation of being soon called upon again to

govern the country, with uncontrolled power."

—

vol. iv., p. 4.

And when the king's illness, consequent on the

anxiety this resignation caused him, became alarm-

ing, the diarist expresses his loyal indignation in

terms which clearly allude to Mr. Pitt as one of

those

—

"Feb. 22.—Who acted in order to gratify their

private resentments, or promote their ambitious

views ; and these men, let them be who they will,

may be considered as the most consummate politi-

cal villains that ever existed. They ought to be
held in execration by the country, and their names
handed down to posterity with infamy; for they

will have been the first cause of the destruction of

the intellects or life of a sovereign, to whose
kingly virtues, and to whose manly and uniform
steady exertion of them during a reign of forty

years, this country, and every subject in it, owes
the preservation of its liberties and everything that

is valuable to him."—vol. iv., p. 15.

And again, when the king grew better,

—

"March 7.—The king, in directing Willis to

speak or write to Pitt, said, " Tell him I am now
quite well, quite recovered from my illness ; but

what has he not to answer for, who is the cause of

my having been ill at all?" This, on being re-

peated, affected Pitt so deeply, that it immediately
produced the letter (the most dutiful, humble, and
contrite) mentioned above, and brought from him
the declaration of his readiness to give way on the

Catholic question."—vol. iv., p. 32.

And finally,

—

"March 9.—The whole is a very sad story—the

work of mean and bad passions ; a trial of strength

which a great subject presumes to institute with
his king, and a king to whom he owes all his

greatness. It began in this, continues in this, and
will end in it, and ruin follow to the common
weal."—vol. iv., p. 40.

And after all this, we find him within a few
weeks suggesting and carrying on an intrigue to

force this "political villain" back into office;

and within three months we find the following
entry :

—

"June 8.—I was with Pitt at his breakfast. I

told him that I had much satisfaction in assuring

him that I should follow his line in politics; that

I understood his motives, and respected them in

acting as he had done."—vol. iv., p. 263.

Again ; there is no one, we think, whom Lord
Malmesbury mentions with more asperity than the

late Lord Auckland, and particularly for his sup-

posed share in disturbing the king's mind in 1801,

by alarming him against the designs of Mr. Pitt on

the Catholic question. Yet we shall find Lord
Malmesbury himself pursuing the same line, (and

without so strong a duty,) and instigating the

Duke of Portland to take similar measures for en-

couraging the king to resist the Catholic conces-

sions proposed by the Talents.

We could produce many more instances of the

same kind of contradictions ; but these will suffice,

our object being not to complain of Lord Malmes-

bury's injustice or inconsistency, but to expose the

consequences of any system of journalizing, in

which—though the rumors of one day are effaced

by those of the next, yet the false report and the

true one—the passing impression and the perma-
nent, conviction—are equally recorded, and when
they happen, by breach of faith or mistaken zeal,

to be published promiscuously, become offensive to

private feelings and delusive to public opinion. In

the present case, however, we repeat that no great

harm is done ; for to those who attentively read

the whole Diary, very little of that which seems to

bear hardest upon individuals will be found of any
real weight or authority.

The diary opens with the change of ministry in

1801, and with his majesty's illness, which Lord
Malmesbury states very truly, was produced by
the agitation of the royal mind in being forced to

part from Mr. Pitt—with whom he never before

had had a difference (iv., p. 7)—in such a crisis of

the world, and on a point which his majesty felt

not merely as invalidating the constitutional right

by which he held his crown—but as irreconcilable

with what he held dearer than his crown—his

religion and his conscience.

Lord Malmesbury states that the origin of the

king's illness was
" A cold caught by his remaining so long in

church in very bad snowy weather on the day ap-

pointed for a general fast, 13th February ; and the

physicians do not scruple to say, that although his

majesty certainly had a bad cold, and would, under

all circumstances, have been ill, yet that the hurry

and vexation of all that has passed was the cause

of his mental illness; which, if it had shown
itself at all, would certainly not have declared

itself so violently, or been of a nature to cause

any alarm, had not these events taken place."

—

vol. iv., p. 19.

The following anecdote, however, which we
received very soon after the event from a person

who was present, proves that the mental excite-

ment preceded the cold caught on the 13th Febru-

ary. The king was always in the habit of repeat-

ing the responses in the church service very audi-

bly ; but on this day, when he came to the follow-

ing response of the Venite, he leaned over the front

of his seat, and with an air of addressing the con-

gregation, he repeated in a loud, emphatic, and

angry tone

—

"Forty years long ivas I grieved with

this generation, and said, it is a people that do err

in their hearts, for they have not known my ways."
" It was impossible," said our informant, " not to

see that all the perplexities and troubles of his

forty years' reign were, by the new difficulties

pressed upon him by one whom he so much re-

garded as Mr. Pitt, revived at the moment on

his excited and morbid memory." Lord Malmes-
bury tells us that as early as the 6th or 7th of

February,
" The king at Windsor read his coronation oath

to his family—asked them whether they under-

stood it—and added, ' If I violate it, I am no
longer legal sovereign of this country, but it falls

to the house of Savoy.' "

And in the entry for the 26th of February we
read

—

"The king on Monday, after having remained
many hours without speaking, at last towards the

evening came to himself, and said, ' I am better

now, but I will remain true to the church.' "—vol.

iv., p. 19.

Lord Malmesbury is all along very indignant

with Mr. Pitt for not having prepared the king's
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mind for Roman Catholic emancipation as the

necessary consequence of the Union, and lays all

the blame on the suddenness of the announcement.

We have no proof that Mr. Pitt may not have ap-

proached the subject with the king, and we have a

strong- conviction that no degree of preparation or

persuasion would have induced his majesty to view

with less than utter horror any measure involving

(as he considered it) the violation of his coronation

oath. It has been a general opinion—and Lord
Malmesbury seems at one time to have believed

—

that Mr. Pitt seized this occasion of resigning,

with the object of allowing Mr. Addington the

mortification and odium of making a peace. Lord

Malmesbury shows clearly that Mr. Pitt never

evaded that responsibility himself, and that he even

took a supererogative responsibility in advising

Mr. Addington in his negotiations ; but he does

not say that which we are enabled to assert from

Mr. Addington's own report of his conferences

with the king and Mr. Pitt

—

viz., that when Mr.

Pitt went last into the closet to press the Catholic

question on his majesty, he had still hopes of being

able to prevail ; the more so, as the king pressed

him with the greatest earnestness and affection not

to desert him ; but that when, after a long and

warm conversation, Mr. Pitt declared peremptorily

that he could not yield the point, the king sud-

denly changed his manner, and dismissed him !—
and when Mr. Pitt, in his surprise, attempted some
rejoinder, the king in civil but very decided terms

declined any further discussion.

During all the preliminary arrangements for the

new administration nothing could be more com-
posed, more clear, more rational, than his majes-

ty's conduct—but the effort overpowered him, and

the scenes which we have just quoted with his

family and in the chapel show the progress of the

excitement. We cannot follow all the daily

vicissitude's of his majesty's illness ; but our read-

ers will see with great interest the following ac-

count of Lord Malmesbury's first interview with

the king after his recovery :

—

"29 Oct., 1801.—I went to Windsor to present

to the king and queen copies of the new edition of

my father's works. I saw them both alone on the

morning of the 26th. * * * I was with the

king alone near two hours. I had not seen his

majesty since the end of October, 1800, of course

not since his last illness ;
* * * * but he

did not look thinner, nor were there any marks
of sickness or decline in his countenance or man-
ner ; these last were much as usual ; somewhat
less hurried, and more conversable, that is to say,

allowing the person to whom he addressed himself

more time to answer and talk, than he used to do

when discussing on common subjects, on public

and grave ones. I at all times for thirty years

have found him very attentive, and full as ready to

hear as to give an opinion, though perhaps not

always disposed to adopt it and forsake his own.

He was gracious even to kindness, and spoke of

my father in a way which quite affected me. He
expressed great satisfaction at seeing me less ill

than he expected ; asked how I continued to keep
well ; and on my saying, amongst other reasons,

that I endeavored to keep my mind quiet, and dis-

miss all unpleasant subjects from intruding them-
selves on it, the king said, ''Tis a very wise
maxim, and one I am determined to follow ; but

how, at this particular moment, can you avoid it?'

And without waiting he went on by saying, ' Do
you know what I call the Peace [of Amiens?]—an

experimental peace, for it is nothing else. I am
sure you think so, and perhaps do not give it so
gentle a name ; but it was unavoidable. I was
abandoned by everybody, allies and all. I have
done, I conscientiously believe, for the best, be-

cause I could not do otherwise ; but had I found
more opinions like mine, better might have been
done.

" I thought the subject might agitate the king,

and therefore tried to lead him from it ; he per-

ceived my drift, and said, ' Lord Malmesbury,
you and I have lived on the active theatre of this

world these thirty years ; if we are not become
wise enough to consider every event which hap-
pens quietly, and with acquiescence, we must
have lived very negligently. What would the
good man who wrote these excellent books (point-

ing to the copy I had just presented to him of my
father's works) say, if we were such bad philoso-

phers, having had such means of becoming good
ones?' and then his majesty reverted again to the
peace, spoke of the state of Europe, of France,
and this country ; and by the turn of conversation

it happened that the king and myself, almost in

the same moment, agreed that it was a most erro-

neous and dangerous maxim which prevailed, that

Jacobinism was at an end or even diminished
;

that it was only quieter because it had carried one
point, but we should soon see it blaze out again,

when it had another in view ; and from that the

king passed to the court of Berlin, which he
spoke of with great displeasure, even acrimony :

' This is the young man,' said he, ' of whom the

great Frederic said—" on ne lui arrachera jamais
la couronne," and we shall live, possibly, to see

him without even his electoral dominions.' "—vol.

iv., pp. 62, 63.

It will, we think, be admitted that the old
" Philosopher of Salisbury " himself could not

have made more judicious, nor his accomplished
son more appropriate and statesmanlike observa-

tions than these of King George III., of whom we
repeat with increased confidence since Mr. Twiss'
publication of his notes to Lord Eldon what we
said on a prior occasion, that if " ever, and to

whatever extent, his daily correspondence with his

several ministers on the various business of the

state shall be published, the world will then, and
not till then, be able duly to appreciate his virtues

and his talents."—Q. Rev., vol. hex., p. 282.

A great part of the Diary is taken up with the

details of a ridiculous intrigue concocted, as it

seems, between Mr. Canning and Lord Malmes-
bury in the winter of 1802-3, for forcing Mr. Ad-
dington to make way for Mr. Pitt's restoration to

power. Mr. Canning, as was natural to a young
man of his lively genius, aspiring hopes, and per-

sonal attachment to Mr. Pitt, had from the first

regretted the late resignations, and greatly under-

valuing the less brilliant qualities of the successors,

he had, contrary to Mr. Pitt's wishes—and indeed

at some risk, as it seems, of impairing their polit-

ical and even their private friendship—endeavored
to discredit the ministry by censure and ridicule in

the press, and by occasional sarcasms in parlia-

ment. These missiles not producing the desired

effect, he, in concert with Lord Malmesbury, form-

ed a plan which, without compromising Mr. Pitt,

who (as they well knew) would listen to no such

expedients, should force Mr. Addington to be the

instrument of his own downfall.

As a specimen of the candid inconsistency of

Lord Malmesbury's diary, we may quote the fol-
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lowing character which he gives of Mr. Canning
at this period of his life :

—

"Jan. 24, 1803.—Canning has been forced,

like a thriving plant in a well-managed hot-house
;

he has prospered too luxuriantly—has felt no

check or frost. Too early in life, he has had

many, and too easy advantages. This, added to

very acute parts, makes him impatient of control.

Astonished to find obstacles and difficulties in his

way ; angry with those who conceive less quickly

and eagerly than himself, or who will not keep
pace with him in his rapid plans and views ; and

indulging an innate principle of vanity, he under-

rates others, and appears arrogant and contemptu-

ous, although really not so. This checks the right

and gradual growth of his abilities; lessens their

effects, and vitiates the very many excellent, honora-

ble, and amiable qualities he possesses. The world,

who judge him from this, judge him harshly and

unfairly ; his success accounts for his manners.

Rapid prosperity never creates popularity, and it

requires a most careful and conciliating conduct

to make the two compatible."—pp. 169, 170.

We quote this—not as a just, and still less as a

favorable character of an early friend, for whose
public and private qualities we preserve and cher-

ish the highest admiration and the most affectionate

regard ; but, for the sake of observing that it was
with this spoiled child, as he thought him, that

Lord Malmesbury—at the age of near threescore,

and professing to have retired from public life

—

chose to associate himself in an intrigue, as absurd

in all its parts as can well be conceived. Its details

would be tedious ; but the substance was this

—

"Nov. 1, 1802.—It was thought right to draw
up a paper to be signed, if approved, by persons of

eminence in different public avocations, in each
house of parliament, to be presented by them to

Mr. Addington ; its object, as will appear from
the paper itself, was to prevail on him to remove
spontaneously, and prevent the matter being

brought before the public."—p. 87.

—

and " when signed by a sufficient number of lead-

ing and independent men of all descriptions in

each house," from whom it was supposed to em-
anate, it was to be presented simultaneously to

Mr. Pitt and Mr. Addington, and, by the Duke of
York (whom Lord Malmesbury had already initia-

ted into the design,) conveyed to the king. So far,

so well. We can fancy our young political Hot-
spur exclaiming, " Our plot is a good plot as ever
was laid—our friends true and constant ; a good
plot—good friends and full of expectation—an ex-
cellent plot, very good friends. Why my Lord of
York commends the plot and the general course

of the action !" Alas ! when all those " good
friends" and the many " persons of eminence"
were to be assembled to sign the important docu-
ment, it was found that there were no such per-

sons in rerum natura—not one—and that the whole
confederacy consisted of no soul but the original

coterie which had imagined it, Mr. Canning, Lords
Granville Leveson and Morpeth, and our venerable

diplomatist ;—but genius and art united are never
without a resource—and behold, Mr. Canning
writes to Lord Malmesbury

—

" Nov. 15th.—If, after all, neither imposing
signatures nor spokesmen can be had, the last resort

is to send the paper unsigned, with something like

the enclosed prczscripV (!)

"proposed prescript.
" It is thought to be most respectful to Mr. Ad-

dington and Mr. Pitt, that the enclosed paper
should be transmitted to them without the signa-

tures, which are ready to be affixed to it."

—

p. 103.

We can easily conceive the spirit of fun in which
Mr. Canning penned this ingenious prescript—the

very title of which would have revealed its author
;—but when Lord Malmesbury lent his graver and

more deliberate countenance to the device of sig-

nifying signatures to be ready, since none were to

be had, he could not have had in his thoughts that

excellent maxim, which he afterwards so forcibly

inculcated on another young friend,

—

"April llth.—It is scarce necessary to say that

no occasion, no provocation, no idea, however
tempting, of promoting the object you have in

view, can need, much less justify, a falsehood.

Success obtained by one, is a precarious and base-

less success. Detection would ruin not only your
own reputation forever, but deeply wound the

honor of your cause."—p. 414.

We need not pursue this bubble to its bursting

and vanishing into nothing ; but we must just

notice the extraordinary efforts of Mr. Canning
and Lord Malmesbury to persuade Mr. Pitt not to

attend the house of commons, lest his presence

should seem to countenance the ministry—and the

ludicrous gravity with which Mr. Canning deplores

the failure of his " capital measure," which was a

device to prevent Pitt's keeping an engagement to

dine with Addington at Richmond Park, which
the infatuated ex-minister, contrary to the most
earnest efforts of his young friend, persisted in

doing. All this is very amusing as we read it,

but it is humiliating to think of; and in this case,

as in others of the Diary already noticed, we
think that the person who was most disliked

makes really the best figure, and that the sober

good sense and good faith of Mr. Addington con-

trast very favorably with the various ingenious,

but not very ingenuous devices, that were em-
ployed to supplant him.* As to Mr. Pitt's share

in these transactions, we are glad to be able to say-

that, though the hopes and wishes of Mr. Can-
ning and Lord Malmesbury may seem to throw

some doubts over the candor of his conduct to-

wards Mr. Addington, all that he himself was
responsible for—his own words and actions

—

are not liable to any serious reproach :—to none

at all, we think, in the earlier period of the Ad-
dington administration ; for the evidence of Lord
Malmesbury leaves no doubt that he was perfectly

and zealously sincere in his endeavors to restrain

the hostility of his younger friends who had re-

signed with him, as well as to confirm the support

of those of his former colleagues who had taken

part in the new government ;—so much so that

when Mr. Pitt heard accidentally, on the 10th

March, 1801, that the Duke of Portland intended,

on his own part and that of his other colleagues,

to propose to Mr. Addington to recall Mr. Pitt,

* We are glad to be able to say that Lord Sidmouth's
papers are in the hands of his son-in-law, the Dean of
Norwich, and we have reason to hope that the Dean is

preparing for the press a work that will do to that honest
minister and excellent man more justice than has yet
been done to his abilities and public services. Lord
Malmesbury seems to have been much prejudiced against
him by the influence of Mr. Canning's pleasantries. "We
have, however, ourselves seen evidence, which we hope
may exist in Lord Sidmouth's papers, that at a subse-
quent period Mr. Canning, in a very frank and generous
manner, (as was his nature,) expressed his regret for their

former differences.
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the latter waited on the duke, and in the most
peremptory manner prohibited any such interfer-

ence with Mr. Addington, (iv. 42 ;) and when, on
the 14th, in pursuance of the same views, Mr. Can-
ning pressed Mr. Pitt for a categorical answer as to

his real feeling towards Mr. Addington, Mr. Pitt

—

" Without hesitation, and in the most unquali-

fied manner, replied, that it was impossible to

have behaved with more confidence, more open-

ness, more sincerity, than Addington had done,

from the first moment to this ; and that the man-
ner in which he had conducted himself, added to

his long friendship for him, had raised him higher

than ever in his good opinion."— p. 46.

And amidst not a few subsequent provocations

on the part of Mr. Canning and his " young
friends," who were exceedingly dissatisfied and

angry at his reserve, lie steadily adhered to his

engagements with Mr. Addington.
As time lapsed, and circumstances changed, so,

no doubt, did in a certain degree the mutual rela-

tions of the late and existing ministers, and Mr.
Pitt became naturally more and more reluctant to

attend in parliament the discussion of new mea-
sures which he had not advised and might not

approve, but which his general inclination to sup-

port Mr. Addington disabled him from opposing.

In the spring of 1803, however, this state of

affairs was essentially altered, by Mr. Addington 's

making him an overture for his return to office,

but on terms which Mr. Pitt thought he could not

accept. The particulars of this transaction are

given by Lord Malmesbury in much and interesting

detail ; and we are bound to say that the conditions

were such as we do not think Mr. Pitt could have
accepted, though his refusal was somewhat too

haughtily stated. This affair, however, seems to

us to have placed the rival parties on new and

independent ground ; it was a fresh point of de-

parture ; and though Mr. Pitt appeared still very

reluctant to oppose the ministry, his connexion

became gradually less cordial. Mr. Addington
about this time fancied that he strengthened him-

self by offering office to Mr. Sheridan and others

of the old opposition, and by actually bringing

into his government Mr. Tierney, who a few
years before had fought a duel with Mr. Pitt.

This seems to us to have fairly released Mr. Pitt

altogether :—and at last, after many moves on the

political chess-board, which may be followed very
agreeably in Lord Malmesbury's Diary, Mr. Pitt

concurred with Mr. Fox and the old opposition in

several important votes, particularly one on the

defence bill, in which Mr. Addington had a ma-
jority of only thirty-seven, on which he resigned,

and Mr. Pitt returned to office—almost alone.

Lord Malmesbury details the circumstances in

which this short-lived and unfortunate administra-

tion was formed on so narrow a basis, after Mr.
Pitt had proposed for office his new ally Mr. Fox,
and his old connexions the Grenvilles, &c, for

whose sake he, no doubt, had broken off the

negotiation with Mr. Addington in the spring of

1803. The king had now positively excluded Mr.
Fox, and though the latter very generously de-

sired that this might not prevent the accession of

his friends to office, they all made common cause
with him. Mr. Canning and Lord Granville Leve-
son were zealous for the introduction, first of Mr.
Fox, and then of the Grenvilles—but all parties

adhered to their resolutions, and Mr. Pitt, instead

of forming a new government, found himself in

the necessity of doing little more than taking Mr.

Addington's place in the old one. We have
heretofore ventured to express our doubts as to

Mr. Pitt's policy in all this affair—his original

breaking-up of the great party of which he was
the head—his present failure to reunite it—his

ousting Mr. Addington's government before he
knew on what basis he could replace it—and,

above all, the way in which, first and last, he
dealt with the Roman Catholic question. Lord
Malmesbury's details are too long to quote in

exlenso, and too connected to be separated, but they
will be read with interest, and the result may be
thus stated—that the precarious state of the king's

mental health, never so liable to disturbance as

from the Catholic question—the peculiar difficulties

created by Mr. Fox's former profession of French
principles and his consequent removal from the

privy council—and the great and growing perils of

the country, both internal and external, afforded

not merely an obvious apology, but—in the opinion

of Lord Malmesbury, the Duke of Portland, and
the great majority of Mr. Pitt's friends, and, no
doubt, in Mr. Pitt's own conscientious conviction

—

a full justification of proceedings which, in opposi-

tion to such authority, we can hardly persist in

blaming, though we can never cease to regret.

These difficulties helped to accelerate his death, if

they did not absolutely cause it, by anxiety, disap-

pointment, and affliction : the impeachment of

Lord Melville, and the battle of Austerlitz, filled

the cup of bitterness, and he died, as was emphati-
cally said, at 46, of old age and a broken heart.

In alluding to the last moments of this illustrious

man, whose glorious eloquence we heard with
youthful admiration, we have a melancholy pleasure

in laying before our readers, whom we may pre-

sume to be admirers of the name and character of

Pitt, the following interesting anecdotes, which the

noble editor has given us from the note-book of

his amiable and able father, the second Earl of

Malmesbury, while he was Lord Fitzharris, and
a member of Mr. Pitt's last Board of Treasury.

" On the receipt of the news of the memorable
battle of Trafalgar, (some day in November, 1805,)

I happened to dine with Pitt, and it was naturally

the engrossing subject of our conversation. I shall

never forget the eloquent manner in which he
described his conflicting feelings, when roused in

the night to read Collingwood's dispatches. Pitt

observed, that he had been called up at various

hours in his eventful life by the arrival of news of

various hues; but that, whether good or bad, he

could always lay his head on his pillow and sink

into sound sleep again. On this occasion, however,

the great event announced brought with it so much
to weep over, as well as to rejoice at, that he could

not calm his thoughts, but at length got up, though

it was three in the morning."
" The battle of Austerlitz and its consequences,

which he saw in their true light, greatly disap-

pointed and depressed him, and certainly rather

accelerated his end. I well remember walking

round St. James' Park with him in November,
1805. He was naturally of a sanguine disposition.

His plans were vast and comprehensive, and held

out to his powerful mind the hope of establishing

a European Confederacy, that should crush French

ascendancy. When that battle was fought, the

last ray of hope was so dimmed as to leave him

without the possible expectation of seeing the ful-

filment of that for which he had so long, so strenu-

ously, and so successfully exerted himself, and

which he felt (if ever accomplished) must be
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brought about by other hands than his. He re-

signed himself to the will of that Providence to

whom he had always looked up, as well in the

days of victory as in the hour of peril, and calmly

awaited that last call to which we must all respond,

with the true spirit of a Christian, and felt that his

sand had too nearly run out for him to think

any longer of worldly matters. He went to Bath,

and only returned to Wimbledon, (where he had a

villa,) to die there."
" I have ever thought that an aiding cause of

Pitt's death, certainly one that tended to shorten

his existence, was the result of the proceedings

against his old friend and colleague, Lord Mel-
ville. I sat wedged close to Pitt himself the night

when we were 210 to 216 ; and the speaker, ilbbott,

(after looking as white as a sheet, and pausing

for ten minutes,) gave the casting vote against us.

Pitt immediately put on the little cocked-hat that

he was in the habit of wearing when dressed for

the evening, and jammed it deeply over his fore-

head, and I distinctly saw the tears trickling down
his cheeks. We had overheard one or two, such

as Colonel Wardle, (of notorious memory,) say,

they would see ' how Billy looked after it.' A
few young ardent followers of Pitt, with myself,

locked their arms together, and formed a circle, in

which he moved, I believe, unconsciously out of

the house ; and neither the colonel nor his friends

could approach him.

"I met Pitt at Lord Bathurst's in Gloucester-

shire, where he passed some days, [in December,
1802.] We went to church at Cirencester. In

discoursing afterwards on the beauties of our
Liturgy, he selected the Thanksgiving Prayer as

one particularly impressive and comprehensive.

The one, ' In Time of W"ar and Tumults,' he

thought admirably well drawn up, as well as that

for the parliament ; but added, with respect to the

first of the two, that he never in hearing it could

divest himself of the analogy between ' Abate their

pride, assuage their malice,' and the line in the

song of ' God save the King,' ' Confound their

politics, frustrate their knavish tricks.' I ob-

served, that Pitt was constantly taking down and
quoting from Lucan, of which author he appeared
to be extremely fond. Nothing could be more
playful, and at the same time more instructive,

than Pitt's conversation, on a variety of subjects,

while sitting in the library at Cirencester. You
never would have guessed that the man before you
was prime minister of the country, and one of the

greatest that ever filled that situation. His style

and manner were quite those of an accomplished

idler.—Lord Fitzharris"
1

Note Book for 1805

—

1806. "—vol. iv., pp. 341—347.
After the death of Mr. Pitt and the accession

of the Talents' administration, there is little to

notice till we arrive at the celebrated attempt to

inveigle the king into the first step towards a con-

cession of what were called the Catholic claims,

which ended in the dismissal of that arrogant and

fraudulent ministry in whose detection and dis-

comfiture Lord Malmesbury took more part, as

we have already hinted, than was commonly sup-

posed.
" On the 9th of march, [1807,] I found that a

bill was actually preparing, evidently as a sort of

preliminary step to other bills still more explicit,

to take off the restrictions now existing against

the Catholics. The bill in the first instance was
stated to be one that had no other object in view

than to give the Irish Catholics, serving in Eng-

land, the same security against the pains and
penalty of the law against Popery as they enjoyed
in Ireland by the bill of 1793, which bill enabled
them to hold commissions in the army as far as

the rank of colonels.

"The Union made these regiments liable to

serve in England and Scotland, and the act as it

now stood, (they said,) gave them security in Ire-

land only. This appeared a just measure if pur-

sued, and one not to be opposed.
" To this bill the king did not object, and in this

shape it first appeared in the house of commons,
as a clause attached to the mutiny bill, of which
it was naturally to make a part. But ministers

finding this go down with scarce any remark made
upon it, thought they might go a step further

;

they withdrew the clause to the mutiny bill, and
substituted in its room a bill which, by one stride,

gave to the Catholics in every part of his ma-
jesty's dominions the privilege of entering into the

army or navy, of holding any rank in either, and
of being allowed to attend their own places of

worship. This gave rise to a very spirited de-

bate, in which Perceval, with great force and
ability, showed to the house the radical alterations

such a measure would make in our constitution,

and the dangerous innovations with which it would
be attended both in church and state. Government
was violent in support of it, and Lords Howick
and Temple talked vehemently.

" Strong symptoms, however, soon appeared
that they met with opposition in the closet, as the

second reading of the bill was postponed from day
to day. On Wednesday, the 11th, the king came
to town, and saw his ministers as usual at the

queen's house, to whom, (it was told us,) he ex-

pressed himself very distinctly, that to such a

measure he never could assent."—vol. iv., pp. 358,

359.

At this crisis Lord Malmesbury—forgetful of

all his former indignation against Lord Auckland
for a like conduct—urged the Duke of Portland,

with whom he had always maintained his early

relations of confidence, to communicate to the king

his grace's sympathy on what he heard of his

majesty's feelings on this subject, and to acquaint

him that if he should be driven to extremities by
his present ministry, there were others who were
ready to undertake the responsibility of office on

the adverse principle. This letter was dated the

12th of March, 1807 ; but before it was despatched

—indeed before it was written out fair—the king

himself had anticipated its advice by sending for

Lord Grenville, complaining of the deception at-

tempted to be practised on him, and declaring

that he never had consented, and never would con-

sent, to Lord Howick's bill. The Duke of Port-

land's letter arrived no doubt opportunely to con-

firm the king's resolutions, which were also sup-

ported by some of the existing government.
" The king said the prince had come down on

purpose on Saturday, [March 14,] to declare his in-

tentions of acting and speaking against the bill;

that the chancellor (Erskine) has also been from

the beginning against it, as well as Lord Ellen-

borough and Lord Sidmouth. This last he said

had behaved handsomely."—vol. iv., p. 373.

And upon this the king gave the Duke of Port-

land carte-blanche for forming that administration

which, with many serious modifications, and the

sudden or premature deaths of no less than five of

its leaders—Portland, Perceval, Londonderry,

Liverpool, and Canning—and many vicissitudes
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of difficulties and prosperity, terminated the most

perilous, but eventually the most glorious, war

recorded in our annals by the most triumphant

peace—and may be said to have lasted till, by a

series of mistakes and misfortunes, it was led—as

always happens to a party too long- and too com-

pletely prosperous—to terminate by suicide an

existence of five-and-tvventy years. In the Duke
of Portland's ministry Mr. Canning- received the

foreign seals—Lord Fitzharris became his under-

secretary—Lord Granville Leveson went as am-

bassador to Russia—and Lord Malmesbury, con-

fidentially consulted by Mr. Canning, brings down
to the battle of Wagram and the convention of

Cintra—but with little detail and no novelty—his

summary of our foreign and domestic transactions.

" Here," says the editor, in his parting words

—

" Here Lord Malmesbury appears to have closed

this Diary.
" Of the Journal which I have published, and

which composes this fourth volume, it may be said

that it contains much matter already known to the

reader. I have not suppressed it on that account,

because I think that no corroborative evidence of

history can be produced so unsuspicious as a diary,

in which events and conversations are regularly

recorded within a few hours of their occurrence,

and that by an intelligent observer, (like Lord
Malmesbury,) whose personal ambition has been

satisfied with high rewards, or arrested by incur-

able infirmity. The man who is in this position,

having nothing to hope or to fear, and writing for

no immediate purpose of the day, will probably

relate history with as little excitement or preju-

dice as can possibly be found in any active mind."
—vol. iv., pp. 411, 412.

To some of these last observations we have by
anticipation replied in the distinction we took be-

tween the sincerity of the journalist and the accu-

racy of the facts or justice of the opinions he re-

cords : with that reservation we grant to the noble

editor all the merit that he claims for his grand-

father, who is beyond doubt entitled to as much
credence as any journalizing politician and quid-

nunc can be entitled to. But however trustworthy

the author may personally be, it by no means fol-

lows that we are to give him that kind of implicit

confidence which the editor seems to challenge.

In the first place, he is very often deceived by a

second-hand narrative of facts ; but even when the

naked fact is true, it may be so disguised by being

clothed in black or in white as not to be recogniz-

able. Of such a diary it may be said, as the Stoic

said of human life in general

—

xaQaaaa rovg av&Qm-
rcovg ov Tu nyuyuaTa, u).Va ra nsQi x<ov TtQayuurwv

doyuura—no one alive would, we believe, be much
disturbed by any of the facts recorded by Lord
Malmesbury if simply and accurately narrated,

though great and serious pain has been inflicted

by the color that he gives them and the opinions

which his grave authority pronounces upon them.
No man, however honest, or even kind-hearted,

can be free from temporary impressions and per-

sonal prejudices—which, though they should have
only flashed momentarily across his mind, stand

permanently Daguerrcotyped in his Diary—so that

truth itself becomes an auxiliary to falsehood.

On the whole, we are bound to say, this publica-

tion seems to us to be in principle wholly unwar-
rantable

; that as regards either political events or

personal character, it would be in general a very
fallacious guide; that any historical value it may
have is nearly counterbalanced by the false im-

pressions it so frequently creates; and, finally,

that the confidence and security of private life

—

the great foundations of society—are seriously

compromised by a precedent, which is the more
dangerous from the amusement that it affords, and

the respectable names with which it is unfortu-

nately connected.

A MIRACLE!

Pennsylvania has paid !—don't be alarmed

—

not her debt, but the dividends upon it for Febru-

ary. The event was celebrated throughout the

state, as became its strangeness, with ringing of

bells, waving of flags, and firing of cannon.

Friends looked agape on each other in bar-rooms

and railway stations. Drab waistcoats heaved
with uncontrollable emotion ; mint juleps were
gulped like water when the news was told.

In the city of London the excitement was inde-

scribable. Feebly we attempt to portray it in

verse, the only medium for description of such a

scene. Humble prose limps after the reality with

too painful an effort :

—

There had been talk of an Express o'ernight

;

And London's capital had gathered then

Her merchants and her stock-brokers, and fright

Was in the features of her moneyed men.
A thousand eyes looked askingly ; and when
The whispered news one bold man dared to tell,

Holders of stock looked pale, then red again,

And most were of opinion 't was a sell

—

But hush ! hark ! That report from Bow to

Clerkenwell

!

# # * # #

Within an office hard by Lendenhall

Sate an extensive holder ; he did hear

That news, perhaps, the earliest of all,

And but pooh-poohed it when it met his ear.

And when " the Times" declared the pay-day
near,

His books, more truly, told their tale too well

;

Which shovv'd he 'd lost two thousand pounds
a year,

And left stock on his hands he could not sell :

He rushed on 'Change,—found that they paid

—

and fell !

# * # # #

And men came buying in hot haste—indeed,

Their old dishonesty some folks did bar

From buying as they else had done with speed
;

And some lacked means "for carrying on the

war."
But on the whole they bought more freely far

Than might have been expected from the way
That Pennsylvanias had stood under par

—

While brokers sought "The Cock" across the

way,
And whispered with white lips, "By Jove, they

pay, they pay !"

Punch.

Legal Criticism.—Mr. Sergeant Hill, disput-

ing once with a young pupil who contended for

the accuracy of Richardson's description of love

in Clarissa Harlowe, the learned sergeant alleged

that Richardson was anything but an accurate

man ; and, in proof his assertion, asked the young
student if he had read Clarissa's will ; and added.

"You will find there is not one of the uses or

trusts in it that can be supported."
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